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PREFACE

This Handbook is the first of a series of handbooks which address the issue of
Instrument Approach Procedure (lAP) chart improvement in design. The intent is
twofold: to review relevant literature that might be applicable to improving the
presentation of chart information to support effective and efficient access to
information by the user and to develop guidance information based upon this
research, that can be easily accessed and implemented by the chart designer. The
handbook is intended to offer the chart designer guidance information that can
aid in developing charts which clearly present a meaningful visual structure.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Instrmnt Approach Procedure (WA) charts play a critical role In the safe and exditious flow
of traffic in and out of airports. Although their value is unquiestioned, there is continuing interest
in identifying modifications thot can be made to these charts so as to improve their utsability by
the pilot. This Hancbook is the fist of a seies of handbooks which address the issue nrf WA chart
Improvement in design. The intent of this Handbook Is twofold: (1) To review the relevant
literature that mnight be applicable to improving the presentation of chart information to support
effective and efficient access to Information by the user; and (2) To develop guidance informa-
tion, based upon this research, that can be easily accessed and implemented by the chart de-

The first stage in tOe project involved perfomig an extensive literature review that encom-
passed the fields of humaii factors, cartography, psychophysics and perception, reading, infor-
mation design, instructional design, and graphic design. The outcome was a bibliography of
almost a thousand refertnces These references were then reviewed and relevant design informa-
tion was extrctedL

This design info'mation was then organized and synthesized Into a coherent structure through
the use of a metaphor called the "tool box./'MTe tool box metaphor is intended to convey the idea
that the chart designer has available a number of design tools that can be used to embody Infor-
mation on a chart. An effective chart is the result of the strategic and logical application of these
tools. The major portion of the Handbook consists of de~criptions of each tool, examples of how
they miAght be used, reviews of any studies that have been conducted which have Identified
when a tool should or should not be used, and an explanation of the logic of how that tool
should be used to convey a spedhf c meanin to the chart user.

The Handbook is Intended to offer the chart designer guidance information that can aid in
developing chart3 which de~afly present a meaningful visual struchure To be most effective, this
vLual structur must be based upon a sensilbe organizational logic. The development of an
organiza~ional logic involves looking t' the information needs of the pilot and detemilblg
which informa~tion elements ame most important which elemens. tend to be used together, and
how each Information element relates to the other elernnts, Issues pertaining to organizational
logic dearly involve the cogtitive aspect. of chart use. I iwse imses will be addressed in a second
handbook ciirey bein developed.

xii



1. INTRODUCTION

11l OBJECTIVES AND STRUCTURE OF THE HANDBOOK

Instrument Approach Procedure (lAP) charts (see Figure 1-11) play a critical role in the safe and
expeditious flow of traffic in and out of airports. Although their value is unquestioned, there is
continuing interest in identifying modifications that can be made to these charts so as to
improve their usability by the pilot. This Handbook attempts to provide useful, research-based
guidance information that suggests the types of changes in the visual presentation of lAP chart
irlormation that can contribute to easier accessing and recognizing of Information on the chart.

The scope of this Handbook has been constrained in several ways. First, the Handbook is limited to
fiactors that can affect perceptual interaction with the lAP chart. Included are issues of screen quality,
supporting the user's ability to visually orient on the chart and easily find that information
specifically of interest and legibility of alphanumeric information. The Handbook does net
address issues of a "cognitive" nature, such as where each type of information should be
located on the chart or new ways of presenting information that might make understanding
the information easier for the user. In addition, the Handbook assumes the use of a "static,"
two-dimensional display. The opportunities provided by a dynamic display that can change
the form and types of information presented in response to user choices is not considered.

The Handbook consists of seven major chapters. Chapter 2 reviews the minimum performance
requirements for adequate display quality of paper -d electronic displays used to present lAP
charts. Topics that are covered include required luminance levels, flicker and refresh rates, and
viewing angle.

Chapters 3 through 7 provide guidance on how to present approach-plate information in order
to support the user's accessing that Information and correctly reading it Chapter 3 sets the
stage by looking at how users perceptwully interact with LAP charts, suggesting that two stages
are involved. First, the user must orient with-i the chart so as to find that part of t .chart most
likely to contain the information that is needed. Orienting is then followed by a search process
that enables the user to find, within that part of the chart, the desired information. Chapters 4,
5 and 6 then describe the design tools that are available to the AP chart designer to support
each process.

Each application of a design tool must be assessed both in terms of how it supports the orienting
or search process and the overaU usability of the chart. Chapter 7 offers some general criteria that
can be used to ensure that all of the visual elements presented on the IAP chart work together to
produce a coherent and visually organized whole. Finally, all of the design guidance pinciple
are listed in an Appendix.

'The NOS charts displaymi in this Handbook were constructed using a Macintosh computer. Every effort
was made to duplicate actual NOS charts to the extent possible. However, some differences remain, for
example, In the typeface used, T'hse differences, however, do not impact the utility oi the Macinh
charts in deonwstrating points of discussio.
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1.2 CAVEATS

Although maps and charts of all kinds are a common part of our lives, surprisingly little is
known about the perceptual and cognitive processes that determine how easy maps are to use
(Taylor & Hopkin, 1975). Maps are a unique form of visual information display and, in theory,
the vast amount of information about how to design effective displays, developed through the
efforts of human factors researchers and user-computer interface designers, should apply.
Similarly, maps are a form of printed material and what we know about effective typographic
and page layout design also should apply.

Although visual displays and printed material are two well-researched areas of information
presentation, surprisingly little attention has been devoted to maps themselves. Maps are
dearly a complex form of information presentation. For this reason, concern has been ex-
pressed as to the applicability of research results that have been obtained in the related do-
mains of visual information displays and printed media. Two of the leading experts in aviation
maps and charts express this concern:

The contribution of ergonomics to solving this problem [of map overcrowding
and lack of legibility] has been small. Although ergonomic textbooks and
handbooks provide many recommendations on the contents, layout and coding
of displayed itformation, It is not imnediately obvious how far such recom-
mendations apply to maps. Perhaps large scale topographical maps are so
complex as information displays that standard ergonomic findings do not
remain valid for them (Taylor & Hopkin., 1975, p. 197).

To complicate matters further, lAP charts are a unique type of map, differing in important
ways from other types of maps. lAP charts differ structurally from road maps and atlases in
that they consist not only of the "map part" but also include small amounts of running text,
tables, and other forms of print material organizations. Consequently, they are not simply
"maps" presenting landmarks, roads, and other geographical Information. In addition, the
conditions under which IAP charts are used differ greatly from other types of maps. Atlases
and other forms of topographical maps are usually used in home or office settings under
controlled lighting conditions with the user sitting in a non-moving chair. Issues of insuffident
llgh. vibration, and turbulence are obviously not factors. Also, the atlas user is not under the
same types of time constraints as the AP cha -t user nor Is the atlas user perfomIng other
cowklex tasks (flying the airpane, talking with air traffic control, etc.) at the same time.

The guidance information described in this handbook Is ooviously constrained by serious
differences between LAP chart use and the situations in which the experimental data were
originally collected. Because of limitations in the amount and quality of research aimed at
maps in general, and lAP charts in parvcular, research conclusions in other, related domains
have been reviewed. Clearly, guidance provided by this type of reseatch Is subject to serious
questions as to how well it applies to the IAP chart domain. However, even though the results
do not conclusively apply, they are of value In that they do offer some suggestions on how
certain design variables might improve the usability of approach plates. It is critical to renem-
bet, though, that many of the conclusions suggested here are necessarily tentative and require
evaluation perfonnd under onditions comparable to the flight environmet

3
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2. DISPLAY IMAGE QUALITY

2.1 OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER 2

Effective information presentation requires that the medium by which the information is con-
veyed (paper, CRT, LCD, etc.) be capable of displaying that information sufficiently to support
the visual system's ability to easily detect it. The performance requirements for a display medium
are extensive and often complex. This chapter provides a brief overview of the human factors
Issues related to image quality of paper, CRT, and LCD displays. A thorough review of this topic
exceeds the constraints of a single chapter. Instead, the attempt has been made to provide a brief
overview of the more critical factors, together with accepted human factors standards for defin-
ing required display perfonrance values for each factor.

Two objectives have guided the selection and organization of the information provided here. Fbr
the reader who is not experienced with display performance requirements, this chapter provides
a general overview of the topic that should be sufficient to enable the display designer to assess
the adequacy of a display intended for use in presenting 1AP charts. References to literature
which provide more in-depth coverage of topics are included, where appropriate, to enable the
interested reader to obtain additional Infonuation. The reader who is already familiar with the
issues surrounding display quality is likely to find the descriptive information presented n this
chapter familiar and less useful. However, this reader will find a compilation of display quality
standards that have been proposed by both aviation and office systems human factors organiza-
tions. These stanards, organized by topic, should provide a useful reference for even the most
experaned display desie.

This chapter has been organized into six sections. Stion 2.2 provides a brief overview of the
basik issue that underlies the problem of achieving suffident display quality. 11tis issue, simply
stated, is that the user and the display medium can be seen as indivtdual systems that support
infornmatlon flow to varying degrees. Each system has Its own strengths and limitations wth
respect to the types of information that can be supported. Effective display design, from a human
factors perspective, means that the display system is designed to complement the user in tens
of his/her own visual system strengths and weaknesses. Insensitivity on the part of the huanm
visual system must be compensated for by the desigm of a display medium that can amplify that
infUor n so as to ovencowe visual system limitation.

This relationsh p between the user and te display medium is complicated by the role of the
envirnnmient in which the user ai display medium must function. This complication takes the
form, once again, of a limitation on the part of the user, in the sense that the impact of the envi-
ronment is likely to appear as an Inability, on the part of the user, to detect or otherwise respond
to information provided by the display medium. For example, vibraten of the cockpit and the
user can reduce the users sensitivity to visual information that can otherwise be detected. Once
apai, solution Is to desJgr the display ntWlum so as to compensate for user liltatioms.



Treating the user, the display medium, and the use environment as an integrated information
flow system encourages a focus on how each part of the system contributes to, or hinders, the
flow of specific types of information. In keeping with this theme, Section 2.3 looks at three types
I display media that might be used to present JAP charts: paper, CRT, and LCD. The objective

of this section is to briefly review the strengths and limitations of each medium in order to
identify the more critical ways in which information transfer might be hindered by each me-
diumn. This description is intended to provide a general conceptual framework for understanding
the recommended display performance standards described later in this chapter.

linvitinmental factors are then reviewed in Section 2.4. Again, the objective is to specify those
factors, inherent in the cockpit environment, which are likely to impact visual system perfor-
mance, resulting in the need for support of the visual system through better display characteris-
ti"s. The two most important factors to be veviewed are ambient lighting within the cockpit and
vibration. Unfortunately, it is not possible to describe the specific impacts of these factors in a
cquantitative form. The ideal, of course, wokld be to define them in such a way that they could be
represented by simply dropping a variable into existing equations for defining display require-
ments. In lieu of a quantitative approach, the alternative is to describe these effects qualitatively,
with the achonition that all design decisions must anticipate their effects.

The remaining three sections of the chapter review the various factors that affect l lplay quality.
These factors have been categorized ivto three types: spatial, temporal, and chromatic (Snyder,
1988). Spatial variables affect the ability of the eye to detect infonnation distributed along the
vertical and horizontal dimensions of the display. The fundamental concept underlying the
spatial variables is the differeniation of infonmation by means of variations in luminance inten-
sity. Simply speaking, information is detected on a display because patterns of display locations
are visually different fom the background zd neighboring items. These patterns represent
information. For example, each alphanumeric clracter is comprised of its own set of display
elements which are determined by the shape of the character together with the intended location
of the character on the sxeen. The pattern of disVmntive elements enables us to differentiate
individual characters. Miferentiation of pattem elementst takes place on the basis of variations in
luminance intensity. Fact=rs tat influexice the use-of lunince intensity are add essa in
Setion25.

Information presentation is also affected by temoral tariabIs. Typically, we think of temporal
variables as involving the occurrence of some event tiat begins at some point in tine, unfolds
during a defined temporal sVgment, and then ends at some later point. The use of electronic
display media brings in an additional aspect of temporal variation that is of central concern to
this chapter. Electronic displays involve the sequential presentation of information. For example,
information on a CRT appears because of the opemrtion of an eectronic beam gun that activates
patterns of phosphos Phosphoractivation takes time and must be constantly repeated as te
phosphor quickly lostN its brightms. This process of updating the display is a form of temporal
variation that is foreign to our visual systems as they function in the everyday world. Not sur-
prising!, '.:"is process can be extremely disruptive to visual perfornance if it does not take place
in a faW -" Mat is unnoticed by the eye. Teranipe variables are reviewed in Section 26.

The thn set of factors ayre chrmic variabkls, which pertain to visual response to color. Although
cure paper IAP cuarts do not use color, it is quite likely that color will be used extensively on
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electronic displays. Consequently, issues related to the display of color on CRT and LCD dis-
plays are addressed in Section 2.7.

For each of the three dimensions, the issue is developing a display that functions in the range of
physical values that can be handled by the visual system. As Snyder (1988) points out, existing
displays cannot support the ideal conditions desired for the visual system, including the capabil-
ity to present very small spatial detail, a temporally stable view with no flicker, and an almost
infinite range of colors. The issue, then, is to determine the minimum standards that must be met
if the display is to be usable by the user, keeping in mind that tradeoffs, such as cost, are in-
volved.

For each of the display quality factors reviewed in Sections 2.5,2.6, and 2.7, the attempt has been
made to recommend minimum performance requirements. These recommendations have been
based on two sets of standards. The most extensive body of research has been performed in an
attempt to identify the requirements for CRT displays used in the office environment. Although
the application of the resulting standards to the aviation environment is clearly problematic,
these standards are reviewed simply because they provide additional data which, if used with
caution, may be useful in making decisions for displays to be used for presenting IAP charts. A
second set of standards are reviewed which have been developed for the aviation environment
by such organizations as ARINC (Aeronautical Radio, Inc.), the Society for Automotive Engi-
neers, and the military.

Both the office and aviation standards focus almost exclu. -ly on CRTs as the electronic display
medium. Currently, there are no relevant aviation or office environment recommendations for
flat panel displays such as WLDs. In addition, the bulk of the research aimed at deriving human
factors recommendations for LCI)s has been performed by private corporations. Consequently,
there is very little experimental data available in the public literature. Although the attempt has
been made to provide reconirnindations for LCDs, these recommendations must be treated with
special cauion

Recomnmendations for display quality issues pertaining to paper presentation of AP charts are
also vague with regard to the parameters identified above. Requirements for such criticA param-
eters as printing resolution and symbol-to-backgroun cont-" ratio appear to be non-existent.
In those cases where specific avd.iao reconmudatioas are not available, common practice is
usod as the standad.

One final point should be made about the recounendations described in ths chapter. Many of
the conclusions presented are stated in two ways. The first version of the conclusion begins with
the phase "For the unaided obsever...." For example, "For the unaided observer, all symbols
should be of sufficient height to ensure adequate legibility in all viewing situations." This vesin
of the conclusion is oriented towards users of this Handbook who do not have access to the
equipment required to accurately measure the display's performance on that parameter. The
objective is to provide, whenever feasible, altematlive twls that can support the evaluation
process.

A second version of the conclusion specifies the mdnimum acceptable parameter value, against
which the performanc of the display can be evaluated either by means of the manufacturees

e t for the display or by conducting the appropriate measurements. Additioal
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guidance for conducting these evaluations can be found in The Aerospace Recommended
Practice, entitled Photometric and Colorirnetric Measurement Procedures for Airborne Direct View CRT
Displays (ARP 1782,1989).

Actual measurement of each display quality factor, by the display manufacturer, designer, or
evaluator should be supplemented by the observational methods described in the first version of
the conclusions. This process is recommended for the simple reason that many of the perfor-
mance requirements described in this chapter are based upon experimental data and expert
opinion oriented towards non-IAP chart situations. The unique conditios in which IAP charts
are likely to be used may require stricter performance requirements than are suggested by the
requirements described in this chapter. Visual evaluation of these factors under the conditions of
normal IAW chart use should be performed whenever possible to ensure that each display is
usable.

2.2 THE USER, THE DISPLAY MEDIUM, AND THE ENVIRONMENT

At its simplest level, the purpose of ]AP charts, whether paper or electronic, is to transfer infor-
mation from the chart to the user. This process of information transfer takes place by means of
light. Chart information is embodied in patterns of light that are either generated by the display
(CRT or LCD) or arise because of reflection off of the display's surface (paper). These light
patterns travel to the eye, initiating the process of perception that results in the detection of the
information embodied i, he patterned light. The amount and quality of information transferred
depends both on the properties of the display medium and the limitations of the visual system.
When the acceptable limits on either system are exceeded, information transfer is necessarily
constrained. Electronic and paper displays are limited as to the amount and quality of the light
patterns they can emit or reflect. Similarly, the visual system possesses its own set of sensitivities
and limitations that determine the conditions under which visual perfomance is likely to be
sufficiently effective to achieve adequate performance.

242.1 VIsual System ConsIderatlons

The objective of the visual process is to detect and differentiate individual patterns of infoma-
tion conveyed by means of ight. Thme patterns correspond to the objects and events of our
world. Differentiation of objects takes place by perceiv ing differences in color and brightness in
the light patterns that reach the retina. Three dimensions of visual perfomtance are espexilly
important in assessiog the quality of a dsplay. These dimensions are:

" Spatial vision The ability of the eye to detect patterns of infomiaton in light;

" Temporal vision: The responsivenLs of the eye to pattern change;

" Chronatic vision: The sensitivity of the eye to color.

Each of these types of vson is reviewed below.
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2.2-1.1 SpATIA VwSom

Information presented on an IAP chart is conveyed to the eye in the form of patterns of light that
are actually variations in the relative luminance of the pattern elements. These luminance differ-
ences must be sufficiently large to enable the eye to differentiate between them. With respect to
IAP charts, the issue of pattern detection is most critical as it pertains to the ability of the eye to
detect the substantial amounts of small detail, such as symbols and alphanumeric characters, that
can appear on a chrt The ability of the eye to detect this small detail depends on a number of
factors relating to variations in the characteristics of the light available to the eye and the eye's
effectiveness in responding to these variations.

Two sources of light for carrying information are available. Most of the light that reaches the eye
is reflected light. Reflected light refers to the light from a light source that bounces off of a surface
and then travels to the eye. Light from the sun is one source for reflected light. Typically, we
don't look at the sun directly. Instead, we are able to utilize the reflected light that originated in
the sun as a means of differentiating objects around us. When we are indoors, the luminance
source is usually a lamp of some type. Again, we tend to use the reflected rather than direct light
from that source.

In the case of IAP charts, the type of light used depends upon the display medium. Paper charts
are read only by means of light reflected off of the chart. Electronic displays represent a very
different situation in that CRTs and LCDs emit their own light. However, reflected light also
plays a role in that the light available from an electronic display is a combination f emitted and
reflected light. In this situation, reflected light can cause problems for the visual system, the
obvious case ben that of glare.

Regardless of whether the light is reflected or emitted, the bWsic functioning of the visual system
is generally the same. Light energy is transformed by photoreceptive material in the retina,
located at the rear of the eye ball, into neural pulses that are then processed by the cognitive
system. These neural pulses reflect the pattern of information represented in the light.

The pattern of neural pulses is a consequence of the ability of the cells located in the retilia to
detect changes in the intensity or color of tle light available to the eye. hi the case of IAP charts,
this capability translates into the ability to discriminate individual alphanumeric characters and
synbols. This capability is affectex by the conditions under which the object is being perceivex.
The vismil system is best able to detect small, detailed infomiation wider bright lighting coiW i-
tions. This is one reason why reading lamps are commonly used for tasks that involve seeig
small detail, such as reading or sewing.

Ihe relationship between luminance conditions and the ability of the eye to delect small detail is
a consequence of the physiology of the retia, There are two types of photoreceptor cells located
in the retina. Under bright light, the cones are the dominant photoreceptor cells while rods
become dominant under dark conditions. Together, the two types of cells enable the visual
system to functiton under a boad range of lighting conditios

There is also a relationship between type of plotoreceptor cell, lighting condition. and sensitiviiy
to detail. Cones require substantially higher levels of light to function in comparison to rods. The
reason for this is that cones have a one-to-one mapping with neurons in the visual system. This
imapphg supports gieater preservation of detail in that each cone's respxne travels to the higher



levels of processing in the visual system. Rods, in contrast, achieve their ability to respond to
very low amounts of light from the many-to-one mapping of rods to visual systern neurons. The
energy emitted by small amounts of light that reach individual rods belonging to a common
group is summed together, enabling the activation of the visual neuron to which those rods, as a
group, are connected. This enhanced sensitivity to light is accompanied, however, by a reduced
sensitivity to detail Each rod's individual response to light patterns is summed together with all
of the other rods belonging to a common group. Consequently, rods are necessarily less sensitive
to detail. The result is that, although we are able to see objects under low lighting conditions, we
are only able to see gross shapes and forms. We can see enough to get around, for example, but
we are unable to read a book or thread a needle.

The importance of the cone/rod distinction for the LAP chart situation is the need to ensure that
sufficient light is provided to support vision by means of the cone system. IAP charts contain a
substantial amount of information that is usually very small. 7% is also important to ensure that
the size of the detail is sufficient to be detectable. Very small objects have correspondingly small
differences in luminance. These luminance differences must be sufficiently large to ensure
consistent detection by the visual system.

To this point, the emphasis has been on the ability of the eye to discriminate between light
patterns that correspond to diTerent objects. Lumin-ance differences have been assumed to signal
differences between objects. This is not always the case, however, when electronic displays are
used. Specifically, the problem concerns the fact that information is formed on an electronic
display by means of minute elements (called picture elements or pixdes) that are so small and
dose together they appear to form continuous lines. In effect, the eye is tricked into seeing
continuity even though the actual underlying elements are discrete. As will be shown later in this
chapter, an important part of the process of evaluating displays involves assessing their effective-
ncss in enabling larger coherent characters and symbols to appear by meas of pixels.

A separate set of considerations that influence pattern vision affect tile visual system Lxore light
reaches the retina. This set of factors are, in a sense, mechanical hi nature and each introduces its
own form of distortion to the light. Light enters the eye tluough the cornea and then passes
through an opening called the pupil. Distortion from the cornea can take plice in several ways.
First, the curved shape of the cornea causes the light to curve. in addition, scarring and clouding
can occur that reiduce the amount of light able to lss through. The iris also has an important
influence because it controls the size of the pupil, which, in turn, determines the amount of light
allowed to enter the eye. Under bright ambient conditions, the pupil opening is smaiE enabling
mostly focused light to reach the retina. Under din light, the pupil expau:ls, through contraction
of the is, to allow uore, less directed light to enter.

The light then reaches the tens, which is used to manipulate the curvature of the light so as to
ensure that the light is focused appropriately on the retina. Obiecs located close to the eye cause
the lens to bend into a more convex shape. The lens is flatter for objects farther away. This
process is called accommodation. The process of accommodation is especially critical hi the case
of the lAP chart user in that the pilot may have to repeatedly look out the window (e.g. for
traffic), then at objects located much closer, sud as the IAP dart.

Older eyes may also suffer from a clouding of the lens that reduces the amount of light able to
pass through. As the les ag-, it also tends to become stiffer, reducing tle ability of the leas to
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curve as required when looking at objects that are located close to the eye. Finally, the light must
then pass through the vitreous fluid that fills the eye ball. Older eyes may have greater amounts
of solid matter floating in the vitreous fluid which again can reduce the amount of light, as well
as causing the light waves to distort as they strike the solid matter.

Regardless of age, many individuals suffer from an inability to properly focus the light onto the
retina. Near-sightedness and far-sightedness are also common conditions that can be largely
compensated for through corrective lens. Problems in visual functioning due to poor eye sight or
age are of critical importance to display quality evaluation. Displays must be designed, to the
extent possible, to compensate for expected changes in visual performance that are likely to occur
in many pilots. Although many of these problems can be corrected, there still remain difficulties
that arise through the correction process. One of these problems is the fact that corrective lenses
tend to decrease the overall amount of light that reaches the retina. Also, the introduction of
certain types oi correction may impact the posture of the user. One of the most common prob-
lems arises through the use of bifocals because the user must position the head correctly so as to
ensure the ability to look through the corrected part of the lens The result is the tendency to raise
the head so as to look through the lower part of the lens. The result can be excessive stress to the
neck and back muscles.

As this section has shown, the ability to detect detailed information is governed by a variety of
factors, including the optical properties of the eye, the density of photoreceptors across the retina,
and the degree of luminous difference provided by the environment to the eye. All of these
factors will influence the user's ability to see the information presented on an JAP chart. The fact
that there is a 50% reduction in the amount of illumination that reaches the retina at the age of 50
year-s compared to 20 (Degani, 1991) argues for the need to use conservative design guidelines.
This consideration explains why the decision to use espically strict values was made in develop-
ing the econimm ldations described later in this chapter.

2.2.1.2 TmU.OR VMM

Tempoal vision, as the name suggests, refers to the abilty of the visual system to detect change.
Although the use of static displays, such as aP charts, would suggest that temporal vision does
not play a role in chart perception, temporal vision is, in fact, a critical element factor with elec-
tronic displays. As Section Z3 will describe, electronic displays, even those that present static
information such as IVA charts, undergo constwiZ change, in the fomu of the repeated refreshing
of the screen. The previous section pointcd out that the eye must be tricked into seeing continu-
ous lines formed by nmans of very snall pixels. Sinlarly, the eye must also be tricked into
seeing continuity over time even though the screen is actually constaly dnging. It this refrsh
procs oomrs too slowly, the scrn will appear to flicker.

Perception of temporal change such as flicker is related to the rod and cone system described
earlier. Cones are located prinmrily in the central part of the retina, an area called the fovea.
When we look direly at an object, we position our eyes so as to allow the fovea to face the
object This allows the cones to be oriented towards the object, so as to take advantage of the
coe's greater sensitivity to detail.

Rods are located predominantly away from the fovea. This design is advantageous because rods
are no only nore sensitive to light but they are also more seizstive to movement. When a
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moving object comes into the field of view from the left or right, it first enters peripheral vision.
The rods are quickly activated and help to direct the fovea towards that object so as to enable the
cones to use their sensitivity to detail to recognize the moving object

The relevance of the rod/cone distinction to electronic displays may not be immediately obvious
from this description. There will not be moving objects on near-generation IAP charts. Nonethe-
less, peripheral vision and the rod system play an important role in detecting temporal change in
displays due to flicker and jitter. For the design evaluator, peripheral vision is a useful tool for
evaluating display quality. For the display user, peripheral vision will play a critical role in
guiding eye movements when seeking specific information presented on a chart. This latter
process will be described in Chapter 3.

2.2.1.3 Cwm otTc V=sol

A third important aspect of vision is chromatic vision, the ability to detect differences in color.
Color is currently not used on paper lAP charts but it is likely that color will be available on
electronic charts as a means of coding similar types of information and as a tool for supporting
the chart user's ability to detect small information elements on a chart. Since the visual system is
very sensitive to color, color is a potentially valuable tool for IAP charts. As will be shown in
Chapters 4 and 6 of this Handbook, effective use of color can improve symbol detection and
provide a valuable tool for supporting chart hiformation organization.

The light that fills our world is full of color. What is not obvious is that the color we see can be
produced in a variety of ways. Most colors can be produced through the combination of a variety
of wavelengths. For this reason, most light sources can only be described by considering their
spectral c iposition, Le. the amount of energy contributed to the total by each wavelength. The
spectral composition of a light source defermines its percelv od color but it is not possible for a
human observer to detemine thespectral composition of an object by looking at it.

The color we see is detemiined not only by the spectral composition of the light but also by the
light conditions surrounding the object. Good color acuity, like spatial acuity, requires high light
levels (Le, 3.18 cd/w?) because color is perceived by means of the cones. For cockpit displays the
implication is that color should be used to convey importat information orly when adequate
cockpit and display lightlng can be ensured.

The appearance of a colored objict can be dbecribd along three relatively independent dimen-
sions. The hue of an object refers to that aspect to wich we usually assign color names, such as
red, blue, or putple. There are four unique hues that can only be dscribed by using their own
color names: blue, green, red, and yellow. Otler colors are describid by combining these four
basic colors, for example, blue-green or yellowish-red. "Color d" objects which do not appear to
possess any hue are ternd ahrmnatk, such as gray, black, or white. Thoe objects that do
possess color are kenned chmatic

A second aspect of colored objects is their brightns or ligihnes. These terms refer to the per-
ceived intensity of the light reflext-ed or emitted from the object. Objects with an equivalent hue
may sill appear brighter or lighter relative to each other, thus aiding adequate discxibiatiom.
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Finally, an object's color may vary in terms of its saturation or chroma. This aspect refers to color
purity: The amount of saturation describes the color's deviation from a pure white. For example,
darkening a pink by adding more red corresponds to increasing saturation.

Because the perception of color is due to stimulation of the cone cells of the retina, at very low
light levels (when the visual system is dark adapted) objects will appear to lose color and look
white or gray. For this reason, it is recommended that for color perception the minimum radiant
energy coming fiom the object should exceed 0.001 cd/m 2 (Boff & Lincoln, 1988, p. 337).

Wavelength and brightness are not independent dimensions, in that the visual system is differ-
entially sensitive to different wavelengths. The same amount of energy contained in light of 380
nm will not cause the same brightness sensation if contained in light of 550 nm. The practical
implication of this is that blue symbols are much harder to discriminate on a dark display screen
than green or yellow symbols even if they are matched in total light energy output.

Although color is a potentially valuable tool, it is important to remember that partial color-
blindness is a common phenomenon. This disability can be compensated for through careful
selection of the colors used.

This very brief description of some of the major characteristics of the visual system is intended to
review some phenomena that form the basis for design decisions. That is, take advantage of what
the visual system is good at and find ways to compensate for its limitations. The visal system
has its own requirements with respect to the types of visual sthulation to which it is sensitive. In
evaluating the performance of a display, need to take into the account the specific requirements
of the visual system. Not enough to measure absolute perfomace requiranwits.

22.2 Display Medium Considerations

Our visual systems, In effect, serve as tra"sducers of patterns of energy. As transducers, certain
aspects of light energy are los due to the b sensitivity of the visual system to those aspects.
Sinlarly, displays are transducers in that they trmnsite elctrical energy into patterns of iifor
mation that we can se. In this process, however, some aslets of elmtrical energy are lost. A
signal that passes through a display is lik.ly to lose some of its amplitude. In the wase of square
waves, this can mean the loss of crisp and distinct edges, th result being a blum.d inage. Eai
miedium has its own strengths and weaknesses with rspect to de ability to preseit infomatiw,
which will be reviewW in somewhat more detail in Sect ioan 2.3 of this ch*pter.

22.3 EnvItonment Consideatlions

The effectivens of infornwtion transfer is also affecid by factors outside of the display nedium
and the visual system. The environment provides its own soutces of light which can inhibit the
ability of the display to adequately convey infomiation to the visual system.

A second important environmental factor is vibration. Vibration is Ulkely to have an effect oi
performnce by inhibiting the ability of the eye to stabilize on the display in order to rmd the
inuige. Both of these factors are discussed in sonewhat niore detail in Section 2.4 of this -hapter.

Adequate display quality must take into account the expected losses in infonmation that can
occur in the vlal sysuaim, the display nedi, and as a consequence of nvix ntal factom.
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Although the visual system is able to adjust to a wide range of viewing conditioils, this compen-
sation necessarily brings with it the risk of negative side effects, such as reduced efficiency, visual
strain and fatigue.

2.3 CHAR ACTERISTICS OF PAPER, CRT, AND LCD DISPLAYS

Each display medium possesses its own unique advantages and disadvantage. This section
briefly describes how each medium works, and the likely impact on display quality.

2.3.1 Paper Displays

The paper medium possesses a number of characteristics which make it quite unique whpn
compaiced to electronic displays. In tenns of spatial resolution, paper currently supports the
highest level of resolution of the three display media. Printed characters are typically sharper
than electronic characters for the simple reason that the approximately 600 dots per inch that is
standard for typeset paper displays is much greater than even the highest resolution CRT, which
can support approximately 170 dots per inch (Pluche & Hansman, 1990). The consequence is that
the image on electronic displays appears somewhat blurred and less distinct.

In addition, paper has the advantage that the use - an control the angle and distance of the page
relative to the visual system In this way, problems with insufficient character and symbol sizes,
ar limitations in visual system functioning can be compensated for.

There are several variables pertaining to paper composition that can impact the effectiveness of
the display. The glossiness of the paper affects the amount of and ype of light reflection off of the
r tGe. High gloss paper should be avoided fur this reason. Paper thickness is also a consideration
m that printing of both sides of the page occurs. Although light weight has obvious advwm-tages,
lightness of weight is achieved at the consequence of paper thinnc¢s, which can allow the back
side of the pag. to parti -'mask information presented on the front of that page.

With respect to issues of temporal performance, the paper med:um is &,e most stable for the
obvious reason that it does not emit light that must be contin jously refreshed. Paper is a reflec-
tive rather than light emitting medium. The obvious co sequence of this difference is that the
p--xceived contrast of a dark symbol on a light background remains constant as the ambient
illumination level changes. Contrast is a function of the combined emitted and reflected light. As
the amount of light changes so does the contrast. However, for a light emitting device, such as a
CRT or LCD, the contrast between dark and light areas is constant independent of the surround-
ing lighting. As ambient illumnation increases, the ratio of luminance differences between
symbology and background (contrast ratio) will decrease. This reduction in contrast is due to
several factors i icluding increased reflected glare and the dereased contrast sensitivity of the
eye due to adaptation to higher light levels.

Because paper IAP charts do not use color, there are no chromatic variables to consider.
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2.3.2 The Cathode Ray Tube (CRT)

CRTs are currently the dominant technology used for cockpit displays. The CRT consists of an
evacuated glass tube with an electron gun at one end. As the electron beam is deflected it selec-
tively lights up different parts of the screen facing the user. The degree to which each point or
picture element (pixel) lights up is a function of the intensity of the electron beam hitting it and
the characteristics of the light-emitting phosphor coated onto the screen. Different phosphors will
light up in different colors and with different light outputs.

The two most common types of CRTs are refreshed CRTs and s&'orage CRTs. Refreshed CRTs must
continually re-write the image to ensure that it appears stable and flicker-free to the user. Storage
CRTs, in contrast, can maintain an image on the screen without the need for regeneration.
Among these two broad types of CRTs are many subclasses which can vary in a number of
ways, including how the electron beam is formed, how it is focused, and how it is deflected.

The most common version of the refreshed CRT, called a TV raster or raster scan, creates an
image on the screen by repeatedly moving the electron beam across the screen face in lines. This
scanning process is similar to the way a conventional television works. By turning the beam on
and off at various times an image is created on the screen. Once the beam reaches the bottom of
the screen it returns to the top and begins again. Another type of refresh CRT, the stroke charac-
ter CRT, guides the electron beam over the path that forms a character. The beam first writes one
symbol, then the next. Once the last symbol is written it repeats the cycle.

A storage CRT has two electron guns: a writing gun and a flooding gun. The writing gun
"charges up" those areas which are to become luminous. The flooding gun then bathes the
entire screen with low energy ehctrons. A secondary emission from the "charged" phosphors
causes those areas to glow. Changing the image usually requires rewriting the entire screen. For
this reason, storage CRTs are less popular for text-editing word processors. Most of the research
that has been conducted on human factors requirements for CRTs has used raster scan CRTs and
most existing cockpit CRTs use refresh CRTs. The perfomiance requirements of CRTs described
in this chapter will address only refresh CRTs.

Color CRTs are created by placing phosphors having different dominant wavelengths In an
army across the screen face, Usually only blue, green, and rd are used. A vaiety of Colots are
perceived because the visual system will integrate these combinations if they are located very
dose to each other spatially. An altcrnntlve approach, used by penet-ition type color CRTs,
places different phosphors hi layers upon the screpn. Depending upon how r the beam pen-
etrates these layers different phosphors will glow.

L -Aterms of spatial vision, CRTs suffer from the probleni that activation of a phosphor is not an
all-or-none process. When a phosphor is activated, the pattern of activation follows a nomal
distribution activation is greatest at the centerof the phosphor and falls off g&%auafly towards
the edges. The consequenceis that edges between phosphors are blumrd.

With respect to temporal pdfonnnwce, CRTs suffer from two nijor liniitatIom, First, the con-
stant rewrifng of the screen-can cause the iniage to flicker if the refresh rate is too slow. In
addition, when refheshing the screen, poody designed CRTs can fail to scan the same path.
Deviatiors from this path, either above or beow, w cause the so i to jitter. Thorepreseated
image may appear to be changing shape ' -tinaously.
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In terms of chromatic problems, CRTs suffer from the difficulty that high ambient illumination
conditions c.n cause the screen to wash out. Not only is luminance contrast reduced but also
colors will appear faded or disappear entirely.

2.3.3 The Uquid Crystal Display (LCD)

Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) technology is undergoing rapid development at the present time.
A number of different technologies are being explored, and it is difficult to determine which
approach is likely to become the industry standard. For this reason, only the most general charac-
teristics of LCIs are described. Additional information on new LCD technologies can be found
In Pluche and Hansman (1990).

An LCD operates in a fundamentally different way than a CRT. CRTs are light emitting devices
in that phosphors are activated so as to produce patterns of light. LCDs, in contrast, are essen-
tially light modulating devices. As light passes through an LCD from behind, certain optical
properties of the liquid crystals either permit the light to pass through unchanged, or scatter the
light and absorb it rcaulting in a dark spot on the screen. These optical properties are governed
by the alignment of the crystal molecules in particular directions. Because these crystals will
actually move or align themselves with an externally applied electric field (hence the name
"liquid crystals"), areas of the screen can be darkened or brightened by selectively applying
electric fields. The pattern of bright and dark areas, defined by the shape of the applied electric
field results in the production of graphic or alphanumeric characters on the screen.

Color may be generated in an LCD display in several ways. A common approach is to place
colored filters on the surface of the liquid crystal cell. As the light penetrates the filters, selective
wavelengths are absorbed. Those wavelengths that are not absorbed determine the color that is
produced, By systematically arranging three differently colored dots over the pixels, a variety of
colors can be achieved by varying the intensity of emitted light from each pixel. This process is
sinilar to color generation in a CRT.

A second approach is to strobe three different colored lights behind the liquid crystal surface.
Because the eye has a limited amount of temporal resolution the intensty of light passing
through the pixel on each flash will govern the perceptiun of color.

A third approach is to "dope" some liquid crystals with chemicals that absorb specific light
waves depending upon their tilt. If the applied electric field is controlled precisely, the amount of
tilt can be controlled and particular wavelengths will be absorbxed. 11 approach is only now
reachig dlh marketplace.

LCMs possess a number of advantages over CRT displays, aicuding lower power coisumnption,
lower weight, and greater reliability (Uauscho, 1988).

With respect to spatial performance, the major challeges in producing high quality, large screen
Ls are:

(1) Developing new liquid clystals which "twist" or align theorelves differently in response to
ever smaller difterences in the applict elictric field,



(2) Controlling or "addressing" the electric fields of very small points (pixels) arranged in
large display areas.

Also, LCDs support sharper lines in that each picture element (pixel) functions digitally. LCDs
do not suffer from the loss in contrast due to the gradual decrease in light at the edges of the
phosphor.

LCDs do suffer from limitations that are less of a problem for CRTs. For example, LCDs possess
serious viewing angle restrictions. Typically, LCD!s have reduced contrast at viewing angles 40
degrees or more from a position directly in front of the screen. Also, viewing angle chromaticity
shifts may occur and there may be reductions in light intensity. Current tednological research is
attempting to resolve these problems.

In terms of temporal performance, LCDs do not suffer as much from jitter since each pixel is
defined by a specific location which is, therefore, geometrically stable and does not move from
frame to frame (Committee on Vision Report, 1983, p. 95).

Like CRTs, LCDs are subject to flicker. Flicker occurs in response to repeated application of
voltage to the crystals. However, the refresh rate required for LCDs is lower than that for CRTs.

LCDs suffer from fewer chromatic problems. Unlike CRTs, LCDs are better able to maintain
color over a greater range of background brightness conditions.

2.4 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS

Information transfer effectiveness between user and display is impacted by the environment
within which the display is used. One factor known to influence visual sensitivity is the level of
light adaptation of the eye. At medium and high levels of ambient illumination, the cone system
of thie retina dominates perceptual detection and discrimination. Since the pilot has available
artificl sources of light, the assumption has beeni made that the pilot's eyes are always suffi-
ciently light adapted to support the cone system. It should be noted, however, tiat in extreme
cases, as when the pilot does not make use of these artificial hlght sources, or when the pilot's
eyes are in the midst of light-adapting (which may take on the order of several minutes), sensitiv-
ity to retinal ilwilwatimo, spedtal composition, and spatial discrunination will be advezely
affeckctL

The ability to detect small detail by means of the cone system is also dependent upon the pos.-
tion of the display relative to the visual system, Although the exact location of the electronic
display in the cockpit has not yet been detemrined, it is expcted that the user will be able to look
directly at the screen using roveal rather than peripheral vision, Where this assumption is suspect
is in situations where the pilot is actively searching for a piece of information on the display
which is in an unknown location. Here peripheral vision may assist in directing one's gaze
toward a sought after item. Comiderations of visual seandh are disussl in Chapters 3 through
7 of this HandbooL

A few assumptions concerning the cockpit environment should be mentioned. Tils assumptions,
%Wich have guided the analyses dL-.cibed in this Hmdlbook include:
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* The distance from the instrument approach plate to the pilot's eyes is assumed to be
approximately 75 ca.

Vibration of both the display and the pilot is a frequent occurrence. How this affects
visual performance is unclear and is an area in need cf further research, but IAP chart
designers should be aware that vibration will aimost assuredly degrade performance
:t the extremes of detection and acuity to some degree. It is not possible to provide
specific correction factors required for designing adequate paper or electronic displays
that will be usable in spite of vibration. The LAS chart designer can only assume that
visual performance degradation will occur and attempt to compensate by using
display values that supersede those recommended for displays used under less strenu-
ous environmental conditions. This means, for example, that critical information (e.g.
approach name, inbound heading, minimum descent altitude) should be presented
using larger type sizes.

The pilot is assumed to be engaged in a multiple task situation. The consequences of
multiple tasks for the design of chart displays is unclear. At the very least it is assumed
that the pilot refers to the IAP chart briefly before moving on to other visual tasks. The
multiple task situation means that the applicability of display standards intended for
the office environment must be treated with caution. The office worker is assumed to
use the display for substantial periods of time. Conseqently, issues of prolonged
display viewing are critical. The LAP chart user, in contrast, Is assumed to use this
display for brief periods of time. Instead of prolonged viewing, the LAP chart user
must be able to quickly adapt his/her visual system to the conditions provided by the
display. Comfortable viewing for long periods of time is not the objective. Rapid
adaptation in support of brief looking at the display before shifting the eyes to some
other viewing location is an important requirement, although its exact implications in
teris of standards is not yet dear.

The range of cockpit luninance conditions is likely to be large, Evaluation of display
quality must address the problems that are likely to arise as a result of especially bright
light striking the display surface.

The next three sections review display performance standards for paper, CRT, and LCD media.
These staidards have been derived, to the extent possible, to take hito accoun the conseluenc s
of the environmental factors just described. Three types of standards are addressed: spatial,
teniporal, and chromatic.

2.5 SPATIAL VISION

This section reviews the display perfonuance factors that affect spatial vision and the conditions
that are required to support the ability of the visual system to adequately dete&t infomuationl
presented on the scrm. The Wt cuitical spWtal vision variables are:

" Resolutim
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" Contrast

" LAuinance Uniformity

" Contrast Polarity

" Convergence and Focus

" Symbol Alignment

" Anti-Aliasing and Shades of Gray

" ViewingAngle

2.5.1 Resolutlon (Paper, CRT, LCD)

The image quality of a display is usually associated with the resolution that can be supported by
that display. Resolution directly impacts the sharpness and clarity of the displaed image in that
it measures the number of individual pixels that can be selectively controlled or written. Resolu-
tion Is usually measured in dots per inch (dpi) or dot density.

For a display whh a given size, resolution wouid appear to be a function of two factors: the
number of pixels that can be controlled and the size of those pixels. The first factor, number of
pixels that can be controlled, Is the limiting factor that determines the achievable screen resolu-
tion. For this reason, manufacturers typically specify the w, tuber of rows and columns of the
screen. For example, common text editing displays have an array of pixels with 480 rows by 640
columns while entertainment color television is usually 480 rows by 320 coluam

In order to calculate the pixel density of an electronic display, the size of the screen (in inches) and
the total number of pixels must be known. Dividing the number of pixels by the size of the
screen produces the number of dots per inch. Current high resolution screens, either LCD or
CRT, are typically in the range of 150 to 200 dots per inch in black and white. Paper media, in
contrast, are usually 300 to 600 dots per inch. Pluche and Hansman (1990) argue that a resolution
of 600 dots per Inch does not significantly improve perfomance beyond that achieved with a 300
dot per inch resolution. If this conclusion is correct, existing LCD and CRT displays must im-
prove their resolutimi bya factor of about two in order to achieve the esolution level used with
existing IP dwarL

None of the reviewed standards provides a recon'mended value for screen resolution. The
-eason is likly to be that, given existing resolution capabilities, the recommendation is always to
seek the greatest resolution possible at a reasonable cost. Rather than specifying minimum
resolution perfornance standards, it is probably more important to emphasize the consequences
of using a display doat does not have the resolution of current lAP paper charts. The implication
is that electronic displays will be unable to simply reproduce existing papercharts. Compensa-
tion for the lower resolution levels will require the use of larger characters and symbols, the
obvious comequen ebeing that not all of the infomatiomuan-y pr4e on a paper chart
will beable to appear on a single &ro& screen.
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Reso!ution on CRT or LCD screens should be as high as achievable for
electronic media up the standard used for paper. For the unaided observer, the
critical test is whether the sizes of alphanumeric characters and symbols that
are actually used Is sufficient to compensate for the lower resolution level
available for the selected displays. For paper, an effective resolution of 300 dpi
(print quality of 600 dpl) has proven to be acceptable.

2.5.2 LumInance (CRT, LCD)

Display quality Is also impacted by the mean luminance of the screen, the perceptual correlate of
which is perceived brightness. Luminance has its strongest influence on the ability of the visual
system to detect the detailed information required to differentiation alphanumeric characters and
symbols. Insufficient luminance levels must be compensated for by increasing the size of small
objects.

Luminance levels must also take into account the background lighting provided by the environ-
ment in which the display is used. In a dark environment, a screen with high mean luminance
will dominate the visual scene and cause other devices to be masked out. One reason for this is
the effect the bright light from the screen has in influencing the light adaptation of the eye. If the
eye adapts to the bright light of the screen, its adaptation level with respect to the background
environment will be incorrect. It is also possible for a screen to be so bright that it impairs the
identification of chamacters on its own surface.

A screen with insufficient mean luminance will be unreadable in high ambient illuminhation, In
the cockpit environment, where ambient illumination can reach 100,000 lux, the bright ambient
light can "wash out" the screen, especially when CRTs are used.

One solution to this problem is to use displays which are capable of adjusting their mean lumii-
nance in response to changing cockpit illumination. Even if automatic luminance control is
provied, however, manual control of screen brightness should be available to the user, This
requirement for manuual luminhnce control is reconunended by all of the aviation stanulards that
were reviewed (e Table 2-1).

The recommendation for manual control over luminance levels does not specify the range of
luminance levels that should be suppc i-ted by the display. Tables 2-2 and 2-3 list the revon-
wended luminance ranges drived from the aviation and office standards. The office standards
should be used with great care in that the range of luminance conditions foud In the office
environment is much less extreme than that of the cockpit envirotnent.

Tables 2-2 and 2-3 show that the majority of standards reconmmend that the luminance level be
"sufficient." Only rarely is the range of desired luminance values specified. However, one
document has suggested that the screen brightness for a cockpit CRT must range from 0.1 - 2W
L to meet niltazy specifications (Pluche & Hasansan, 1990).

Although specific maximumi and miimum luminance values are reconunekided in ARP 18i74, it
is important to note that this range of values refers to luminance levels for each pure color
displayed (e.g. red, green, and blue) and, therefore, is only applicable to color CRs. The maxi-
nimnm luminance levels reconunended are as follows:
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Table 2-1. Aerospace recommendations reviewed for CRTs

ARINC = Aeronautical Radio, Inc.
ARP = Aerospace Recommended Practice
AS = Aerospace Standard
MIL-STD = Military Standard

ARINC 725-1 Electronic Flight Instruments (EFI)

ARP 1874 Design Objectives for CRT Displays for Part 25
(Transport) Aircraft

ARP 4032 Human Engineering Considerations in the Application
of Color to Electronic Aircraft Displays

AR.? 4102 Flight Deck Panels, Controls, and Displays

ARP 4102/7 Electronic Displays

ARP 415 Human Interface Design Methodology for Integrated
Display Symbology

AS 8034 Minimum Performance Standard for Airborne
Multipurpose Electronic Displays

MIL-STD-1472D Human Engineering Design Criteria for Military
(CRT Section) Systems, Equipment and Facilities

Symbol Lines Area Subjects

Red 48 cd/n (14 Ut) 93 cd/ni (2.7 ft)
Green 103 cd/xW (30 Qt) 20 cd/mn2 (5.8 IL)
Blue 17cd/m (5 fL) 3.9cd/n-(1.15WIL

Based on 0.67 nrl1ne width.

Minimum lunminince levels are;

Symbol Lines Ara Subjects

Red 0.192 cd/mW (0.056 fL) 0.113 cdim (0.033 IL)
Green 0.420 cd/n 2 (0.120 fL) 0.247 cd/ n (0.072 (L)
Blue 0.068 cd/ 2 (0O.24 WL 0.041 cd/W (0.012 Qt)
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Table 2-2. Recommendations for mean luminance values for
VDT workstations.

Source Mean Luminance Conditions/Comments

Gorrell (1980) 85 cd/m 2

Snyder & Maddox (1978) 65 cd/rn2

Cakir et al. (1980) 45 cd/ 2 minimum 80-160 cd/m 2 preferred

ANSI/HFS Standard 2:35 cd/n
(1988)

IBM (1984) 35 cd/n z  for character sizes of 16
min of arc

Shurtleff (1980 10 ft L.

Manual controls, either in conjunction with or independent of automatic controls,
should be made available to the user to vary mean screen luminance. The
appropriate screen luminance range will be dependent upon the contrast ratio
and size of displayed symbology, hence a minimum value cannot be specified.
However, a range of 0.1 to 200 fL has been suggested. For the unaided
observer, the range of available luminance levels should be suffident to handle
the range of ambient lighting conditions likely to be found in the cockpit
environment. Sufficient luminance and/or chromatic difference should always
be available to suppot disctrniation between all symbols, characters, and
backgrounds.

ARP 1782 describes the photomer ic techniques for determini;g screen lui-ina"Ce levels. Visual
conditions for evaluating lumunance levels are described in Advisory Circular 25-11. Displays
should be evaluated under four liglting conditions:

* Direct sunlight which wahes the display through a side cockpit window.

i Sunlight condng through a fho window which illuminates a white shirt then refle s
onto the display.
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Table 2-3. Aerospace recommendations for screen mean luminance.

Source Recommended Mean Luminance

ARINC 725-1 Display symbology should be clearly readable under all
ambient lighting levels ranging from night time conditions up
to and including an illumination of 86,400 lux...

ARP 1874 Shall be sufficient to provide a comfortable level of viewing
with rapid adaptation when transitioning from looking outside
cockpit.

ARP 4102 The information shall be preserted with the accuracy,
legibility, and readability required for error-free control of the
aircraft in all normal and abnormal flight situations.

ARP 4102/7 Shall not cause eye strain; shall be legible under all lighting
conditions

AS 8034 Shall be sufficient to provide a usable display under the
maximum ambient illumination level;
Shall be sufficient for the display to perform its intended
function.

MIL-STD-1472D The ambient illuminance shall not contribute more than 25% of
screen brightness through diffuse reflection and phosphor
excitation. A control shall be provided to vary the CRT
luminance from 10% of minimunm ambient lumnaunce to full
CRT luminance.

* Sunlight above the horizon in front of the airplane and above a cloud deck which
reaches the pilot's eyes. Tis situatfo because of its frequency and duration of occur-
wxxe, is considered the most citcally ir need of evaluation.

• Night or dark lighting conditloas which require the brightness levels of the display to
be sufficiently adjuast e (LinW. be &iui) to easure that outside vison is not
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2.5.3 LumInance Contrast and Contrast Ratio (Paper, CRT, LCD)

2.5.3.1 Eicrmoc DIo.AYS

Resolution and luminance both affect the ability of the visual system to detect small detail. A
third factor is luminance contrast, the brightness contrast between characters or symbols on a
display and the background against which those items appear.

Although a number of measures of contrast have been used, contrast ratio, expressed as a ratio

such as 10:1, is probably the most commonly used:

ContrastRatio = ./Ldj =

Luminance differences are not the only possible source of contrast. The human visual system is
also sensitive te chromaticity (or color) differences. Luminance and chromaticity differences are
independent factors that may be used alone or in combination to differentiate symbols from their
background. For example, a triangle on a colored screen will be undetected if it is equal in
brightness and color with the background. However, by varying either of these dimensions,
identification of the symbol becomes possible. Chromaticity differences will be discussed in
Section 2.7 This section focuses on luminance differences.

The amount of luminance contrast needed for error-free performance is a function of a number
of parameters. Among these are symbol size, reflected illumination, and the training and biases
of the observer. Given the large number of influencing factors, specification of a minimum
luminance contrast ratio for all flight situations is not possible. Table 2-4 lists the recommended
performance standards for displays intended for use in the aviation environment. Characteristic
of these recommendations is their lack of specificity. A, L likely that specific recommendations
have not been made for a number of reasons, including the increased costs of errors associated
with reading airaift displays awl the range of environmental conditions likely to be found fi the
cockpit.

The recommended contrast ratios for CTs used in the office environment are presented in Table
2-5. Although actual ratios are provided, the range of values does not provide substantially
greater guidance infornation. Since it is probably wise to be conservative, and because this is not
a difficult level for current technologies to reach, a minimum contrast ratio of 20:1 for direct
viewing and 10:1 for any other eye position would appear to be suitable in ambient lighting
conditions ranging from 0.1 to 6000 lumens/fl'. For segmented displays with activated seg-
wnents, the activated segments should have a contrast ratio with the immediate background of
2:1. For wwctivated segments, there should be no greater than 1.151 (Green, 1992).

For CATs and LCDs. a minimum It ninance contrast ratio of 20:1 for direct
viewing and 10:1 for all other viewing situations Is desirable. For segmented
displays, the contrast ratio should be 2:1 for activated segments and 1.15:1 for
unactivated segments. For the unaided observer, the display should be
evaluated under a range of cockpit environment conditions to ensure that
sufficient tuminance contrast is always posble.
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Table 2-4. Aerospace recommendations regarding luminance contrast

Source Contrast Ratio Comments/Conditions

ARP 1874 Displayed symbology shall be
distinguished from its background from
other symbols by means of luminance
differences or chromaticity differences,
or both, in all ambient conditions
defined (by ARP 1874).

ARP 4102 The information shall be presented with
the accuracy, legibility, and readability
required for error-free control of the
aircraft in all normal and abnormal
flight situations.

ARP 4102/7 Shall be legible under all lighting
conditions.

AS 8034 In all cases the luminance contrast
and/or color differences between all
symbols, characters, lines, or all
backgrounds shall be sufficient to
preclude confusion or ambiguity.

MIL-STD-1472D Contrast adjustment shall not be
included in flight deck displays because
they are disallowed by FAA regulations.

There are several procedures for measuring electronic display lumltumce and contrast. One
method is to turn the display off, measure the lumnance, then measure a large area of the scken
with all of the pixels tunx-d on. Iis is an extreme nevutre and there are optical and electronic
reasons that suggest this approach may not provide the actual luminance levels approprate for
defining syrnbol/backgrowtd contrast (IBM, 1984). The techm ncal iterature suggests tlat a nre
appropriate nwasure may be to display several alphanunieric characters (for example, several
'W"s). I'he backgnound value is measured fron the center of the non-illuminated area between
the vwltica strokes cf adjacent 'W"s. Thre high contrast value is then measured from the center of
the illuminated stroke of one of the capital "W"s. Typically, the contrast ratio obtained in this
n nmer is much smaller than the value obtained by large area measurements. However, this
second approach better represents the actual contrast usd by the eye to dett the separation
between Cbaactems 013 1984).
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Table 2-5. VDT recommendations for luminance contrast values.

Source Contrast Ratio Conditions/Comments

Gorrell (1980) :4;i

German Safety Standards 3:1 to 15:1 6:1 to 10:1 preferred

Deutsches Institut fur 3:1 to 15:1 6:1 to 10:1 preferred
Normungen (1982)

Snyder & Maddox (1978) ?3:1 >15:1 preferred

Cakir et al. (1980) 3:1 8:1 to 10:1 optimum

ANSI Human Factors 3.1 7:1 preferred; accurate for
Standard (1988) character sizes from 10 to

20 min. of arc

IBM (1984) 3:1 15:1 preferred; accurate
for character sizes of 16
nn of arc

Shurtleff (1980) 18:1 in certain situations can
be as low as 2:1

Because of the substantial differnices in contrast ratio value that can be obtained, depending
upon the measuremtent approach used, care must be taken in accepting a manufadurees
dalms about contrast ratio aind luminance values. AR1d 1782 sh~ud be consulted before con-
ducting photonwsric neasrenients of contrast or conast ratio.

2.5.2 PAK, OLS.Avs

A recomnended minimum conttrast ratio standard for pirw approach plates is difficult to
obtai. The Fifth Edition (1990) of the Low Altitude Instrument Approach Procedures (IACC No.
4) states that "A symbols shall be printod in black, primary information shall bea ,solid color,
and secondary infomiation shall be screened in a 120 line / 15% of color format" The specific
nature of this recommendation obscures the fact that it does not specify a minimum contrast
ratio. Differint ii s on different types of paper will tvsult in different contrast ratios even if these
speciWftions am followed. Of some help is the fact that IACC No. 4 does indicate which pieces
of infomiation are to have relatively less contrast. This is accomplishw by specifying varying
screen pewenvages (e.g. 120 lbe/15%, 120 ltne/45%, etc.).

In contrast to these recommendations, the Eighth Edition (July, 1985) of the International Stan-
dards and Reonlnuded Practices for Aeronautical Charts (Annex 4), develojed by the intena-
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tional Civil Aviation Organization, states that "Colours or tints and type size used shall be such
that the chart can be easily read and interpreted by the pilot in varying conditions of natural and
artificial light" (p. 5). This general comment is riot supplemented by additional detail in the rest
of the document.

Because these documents are not specific with regard to a minimum contrast ratio necessary for
paper presented instnument approach procedure charts, only a very general conclusion can be
reached.

I For paper displays, LAP charts should be printed with sufficient contrast
between the characters and their background that they are easily read in all
viewing situations.

2.5.4 Luminance Uniformity (CRT, LCD)

Luminance uniformity or its converse, luminance non-unifornity, can refer to two, sonewhat
different a.jects of electronic displays. Large area non-uniformity is the gradual change in
luminanc or color from one area of the display to another (Snyder, 1980). Small area non-
uniformity refers to the lack of consistency in color or luminance of adjacently written areas (e.g.
the area across one arm of the letter "E"). Although there is little performance-related data
available on either of these issues, recommendations have been made concerning acceptable
large area non-unifornities (see Tables 2-6 and 2-7). Because there is no obvious reason to sus-
pect that effects of lundnance uniformity will be different for LCD versus CRT displays, the CRT
litmerture will be considered applicable to CDs.

The standards listed in Tables 2-6 and 2-7 are reasonably consistent in their recommendation that
vasiation sh d be n greater d 20 %. Howeve, addiUo , is neded in s a .,

Table 2-6. Aerospace vcommndations for acceptable targe area non-unifoamiies.

Source Luminace Unifolmity Coninients/Conditions

ARINC 725-1 vary <20%; nlo random
flare-ups

MIL-ST-11472D ratio of standard deviation to
mean lumninace shall not be
more 0.25

AS 8034 <30% witbin useful display
area, or <20% within central
80% of useful display area
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Table 2-7. VDT recommendations for acceptable large area non-uniformities.

Source Luminance Uniformity Comments/Conditions

ANSI Human (UJ ' X - Lc,) / L- " }< 0.5; see document (p. 67) for
Factors Standard or vary <= 50% locations of point x

-. (1-988)

Snyder (1980) vary <0% value given for 4

With regard to small area non-uniformith-s, two of the reviewed documents have specific recom-
mendations. ARP 1874 recommends that "Symbol lines of a specified color and luminance shall
be uniform in width to (within) 0.35 milliradians over the useful screen" (p. 5). This recommen-
dation is specifically for line width uniformity. From the VDT literature, the American National
Standards Institute (1988) recommends that "Unintended luminance variations, within half a
degree of orc, calculated from the design viewing distance anywhere on the display, shall be less
...than 50 pece: (p. 2) [bold in original].

For the unaided observer, non-uniformities in brightness or color on CRT or
I.CD displays shal not be present. When varying the luminance of the display

from minimum to maximum, the relative luminance of all characters, symbols,
and backgrounds should be visually constant. Employing photometric

- t, inues, a large area non-uniformity of less than 20% Is acceptable. For
luminance variations within half a degree of arc, 50% or less is acceptable.

'See ARP 1782 for a discussion of photometric techniques for determining luminance uniformity.

_2.5 -Contrast r lrectlon/Contrast Po!arlty (P-4per, CRT, LCD)

2.5.51 ELE.CTONIC DISPLAYS

Contrast direction and contrast polarity refer to the direction of the luminance difference be-
tween the symbol and its background., .screen having a dark image (symbol) on a bright
backgroumd is referred to as having a positive polarity or negative contrast. The reverse (bright
image on a dark background) is termed negative polarity or positive contrast. The literature is not
consistent as to whether positive or negative contrast is preferred (IBM, 1984; Committee on
Vision Report, 1983). For example, "CRT displays on which dark characters are presented on a
light background appear to minimize the effect of reflections on the VDT user's screen, but such
displays may require a higher refresh rate in order not to appear to flicker" (American National
Institute for Standards, 1988).
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This statement is suggestive of one reason why a consistent recommendaton has not been made.
Polarity is impacted by a number of factors, including glare, flicker, background luminance, and
user's light adaptation level. If positive polarity is used, its brightness level should not be so high
as to wash out surrounding displays/surfaces, or to impact the light-adaptation level of the user.
Consequently, decisions as to polarity must consider the performance level of the display (can
the greater likelihood of flicker omrming be controlled) and the general lighting conditions of the
cockpit.

Only one of the reviewed aerospace documents provides a specific recommendation concerning
contrast direction/polarity. MIL-STD-1472D specified that "Pictorial or situation data such as
plan position ndicator data, shall be presented as luminous symbols/dark background" (Section
52.4.9). This recommendation may be interpreted to mean that IAP charts should be displayed
with dark backgrounds. It is not dear, however, that this conclusion is adequately supported. hn
fact, some researchers of aviation charts (e.g. Taylor & Hopkin, 1975) dearly recommend the use
of positive polarity because of the specific requirements such charts have to present legible
symbols and to code land surface heights. The VDT literature, in contrast, appears to be far from
unequivocal on the issue (see Table 2-8).

Because of the potential need to represent land surface heights and other continuous forms of
information, a recommendation is made here to use positive polarity. This recommendation is
based, however, on the assumption that those factors negatively impacted by the use of positive
polarity, such as flicker, can be adequately bandled.

For CRT and LCD formats, positive polarity is probably preferred because of
the unique infotmation format requirements of lAP charts.

2.5.5.2 PwMR D SPLYS

With regard to the piper presentation of IAP charts, both common practice and the relevant
national staidards specify tlut contrast direction should be dark (black) symbols on a Lght
backgrowd.

Conrasti , opaper, should be dark symbols on a light background.

2.5.6 Convergence and Focus (CRT)

AR 1874 and AS 8034 state tlut lines, symbols, and characters should have no tails, squlgrles,
skews, gaps or bright spots. Also, the color of a line or symtx)l should always be obvious. In
essence, this means that charactes and symbols should possess high symbol quality. Symbol
quality can be a problem for CRTs because of the use of electron guns for writing images on the
screen. Improper focusing of the electron gun can cause blurring. If several electron guns are
used with a patterned screen, blurring cin result if thi. elec-tron guns do not properly converge.
Desciptions of photometric toclmiques fox weasuming nsconvergence and geometric distortion
are provided in ARP 1782



Table 2-8. VOT Recommendations for Contrast Direction/Polarity

Source Contrast Direction/Polarity Comments/Conditions

Shurtleff (1980) Either Should have manual
control of polarity.

Rey & Meyer (1977) Negative contrast preferred Negative contrast equals
dark symbol on bright
background

German Safety Negative contrast preferred
Standards (1980)

IBM (1984) Either

Cakir, Reuter, von Negative contrast preferred
Schmude &
Armbruster (1978)

For the unaided observer, geometric distortion and misconvergence can be assessed by noting
significant blurring of displayed symbology. This evaluation process should include. filling the
screen with characters in order to evaluate all parts of the screen. W's and M's are especially good
for this purpose because they are large letters that fill the entire character space. Use. of a variety
of different symbols and fonts during the evaluation process should provide suffident conditions
for assessing convergence and focus. Table 2-9 suggests that n-dsconvergence, when assessed by
photom tic nasmurement, should be no greater than approximately .7 mlllimdiis

For the unaided observer, lines, symbols, and charate rs should have no tails,
squiggles, skews, gaps or bright spots. Line color should be obvious. Employing
photometric measurements, misconvergence should not be greater than 01
mHiUradlans.

2.5.7 Symbol Alignment (CRT, LCD)

Sonts of the information in IAP charts is presented in tabular form. In other cases, information
must be aligmne with the correct label Display media may differ with respect to how accurately
symbols are aligned relative to each other. Table 2-10 presents the aerospace recomnendations
for symbol alignment. There is general consensus that alignment of symbols, both horizontally
and vertically, should be within 0.2 inches. If photometric tools are not available, the display can
be evaluated by filling the screen with duracteim such as M's or W's, and assessing their appar-
ent aligniezi.
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Table 2-9. Aerospace recommendations for convergence.

Source Convergence Conditions/Comments

ARINC 725-1 The centers of any two of the primary
color lines which produce a composite
color line should be converged within
0.018 inches (.5mm) throughout the
entire display area over the full
dimming range.

ARP 1874 Width of any rnisconverged portion
shall be no larger than the width of the
desired color. Typically... should be
within 0.55 mr within the central 80%
of the screen alid 0.7 nir over the entire
screen from any point within viewing
envelope.

AS 8034 (When a multiple gun or beam
penetration CRT-.) convergence shall
be within the average of the line
widths. (When a raster generated
symbology...) convergence shall be
within one display line width or 0.7
niffilradiansv, whichever is greater.

To the unaided ob~server of a CRT or LOD, symbols which should be aligned
eith-or horI~ontaliy or vertically should appear so aligned. Employing photometric

techniques, symbol aiignm~nt should be within 0.2 Inches.

2.5,8 Defects wnd Une Falluwes (CRT)

LCLs are subject to failures of indivdual elemients, resulting in the element renining always
~'on" or "off.'" Sinilarly. simple or multiple row or column line failure can occur. At this tim, no
standards exist to define nimum failure standartds. However, any defects that maight occur
should no., be distracting or cause ni seading of itiforniation presented on the dlspia- (Green,
1992) Row or column faw should be an improbable occunence.

IAny detects in the dispay should not be dist~racting or caiuse itlformation
mtseading. Row or column failures shiould be Improbable occurrences.
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Table 2-10. Aerospace recommendations for symbol alignment

Source Symbol Alignment Conditions/Comments

ARINC 725.1 The error in position in accuracy of one
symbol with relation to another one
should not be more than 0.02 in (.5
mm).

ARP 1874 Shall be aligned at their midpoints to At viewing distance of
within 0.7 mr from any point within 28 inches equals 0.02
the instrument's viewing envelope. inch

AS 8034 Symbols which are interpreted relative
to each other... shall be aligned,
including parallax effects throughout
the design eye viewing envelope, to
preclude misinterpretation of
information.

2.5.9 Antl-Allasing and Shades of Gray (CRT, LCD)

Two critical parameters for representing high information density on a display medium are anti-
aliasing and shades of gray. Aliasing refers to the stair-step effect that can appear when diagonal
lines are portrayed on an electronic display, This effect occurs because when a pixel must be
either completely on or completely off. Anti-aliasing techdques are used to smooth out diagonal
lines.

For CRs, aliasing is less noticeable because of phosphor smoothing, the overlap of emitted light
from each phosphor because of their Guassian distribution (see Section 2.3.2). For current LCDs,
however, allasing is much more problematic because of the uniform distribution of light emitted
by each pixel surface (Pluche & Hans man 1990). Future LCDs may combat this problem by
lightig up parts of a pixel.

Although there are no accepted standards for the aliasing problem, display evaluation should
include visual imspection of ditgonal lines to ensure that the display will be capable of darly
pru.entiv ,ies in a variety of different orientations.

Unes and characters presented on CRTs or LCDs should appear smoolhty I
written and contain no unwanted jagged edges. Special attention shou- e
paid to angled lines drawn on LCDs, which are the most difficult to anU-aliasj

Current instrument approach charts are printed with three shades of gray. Transfer of IAP clhats
front the paper to eloctronic media may requise the capabilIty to presents sades ofgray on
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electronic displays. Pluche and Hansman (1990) describe three methods for generating gray

shades to be on electronic displays:

1. Spatially, where resolution lines are combined to give different gray shades.

2. Sequentially, wh-re refresh rates are combined to give different gray shades.

3. Excitationally, where the emission is in proportion to the excitation modulation like in the
CRT. The modulation can be achieved by either pulse width, or amplitude, or a combina-
tion in the excitation signal.

Current aerospace recommendations do not specify a minimum gray scale capability for elec-
tronic flight deck displays. However, 15 gray levels are generally assumed to be necessary to
minimize antialiasing and chromatic distortions.

A minimum of 15 gray l.els is fikely to b~e required for near-term AP chart

electronic displays.

2.5.10 Viewing Angle (CRT, LCD)

Viewing angle, as a contributor to display quality, refers to the legibility of displayed symbology
when the screen or page is examined from an angle other than perpendicular to its face. Because
the orientation of a page can be readily modified, viewing angle is not an Inportant factor for
paper displays. Viewing angle is a much more serious consideration for electronic displays.

The limit of the viewing angle for a particular electronic display is usually dectibed as the point
at which the contrast ratio reachls a predetennined lower limit (Pluche & Hansman, 1990). Care
must be taken that the manufacturer's acceptable minimum contrast ratio uets or exceeds the
certifier's minimum.

With regard to a minimum viewing angle requirenent for flight deck displays ARINC 725-1 Is
the n)st specific (se Table 2-11). A left/right viewing angle of 53/53 degrees and an above/
below viewing angle of 35/0 degrees appears to be sufficient, depending on the location of the
electronic IAP relative to the user. If the elictronic lAP clhrt is to be incorporated into the
primary Eledronic Flight istmnent System (1-IS), these angles are probably adequate, Mlace-
ment in other locations, however, might require extrenxe viewbig angles in one dirction or
anotllr, hi addition, simultaneous viewing by other crew members may require further modifi-
cations of viewing angle nuinnmws

At present LC have the greatest difficulty hi mooting viewing angle rtxquirements. Spoxial
attention, therdore, slumd be paid to viewing angle when assesshig the adequacy of any LCD
IA? display.
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Table 2-11. Aerospace recommendations for viewing angle.

Source Viewing Angle Conditions/Comments

ARINC 725-1 Should be designed for a minimum
viewing angle, from the normal line, of
53 deg left, 53 deg right, 35 deg above,
and 0 deg below.

ARP 1874 Shall be completely visible from any
eye position within the instrument's
viewing envelope as specified by the
equipment manufacturer.

AS 8034 Shall have a sufficient viewing angle to
provide complete visibility of the
displayed information from any
viewing position within the specified
design eye viewing envelope.

Current aerospace recommendations require a viewing angle of 53 degrees In
the left and right direction, 35 degrees above, and 0 degrees below a plane
perpendicular to the screen face. However, display location and additional crew
member viewing may require different specifications. Special attention should
be paid to the viewing angle characteristics of any proposed LCD lAP chart.

2.6 TMPORAL VISION

The petption of change takes place through detection of changes in the light over time. These
changes are most common when they occur as a result of an event, such as the movement of an
object. lAP charts embodied on electronic displays in the near-term are expected to provide static
representations of navigationa infomiation. Consequently, it would appear that temporal vision
is nu an issue.

However, LAP charts presaeted on electronic displays will have temporal instabilities that must
be considered. Two types of temporal instabilities must be consd ered, flicker ad jitter.

2.6.1 Flicker and Refresh Rate (CRT, LCD)

Flicker refers to variation in luminance over time that occurs as a result of constant rewriting of
the image on the screen to prevent the image from degrading. Flicker on CRTs arises as a conse-
quence of two factors the decay rate of the phosphors used to form a symbol or character, and
the ratea which t1w electo beam reactivates the phosphors. If the rfesh rate k, too slow the
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Table 2-12. Aerospace recommendations for refresh rate and flicker.

Source Refresh Rate Comments/Conditions

ARINC 725-1 > 50 Hz for stroke written dis-
play; 40/802 f."21 interlace
raster scan

ARP 4102/7 Shall not cause eye strain or
other undesirable
physiological effects

ARP 1874 Since a subjective Flicker is determined by
phenomenon, criteria cannot refresh rate, phosphor
be "no flicker"; should be persistence and the
barely discernible day or night method of generating
considering foveal and full mixed colors
peripheral vision and a format
most susceptible to producing
flicker

AS 8034 Shall not exhibit an For the full range of
unacceptable level of flicker ambient environment

lighting

MILSTD 1472D Maximum possible "consistent For graphic displays
with the user's information
handling rates"

fames per secood/fields per second

hiage will appear to flicker or Wink. l i.ker ou LCLX ocaus as a resul of the repeated applica-
tion of voltage to the pixl

Flicker can affect the display user in two ways. In some cases, it can actually be seen as a very
rapid blinking of the characters and symbols displayed on the screen, wlh can be distracting to
the user. Even if it is not actually seen, flicker cm - .use eye strain and other forms of visual
discomfort. Flight crews may be less buiject to problems such as eye strain because they typically
do not stare at display ,creens for long petiods of time. However, the broad range of illumnhtion
conditions may make the problem of flicker more difficult. Also, flicker can reduce visual acuity
and hinder the proces, of eye accommodation required to wad the scree.

Flicer sensivity is a fncion of several factors.

* Size oithearea: Flickerwill beseen nuvrequickly ina lagearea than a snularea.
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Table 2-13. VDT recommendations for refresh rate and flicker.

Source Refresh Rate Comments/Conditions

Cakir, Hart & 25/50 or 30/602
Stewart (1980)

Michel (1983) 50-60 Hz Dependent upon lighting
conditions

Gorrell (1980) 60/60

Reading (1978) 25/50 or 30/60

IBM (1984) 50 Hz 40 Hz with interlace
technique depending
upon brightness

Bylander (1979) 50 -60 Hz

Sherr (1979) 50 -60 Hz

ANSI/HFS (1988) Flicker free Should be empirically
demonstrable

Deutsche Institut fur 25 frames per sec/50 Hz for Higher for negative
Normungen (1982) positive contrast contrast

Gemian Safety FHwker free
Standards (1980)

3i=rams per second / ds per smond

Brightnes.s of the screen: The brighter the scren, the more susceptible will that display
be to flicker. An Uinlportant Unplication is that positive polarity displays (dark charac-
ters on a light background) will be more susceptible to flicker. Also, the high ambient
lighting conditioms tire can be found in the" cockpit inose the likelihood that flicker
will be seen.

Tables 2-12,nd 2-13 p..sent th comp" reconumdatns fromi the arosp.. and VDT
literature



Table 2-14. Aerospace recommendations for allowable jitter (for CRTs).

Source Allowable Jitter Conditions/Comments

ARINC 725-1 0.2 millimeters
peak-to-peak

ARP 1874 .0.3 milliradians Anywhere within
peak-to-peak viewing envelope

AM; 8034 50.6 milliradians

Given thrse values it appears that for CRTs a refresh rate of 50 to 60 Hz is appropriate. For LCDs
a lower iefresh rate is usually acceptable, and minimum frame rate of 30 Hz has been recom-
mended (Pluche & Hansman, 1990). Because of the unique environmental conditions of the
cockpit, these rates should be treated as minimum performance levels that should be visually
evaluated under realistic flight conditions. This evaluation process involves staring at the screen
at a normal viewing angle and using peripheral vision, which is especially sensitive to motion, to
detect any variations in the appearance of the screen.

For the unaided observer of a CRT or LCD, there should be no undesired rapid
temporal variation In display luminance for a symbol or display field. For CRTs,
a refresh rate of 50-60 Hz is generally acceptable. For LCDs, a frame rate of
30 Hz may be acceptable.

26.2 Jitter (CRT, LCD)

The second temporal consideration is jitter. Jitter can occur on raster-written CRTs when there is
Z slight displacement in the dot locations of a character as it is rewritten each cycle. The percep-
tion of jitter is influenced by the frequency and spatial displacement of the image. For example, at
those frequencies to which the visual system is most sensitive (about I to 3 Hz), a displacement
of 10 arcseconds or more will be percelved as jitter Jitte frequenckis above 25 Hz are usually
seen as image bluring rather than jitter (lM 1984).

Jitter is typically not a factor in LCD displays since each pixel has a fixed position. However, the
processing algoithm that determines which pixels light up during each frame may cause a si!ght
jittering effect for specific cluvactets, especally when anti-aliasing Is involved. Unforunately, no
data is available with regard to acceptable jitter linits for LCC&

Table 2-14 displays the aerospace recomnwendations for jitter. For CRTs, it is not apparent that
any strong conclusion can be reached given the range of values shown in this table. Given that
jitter may be compounded by the levels of vibration found in the cockpit environment, the most
restrictve perdnance level, 03 nilliradias peak-topea, will be mniende. AgaiA visual
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evaluation should be performed by stating at a screen filled with characters, and using periph-
eral vision to assess whether jitter is detectable.

For the unaided observer, a static CRT or LCD display should contain nol
discernible jitter. Employing photometric techniques, Image jitter should be
within 0.3 milliradlans peak-to-peak. [

2.7 CHROMATIC VISION (CRT, LCD)

Some of the factors that affect the perception of color were described in Section 22 This review
emphasizes the importance of a number of factors, such as ambient light level, on our perception
of color. The underlying point is that color perception is not absolute, which complicates the
attempt to select colors that will always be detectable under normal cockpit conditions.

In order to specify colors for display use, it is important to use a system that accurately describes
each color. The CIE color system, shown in Figure 2-1, was developed to serve this role. Al-
though there is some variation due to individual differences in the perception of color, the CIE
established in 1931 a standard nonal observer which defines a function relating the spectral
composition of a light and its "normally" perceived color. (For an excellent discussion of the CIE
color system, see Boff & Lincoln, 1988).

The original CIE color system and its later revAsions provide a metric that allows researchers to
determine objectively the colors produced by different equipment in different laboratories. In the
CIE system, all colors nay be mapped into a two-dimensional space, for example x and y. Each
monochromatic color (comprised of a single wavelength) defines a point along the U-shaped
outer boundary. Points along a line towards the niddle reflect colors with less purity (saturation)
until they reach the middle region which represents white.

Data on chromatic discriidnation may be mapped onto the CIE 1931 chromaticity dagm as
shown in Figure 2-1. Lines along the outer boundary represent equal steps in subjectively
perceived color (donnant wavelength). Lines toward the middle represent equal jumps in color
purity. As can be seen, equal distances in the CIE color space do not represent equal steps in
pmceived color. Figure 2-2 diagrams subjctively.equal color spaces where the ellipses represent
the bowuaries of the just noticeable differenc:es. As shown in tlis figure, discuimliability is
greatest in the extreme blue and red ends of the spectnim (the extreme low and high wave-
lengths, respectively), whereas disubrination is relatively poor in the green, blue-gmven, and
yellow-green regions (Snyder, 1980). The inplication of these results is that colors desigmd to
maximize separation in a CIE colorspace will not nvce sArily mainmize perceptible separation.
Therefore, it is not possible to ensure, a priori, that elctronically generated colors will be easily
disciiminable in all viewing situations. Display designers must be careful to delennine that
adequate simulation testing has bien done on any proposed color set

Other W= that ipact colr selwtion include:
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FIGure 2-1. The CIE color system.

SChromatc differences re more diffiult to detect when apple to very small objects.
The applicton of color to symbols shoud mue that thecom used are maxlmally
discuiminabl

, The nonnal eye is lueWllnd in the oential fovea which meaw that puw blue is espe-
daily difiult to see

* Some conmmn forms of color deficiency require that colors differ in the amount of
blue presert as well as red een in order to be dlstinulshexL hemw suggesft that
blue be used as a componatt color of most symbology; and

, Because of chrornatic abemation in the eye displays using extrene red or blue may
create a three-dinmsioral effect, thus requiring that their use be used with caution
and adequately tsted for influences on plot perfonance.

It is imporant to note that current color generation techniques for elecironic displays sometmes
-Anst In reduced zesol iLi orad&dessalW pbus per inch (Pluciw & Hiansnup, 1990 Catifiers
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Figure 2-2. Use of the CIE color system for mapig disrnaWie colors.

of electronic !AP charts must be aware that adding color to a display may possibly degrade
overall safety and pexoiiane if not tesWe adequately. Soie consideratios to Lep in nd
ar :

Approxinmiately 1% of Class I pilots have obtained medical waivers for color vision.
More importantly, some, of the tests.us to pilot color vision are desiond to pass
idividuals with mild to noderate color deficieitys. iTerefore, a wide varablity i

perfomruie in color vision d" Wnabiity is present i cedfied pilots (AIU 432).

Each type of display technology has its own unique problem for adequately represelit-
Ing color in the cockpit. For CORT there is signlicant washout of colors at high ambient-
illuination levels. For LCD, there are chromaticity shifts at off-axis viewing angles.
Generiatig adequate color for all possibe viewin situations is still a tecmologal
pIonim in the short teni
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Although enhancement of performance through the use of color has been demon-
strated for a wide variety of activities and settings, no systematic controlled studies
have shown that using color has similar effects for pilots using lAP charts.

These considerations plus others, make it difficult to state with confidence specific recommenda-
tions for the use of color in electronic IAP charts. With this in mind the following conclusion is
provided.

Any use of color in electronic lAP charts should be adequately tested in flight
situations with a representative sample of pilots. As a guideline for the design of
such devices, ARP 4032 should be consulted.

It is also important to ensure that chromaticity uniformity is preserved. AS 8034 specifies that the
chromaticity difference between any two points of the same color located at any position on the
screen should not be sufficient to cause erroneous interpretation of that information. This is
especially critical if color coding is used.

I There should be sufficient chromaticity uniformity to ensure adequate

interpretation of information.

Additional guidance on the use of color is provided iW he renaining chapters of this Handbook.

2.8 TABLE OF CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

Table 2-15 presents a quick reference sunum y of the conclusions and recontnendations de-
scribed in this chapter. As was mentioned in the begining of this chapter, two types of conclu-
sions are usually pre.sentcd: One version for the wiaidcd oberver aid a secmov more specific
recomnnmeation which assumes the viewer has acciess either io the manufacturer's specifications
or approptiate equipment for conducting photor twic measureents. AWP" 1782 should be
consulted for conducting such wasuremnts.

Some final conuents teed to be made about these guideliiws. For a number of reasols, thtse
guidelines should not be tneated as ab*solute values that must be niet, Tradeoffs oftn must be
made since achievement of one requiremlient may oxvur at the exp .nse of other lxluiren es. lit
addition, the standards that lave Lxbn used, to derive display perfoniunce values are not oin-
ented towards the spec-fic situation of the IAP chart Cotsquently, it is essential that judgment
be used in applying them to the .ase of lAP clu s. Also, many of te rLom edations de-
scribed here are not based on the type of experinintail foundation that is usually demsi. ln
n-any case:., praxtical expetience and judgment kas been used in place of missilg experinentsl
data. Finally, and perhaj- most importintly, the researh atd theory on how the visual system
,orks is not sufficient to clow, the gap between basic ad applitd rescarc.

In spite of thse limitatiors, the data provided in this chapter rerents ctunew, thinking on how
to ensartv iiat displays nim suffidc-n disp- y quality citeria. Althoug., th, reonnexatior
d caribed here a-e likely to be su .plenut d or replacLd by more cea,y Wased revomwnda-
ions in the future, these standiards do offer some guidance, fpe.:llly when used w =.njunctioni

with visu evaluation of display perfonnatwe under retLtc fliglt conditions.
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Table 2-15. Summary of conclusions (cont next page).

Display Parameter Conclusion

2.5.1 Resolution (Paper, Resolution shold be as high as achievable for electronic
CRT. LCD) media. For paper, an effective resolution of 300 dpi

(print quality of 600 dpi) has proven to be acceptable.

2.5.2 Mean Luminance Manual controls, either in conjunction with or
(CR1, LCD) independent of automatic controls, should be made

available to the user to vary mean screen luminance.
The appropriate screen luminance range will be
dependent upon the contrast ratio and size of displayed
symbology, hence a minLnuir value cannot be
specified. However, a range of 0.1 - 200 fL has been
suggested.

2.5.3 Luminance CRT, LCD: A minimum luminance contrast ratio oi 10:1
Contrast/Contrast Ratio is desirable for all viewing situations, however, a lower
(papex, CRT, LCD) contrast ratio may be acceptable if adequate testing

justifies a lower value.

Paper: Instrument approach procedure charts should be
printed with sufficient contrast between the characters
and their background that they are easily read in all
viewing situations.

2.5.4 Luminance For the unaided observer, non-uniformities in
Uniformity (CRT, LCD) brightness or color should not be present. Employing

photometric techniques, a large area non-unifoi'mity of
lem than 20% is acceptable. For luminance variations
within half a degree of arc, 50% or less is acceptable.

2.5.5 Contrast CRT, LCD:. No clear conclusion available. Either
Direction/Contrast contrast kirectior is acceptable at this time.
Polarity (Paper, CR7
LCD) Paper. Cuntrast direction should be dark symbols on -

light background.

2.5.6 Convergence and For the unaided observer lines, symbolc. and characters
Focus (CRI) should have v. tails, squiggles, skews, gaps or bright

spots. Employing photometric measurements,
misconvergence should not be greater than 0.7
milliradians.
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Table 2-15. Summary of conclusions (cont. from previous page).

Display Parameter Conclusion

2.5.7 Convergence and To the unaided observer, symbols which should be
Focus (CRT) aligned either horizontally or vertically, should appear

so aligned. Emp" .ying photometric techniques, symbol
alignment should be within 0.02 inches.

2.5.8 Anti-aliasing and Anti-Aliasing: Lines and characters should appear
Shades of Gray (CRT, smoothly written and contain no unwanted jagged
LCD) edges. Special -ittention should be paid to angled lines

drawn on LCDs, which are the most difficult to
--- o--anti-alias.

Shades of Gray: To inimize antialiasing and
chromatic distortions, a minimum of 15 gray levels is
required.

2.5.9 Viewing Angle Current aerospace recommendations require a viewing
(CRT, LCD) angle of 53 degrees in the left and right direction, 35

degrees above, and 0 degree below a plane
parpendicular to the screen face. However, display
location and additional crew member viewing may
require higher specifications. Special attention should be
paid to the viewing angle characteristics of any
proposed LCD display.

2.6.1 Flicker and For the unaided observer, there should be no undesired
Refresh Rate (CRT, rapid temporal variation in display luminance for a
LCD) symbol or display field. For CRTs, a refresh rate of 50 -

60 liz is generally acceptable. For LWDs, a frame rate of
30 Hz may be acceptable.

2.6.2 Jitter (CRT, LCD) For the unaided observer, a static display should
contain no discernible jitter. Employing photometric
techniques, image jitter should be within 0.3
nmiliradians peak-to-peak.

2.7 Color Any use of color in electronic APs should be
Discriinantion (CRT, adequately tested in flight situations with a
LCD) representative sample of pilots. As a guideline for the

design of such devices ARP 4032 should be consulted.
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3. INFORMATION PRESENTATION
REQUIREMENTS FOR lAP CHARTS

3.1 OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER 3

To this point, the handbook has addressed issues concerning the visual requirements of the eye
and the performance constraints these requirements place on the paper or electronic medium
(Chapter 2). The remainder of the handbook builds upon this material in order to look at how
IAP chart information ele amts should be organized and laid out to support efficient access to
these elements, when required.

Chapter 3 is organized into two major sections. Section 32, "The LAP Chart User's Task," pre-
sents a simple framework fcr understanding how pilots perceptually interact with AP charts.
Th description sets the stage for the remainder of Chapter 3 by specifying those unique charac-
teristics of lAP chart use that can help to Identify the subset of available experimental literature
most likely to offer useful design guidance. In addition, this description provides the logical
framework used to organize the presentation of this guidance information so as to best demon-
strate its value and utility. Section 33, 'Me IAP Chart Designers Tool Box," explains how the
guidance infeamatlon will be presented. The metaphor of a "tool box" is used to suggest that the
designer has available a variety of visual "tools" that can be used to influence the perceptual
system of the lAP drt user to support efficient and accurate access to desi information.

Descriptions of the individual tools, together with what is known about how thy are best
applied, Is provided in Chapters 4,5 and 6. Chapter 4, "Orienting Within The 1AP ChartW"
describes a set of tools that can be used to lay out LAP chart information in a logical and consis-
tent fashion so as to support the user's ability to quickly and accurately find that part of the chart
most likely to contain the target infomiation. Chapter 5, "Search and Legiblily/' describes some
tools for ensuring that alphanumeric and symbolic information can be easily detected and
identified. Finally, Chapter 6, 'Search and Peripheral Vislon'" presents a set of twls that can
contribte to effie smac within a given part of the AP dhart.

The tools available to the designer offer a variety of ways for improving the design of LAP hrts.
These tools are applied to specific pae6s of the chart but, together, tiey affect the overall appear-
ance and usability of the chuat. To esure that the impact of each individual application of a tool
as it affects the 1AP chart as a whole is considered, Chapter 7 reviews the perceptual requbv-
nweats that must be met by the overall appearance of the chart. Included in this chapterare some
final thoughts and reconmiendation en how best to make use of the lAP chart designer's tool
box Fally, the guidae information principles developed in these chaptem are listed in an
App...i.
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31.1 How to Use the Information In Chapters 3 Through 7

A complete handbook on how to effectively present information on an IAP chart would consist
of specific rules, such as what font size to use for a given piece of alphanumeric information and
how much white space should be present between individual visual elements (alphanumeric
characters, symbols, boundary lines, etc.). The state of our knowledge about how people perceive
does not come dose to achieving this objective. If it did, we could simply develop an expert
system that would take the individual Information pieces and produce a fully designed chart.
There would no longer be a need for IAP chart designers nor, for that matter, would air certifica-
tion specialists be charged with the responsibility of evaluating new charts as they are intro-
duced

This chapter does not even attempt to provide such specific guidance because it would be
misleading at best. Instead, it offers guidance on how to think about the design of IAP charts,
taking into account what is known about how people perceptually interact with these charts and,
for that matter, other forms of visual displays. This understanding is supplemented by guidance
information about font sizes, tools for highlighting information, and other topics. However, this
guidance is, in almost all cases, less specific than might be desired. The user of this material must
contribute his/her own judgment as to how this information should be used for a given applica-
tion. This judgmaent becomes especially important in that the appropriateness of a specific tool
depends upon the specific design issue in question. The suggestions contained in this chapter
must be customized in their application to any specific design problem This is not a cookbook
that can be passively followed. Instead, it is a way of looking at chart design that, hopefully, can
help to sensitize the designer to new design opportunities that may lead to more usable IAP
charts.

3.2 THE 1AP CHART USER'S TASK

IAP charts provide a range of information required to accomplish safe and expeditious landings
under hisrument (and occasionally visual) flight conditions. Because these charts are frequently
accessed during the actual approach, they must support rapid access to critical information and
accurate recognition of this information under flight conditions that can include extremes in
lighting and vibration that can hinder easy reading of the cat

Given the important role these charts play in supporting the flow of traffic flough often busy
airports, it is surprising that very little experimental attention has been devoted to Identifying
ways for improving their usability. The lack of direct data necessitates a look at other domains,
such as typography and cartography, that ndght provide valuable guidance. Entering other
domains means, however, that decisions must be nde as to the relevance of the data for the IAP
chart application. These decisions are best made within the context of some undeistanding of
how pilots use these charts. Unfortunately, little attention has beer paid to this issue as well.
Cartographers, however, have developed a variety of models representing how users interact
with maps in general. Examples of cartographic models (see Board, 1981, for a review) include:

Communication models that are variations on the Shannon-Weaver model of infona-
ion transfer (e.g. Kolicny, 1969; Wood, 1972b). In keeping with theShannon-Weaver

fza ework, these nudels emplaize the amount of infornation that is traterred
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from the sender (the IAP chart designer) to the receiver (the AP chart user). For the
purposes of this chapter, the concern is not with "amounts" of information that are
transferred but, rather, how to present that information so as to ensure that the user
successfully perceives it.

SSemiotic models that attempt to apply semiotics, the theory of signs (see Eco, 1976, for an
example of a generic semiotic model), to understanding how maps are read (e.g.
Schlichtrtnn, 1985; Wood & Fels, 1986). These models address the "visual logic" by
which signs used on maps (symbols, words, etc.) relate to the information they repre-
sent. Although tls approach possesses obvious intuitive appeal, its strength lies
outside the scope of this Handbook. The handbook is constrained to issues of a percep-
tual nature, that is, how to make the information that is presented easily perceived by
the user. The meaningfulness of this information, although dearly an important issue,
is not addressed.

" Information processing models, based upon traditional cognitive models that specify
stages through which information passes as it is processed by the cognitive system
(e.g. Dobson, 1979a; Eastman, 1985a). Unfortunately, these models are dearly dat.d
and cartographic theory has failed to replace them with more recent models (Blades &
Spencer, 1986). In addition, these models tend to focus on the role of memory in
reading maps, devoting less attention to perceptual processes.

Clearly, these three modeling approaches do not address the specific goals of the Handbook, an
important reason being that they focus on aspects of map use that are not appropriate given the
focus on perceptual interaction with IAP charts. However, the development of a complete model
of how pilots perceptually interact with lAP charts is also outside the scope of this handbook. In
place of A complete model, a simple framework of assumptions has been developed to serve the
critical role of providing criteria for evaluv'dng the relevance of experimental data. An example of
how the assumptions made about 1AP chart use impact the identification of guidance infonra-
tion may help to demonstrate the critical role played by these assuptions.

An important issue for IAP chart design is how pilots look for information presented on a chart.
The obvious assumption Is that pilots rad an IAP chart in the same sort of way they read text in a
book or magazine. This assumption suggests that the pilot scans the chart, starting at the upper
left-hand comer and works down through the chart from left to right and top to bottom. How-
ever, an alternative assumption is that IAP char6 are scaud in a nanner similar to maps,
pictures, and other forms of visual display.

The research on picture and map scanning (Dobson, 1979b; sme, Rayner, 1978, and Castner &
Eastman, 1985, for reviews) shows that the eye is drawn to high ifornation density locations of
a map or picture and jumps over low information density parts, at least during initial scans. Eye
movement patterns are also influenced by pre-existing knowledge of the map or picture being
scanned, With respect to IAP charts, this research suggests that the eye movements of a pilot are
controlled by a combination of knowledge of how LAP charts are typically visually organizA
(top.down control due to expectations and prior experience), together with visual infornation
provided by the chart being scanned (bottom-up control using visual "dues" todetemnine the
most infomative parts of the chart).
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This dual-control view of LAP chart scanning suggests that there are two basic stages involved in
seeking and finding a specific piece of information. The first stage involves finding the general
location of a piece of information. lAP charts possess a fairly consistent overall structure, al-
though this structare differs between NOS and Jeppesen charts. With a few exceptions, non-
geographically based information (that is, information other than waypoints and other types of
information that are tied to their real-world position) is found in the same general location across
all charts provided by a given manufacturer. This consistency provides the pilot with an immedi-
ate advantage in that he/she knows a general location in which to begin the search.

For example, on the NOS charts, the missed approach instruction is typically located within the
profile view section of the chart. Also, the pilot is likely to have an idea of the general appearance
of this infomiation: Missed approach instructions are usually blocks of text which are visually
unlike most of the other types of information found in the profile view section. Consequently,
these instructions are not likely to be confused with other types of information on the basis of
their general appearance. Similarly, landing minima given for each category of aircraft are
always presented in tabular form on the NOS chart. Without even having to read the table, its
unique appearance helps to draw the eye to that location fairly quickly. This process of finding
the general location of information is referred to here as orienting.

Once the general section has been found, the pilot then must search for the specific target infor-
mation. The search process relies on more specific perceptual clues that help the pilot to know
when that piece of infomiation has been found. These perceptual clues are obviously specific to
the type of information of interest Again, though, consistency in the coding system used by the
chart helps to support this process. Certain types of infomation are always located in the same

lac ! within a given section. An example of this is the name of the airport, which is always
presented in the upper right-hand comer of the IAP chart, or the runway and type of approach,
which always appears in the upper left-hand comer of the chart. Other types of information vary
in accordance with actual geographical location, such as waypoints. In this case, the pilot knows
to look for the name of the waypoint and usually has a general idea of where the waypoint is
likely to be located. Still, the waypoint must be found and differentiated from all other waypoints
in that general location. In still other case, the pilot looks for a label, then finds the variable for
that label. For example, a number of frequencies niy be provided in the upper left-hand comer
of the plan view. The pilot looks for the label (e.g. UNICOM), then the frequency beside it

All of these examples suggest that a sinplified way of understanding how a pilot uses an IAP
chart is a two-stage procss: The pilot fitst orients to the approprate location and then searches
within that location for the target infonmation, Given this simple framework, the question then
b-iomes one of how an IAP chart can be, designed to support each process. The remainder of this
Handbook looks at a set of design toots that niay be useful as fonus of visual "help" that can be
provided to suppor the pilot in efficiently and accurately finding target information. These tools
range from the use of lhes anu borders to seletion of an appropriate font size and weight.

It should be pointed out that issues of legibility are included under the topic of search. Unider-
standing the general nature of the search process should explain why legibility is not treated as a
separate process When we search for somethting, we not only must find it but must ao be able
to confirm that the something we have found is in fact what we are looking for. Consequently,
there is an inherent requirement for infonmation recognition in the search process Take the case
of the pilot seardiing for the IWV waypoint. To shiplify, the pilot knows she has found R6V
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when she is able to recognize RBV on the chart. If she finds some other waypoint and mistakes it
for RBV, her search process has lailed. Legibility issues fit in with search issues because they
contribute to the search process by influencing the speed and accuracy with which the recogni-
tion part of search takes place. Ani illegible name on a chart slows down the search process and
may also contribute to the occurrence of an error.

3.3 THE LAP CHART DESIGNER'S TOOL BOX

The previous section emphasized the roles of prior knowledge and visual elements on the lAP
chart in determining pilot accuracy and efficiency in perceptually interacting with a chart The
lAP chart designer obviously cannot manipulate the chart reader's prior knowledge. However,
the designer can use a variety of "tools" for attracting and influencing the movements of the eye.

These design t '.ols are already in use on existing lAP charts. White space is used to separate
individual information items while variations in font size are used to code the relative impor-
tance of some types of information. However, it may be possible to use these tools more strategi-
cally and with a well thought-out logic to enhance the visual quality of existing charts. It is the
goal of the next few chapters to encourage a reevaluation of how these tools are used.

Chapters 4,5 and 6 comprise a review of these tools, together with available data as to when they
are best used (or not used). In Chapter 4, design tools that can be used to support the orienting
process are described. These tools are used with the primary goal of clearly specifying the major
sections of an IAP chart so as to enable the pilot user to visually access each section quickly. Tools
available for this process include:

* Distinctive Visual Appearance

" Standard Location

" Bourdary Box%

" White Space as Boundaries

" Proximity

" Silarity

Chapter 5 describes the visual tools that can be used to ensure that alphanumeric and symbolic
infomiation can be easily discriminated from ilic chart background and fromn each other. Two
sets of tools are described:

* Font Chracteristics (e.g. size, weight)

0 Synbril Claacteristics (e.g. line weight, fill)
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Chapter 6 addresses the issue of how to develop a chart that supports efficient visual search once
a specific portion of the LAP chart has been accessed. A number of tools are available for this
purpose and they fall into the following categories:

" Information Highlighting Tools (e.g. bolding, reverse type)

" Information Coding Tools (eg. type size coding, color coding)

" Information Bounding Tools (e.g. boxes, white space)

Several general caveats should be made, however, before describing these tools. First, specific
rules defining when a tool should or should not be used cannot be provided. Instead, each tool is
described in terms of its likely effect on visual performance and the conditions under which its
effectiveness for ineffectiveness) have been experimentally demonstrated. The intent in present-ing this infor nation may best be understood by means of a metaphor. The tools presented in
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 constitute kind of "Logo set." When a child uses Lego pieces to construct a
toy, each piece serves as both the material that forms the toy and the tools for attaching the pieces
together (the snaps used to connect pieces are part of each piece). It remains for the child to
decide which pieces to connect. Similarly, the design tools described here comprise both the
material and the tools. The material consists of the lines, color, textures, and other visual ele-
ments that appear through application of a tool. The tools for attaching the pieces together are
Inherent in the logic of each design tool. As will be shown in Chapters 4 through 6, each design
tool possesses its own logic which constrains the conditions under which that to& can be used.
This logic, in a sense, serves as the "snaps" for employing a number of design tools to create an
integrated and coherent chart visual stncture, As is the case with Logos, the user must deter-
mine how to sensibly use them.

A second caveat stems from the impact map complexity has on the experimental process used to
assess the effectiveness of map design. A map's overall appearance Is a function of a large num-
ber of variables, each of which reflects the use of one or more of the tools described here. In
testing the effectiveness of one or more of these tools, researchers have had to narrow thescope
of their inquiry by not looking at how each tool's effecaveness is impacted by all of the variables
found on a given map. Cosequently, there are likely to be hidden interactions that have yet tobe identified. The experbuental results described here are valid for those conditions which defie
the experimental environment in which the data were acquired. Potential difficulties uay arise
when these results are applied to other situations (Bartz 1970; Petchenik, 1983).

In addition, it should be remembered that each time these tools are used, there must be an
awaretuss of how their use impacts the overall appearance of the chart. Inappropriate or heavy-
handed use of a tool can upset critical visual dominance relations, causing visual confusion thatcan obstruct dicient perceptual interaco with the chart. Son1 criteria for how to avoid this
prddem am desaibed in Chapter7.

Finally it is important to remember that YAP charts will be used under a variety of conditions to
achieve a range of user objectives. This means that the target information in one situation may be
the to-be-ignored information in another situation. Making one piece of Information especially
attract' e to the eye means that in some cases that attractive infomiation will draw the eye atwy
finm target information. Optimal design must balance the attractiveness of comparab infoma-

wton eemen, since ouly ne element is likely to be desired at any one time.
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4. ORIENTING WITHIN
THE LAP CHART

4.1 OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER 4

LAP charts are designed to provide various types of information that may be needed by the pilot
during a flight. To be effective, these charts must support efficient and accurate access to specific
Information when it is required. To this end, chart information must be organized in accordance
with a logic that will enable the chart user to understand the layout of the chart and anticipate
where specific pieces of information are likely to be found. This organizational logic must then be
embodied in the chart, by means of visual elements and appropriate layout of these elements, in
the form of a visualstructure.

The concept of visual structure is critical to effective chart infom-ation layout. Robinson (1952)
compares the process of structuring visual information to the writing process. "One of the
essentials of writing deals with the maintenance of a proper relationship among the features
being presented. The appropriate amount of detail and emphasis should be applied to each
element. A visual composition likewise ought to be devised and arranged, insofar as possible, so
that each component appears logical both as to position and degree of emphasis. There is little
fundamental difference between the construction of a written outline and a visual outline. The
techniques are different, but the functional bases are the sane" (p. 69). The visual structure of the
chart is the primary means available to the pilot for detenminhig the organizational logic used to
position information on that chart.

An effective visual structure is based upon two elements. First, the organizational logic used to
determine which infortation elements should be presented together must be sensible and in
keeping with the needs and thinking styles of the chart user. For exaniple, exist ig NOS charts
(see Figure 4-1) are based upon an organization that, at the highest level, assigns chart infomna-
fion to one of five major categories (plan view,, airport sketch, etc.. T'he chart user's understand-
ing of tlis category structure enables ium/her to anticipate the types of infomiation to be foud

*! in each category.

Determni ng how the information on a chart should be orgaitzed is not a simple matter, nor is it
likely that there will be general agreement as to wlt this organization shouk be. Regaziless of
the scheme used, it is important to reineaiber that the success of a chart's visual structure is
critically dependent upon the organizational scheme used to categorize chart infomriation and
the pilot's understanding of this scheme. A poor orgaizatioxal logic n.cessarily results in a
weak visual structure aad an inadequate lAP chart.

A second critical determinant of visual structure is the way in which the organizational logic is
embodied in the visual appearance of the chart. The objictive is to take advantage of the
strengths and "pwferences" of the visual system so as to support efficient and accurate pevcep
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tual access to information. Our visual system responds in characteristic ways to visual informa-
tion, enabling the designer to influence the movements of the eye through strategic use of visual
elements that tend to attract the eye. The advantage of this approach is a substantial reduction in
the cognitive demands made on the pilot. It is, of course, possible to compensate for a cluttered,
disorganized chart by paying dose attention to the chart, searching painstakingly through each
part of the chart, and attempting to make sense of the information displayed. The cost, however,
is substantial The effort devoted to trying to work with the chart is effort taken away from the
other tasks the pilot must perform. There is also the increased risk of misreading the chart. A
better design approach is to take advantage of the strengths of the visual system, thus reducing
the demands made on other cognitive processes.

This chapter provides an overview of design tools that can be used to translate organizational
logic into an effective visual structure within the chart. Use of these tools is based upon the
assumption that the organizational logic is hierarchical in nature. A visual structure based upon
a hierarchy must address two aspects, (1) information elements and (2) relations between these
elements. In keeping with these assumptions, this chapter is organized into three sections.
Section 4.2 reviews the concept of a hierarchy and describes the implications of this form of
organization on the overall visual structure of a chart. This section also looks at the conflicting
requirements for embodying information elements and relations between those elements. An
important objective for information element design is distinguishing one element from all other
elements. Section 4.3 looks at tools for supporting information distinctiveness. In contrast,
embodying information relations requires that conunonalities between individual elements be
detectable. Tools for relating information elements are described in Section 4.4.

Several comments should W- made before describing how to develop a good visual structure.
First, there are no hard and fast rules as to what design tools should be used and how they
should be used to embody visual structure. Unfortunately, the perceptual phenomena described
here are complex and not readily subject to experimental manipulation. To adequately embody
an organizational logic, a variety of tools must be used. This means that the number of variables
that must be experimentally manipulated quickly becomes large and the ability to relate design
manipulations to variations in perfomiance substantially more dfficult. The potential Is the, e for
the positive effects of some manipulations to be masked by the negative effects of others. Also,
the individual influence of a given design manipulation on user perfomance is likely to be small,
although the combined effect of a number of variables may be large. In any event, manipulating
individual variables is laborious in that each individual variation must be assessed both in
isolation and as It interacts with all of the other variables.

On the positive side, the suggestions on how to use these design tools are based upon methods
that are a part of accepted graphic design practice. Even though fomal evaluation of the effec-
tiveness of the design tools is lacking, we are very fantiliar with these tools through the variety of
printed materials we read and scan on a daily basis. Although we may not be consciously aware
of their use, our eyes have become very "educated' and seusiL ve to their guidance value.

Although we are a long way front being able to specify exactly how chart visual structure should
be embodied, having an understanding of the goals is valuable. Much of What is addressed in
this chapter is difficult to describe In words; understanding these concepts requires the reader to
be able to see them as they are em bodied in actual examples. Once the concept is understood,
applying it may prove difficult because effective use depends upon visual judgumtn There are
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io rules that specify distances, sizes, and other parameters that can be accurately measured. This
may be one reason why there is very little data available to prove that these concepts are impor-
tant. However, the concepts possess sufficient face validity to suggest that they should not be
ignored.

An additional complexity stems from the chart information itself. As was mentioned earlier, an
effective visual structure depends upon having a good understanding of how the information
should be logically organized. In laying out an IAP chart, decisions are made as to where each
piece of information should be positioned on the page. These decisions take into account similar-
ity between information elements, their relative importance, and other factors which should
influence information location. Iith respect to NOS charts, it is clear that more than one organi-
zational scheme is employed. The chart organizational logic dearly shows the influence of
information importance as an organizing scheme. For example, the name of the airport, runway,
and type of approach displayed in a chart is given a dominant position on the chart for the
obvious reason that this information is critical to ensuring that the pilot has accessed the co.-rect
chart. Similarly, conununication frequencies are prominently positioned.

The NOS logic also shows the influence of an organizational scheme that is based upon phase of
flight. Margin identification is used first to select the appiopriate chart and ensure that it is
current. The plan view is used early in the approach shice it serves to aid the pilot in orienting
towards the airport and runway. The information provided in the profile view and landing
minimums becomes more critical after the appropriate physical orientation ha been achieved.
Finally, the airport sketch can be used to aid in maneuvering on the ground.

Organization of information on the basis of phase of flight has not been consistently utilized on
NOS charts. There are a number of valid reasons that preclude consistent implementation of this
organizational scheme. First, the information placed in a given flight phase location nay be
accessed dring other flight phases to support the pilot's cognitive requirements for orienting
and spatial awarekess, In addition, the need to ensure that critical isfomnation, such as commu-
nkation fetquencits, are prominently located produdes consLstent ue of a single organizational
logic. A third cause stems from the tight sixice constraints of the clurt which can resudt in there
being too much iniformation to fit into a given location. 'liat infonoation which does not fit must
then be placAd elsewhere on tht, chart, Finally, and most importantly, pilots differ in their infor-
nation juirements. Ln pLauiing, their approach, varitions in ifomiation netxs are likely to
occur

Atttknptiixg to satisfy all of theotse functional rcqui.: 'nenus and constraits meansi that developing
a usdul organizational logic is a difik.t lt but necvesary pro. -,s since this logic defines the infor-
nation pi,. 's and relations between th, se pieces that witl then be embodied in the visual stnic-
ture of ie chart, le devek nment of an organimtit-al logic is not directly addrcssed in this
tandbmok but exanples of such a logic are showm throughout the Handbok to demonstrale
how tile us of design tools are critically driven by this logic. D.tsign tools are intended to convey
uwaning, and this meaning is provided by the organizational logic.

Ik.ause there is no agreed-upon organizational logic, the exampes Itve been developed in two
ways. Some examphs use the exiting organizational logic of the NOS clart to show how tie
toots are Ieing used. Other examplts a-e basd upon what could be done. For example, if the
organtizatioral logic argues for treating all waypoints as conceptually belonging to the same



category, then tools such as using the same size or pattern could be applied to the waypoint
symbols to emphasize their similarity. These examples are intended to demonstrate how the
design tools can be used. They are not intended to argue that the organizational logic used h the
example should be used. Such determinations must await further study.

4.2 THE VISUAL STRUCTURE OF AN IAP CHART

The term, "structure," is defined here as "the formal configuration of elements, parts, or constitu-
ents cormp.- ing a particular arrangement" (Cavalier, 1988, p. 301). This definition emphasizes
two aspects of structure: The individual elements tb-at together comprise the overall display and
the relationships among those elements. A well-designed chart supports easy detection of the
primary parts of that ch at, together with visual guidance suggesting how these parts relate to
each other.

The ease with which parts and part relationships are detected L influenced by the graphic format
used to present that information. The term, "graphic fom-wi," is used here to refer to the form in
which some subset of information is presented. A given set of information can usually be pre-
sented by means of more than one fonat, such as line drawings, tables, diagrams, and maps,
The best format for that information depends upon what aspect of the infornition is considered
to be of greatest interest. For example, directions to a specific location can be prov 2 d by means
of a map; a paragraph description; or a table which lists, in order, the actions to be made ("turn
right, heading 257") and the locations at which the action L, to be pErformed (at RBV). Clearly,
some fomiats are likely to be more helpful than others, although individuals may vary as to

which formna they fWnd to be most useful.

For lAP charts, four t),pe of graphic formats are typically usd (sex, Figure 4-2):

" TopograplcAr layouts (nups), which provide a simplifiedl represntation of a finite
gcog-pphical space. lt se layuants are used in the plan view and the aiport sketch.

" Grap~lic kyouts (diagrams), which provide an iconic rupre leation of a pattern of
i"fonuation. A graphic representlationl is used in the profile view to show imporuant
infonnatlon about the vetical appirach lth.

" Te-iual frmat (runming text), which provides dtc.ripions of missed approa dme and
dothr verbal de zriptfons.

" Tabutarfornut (tables), which are used to is, lauing miniums and appoach tniw at
spe c airslxpes.

The unique qualities of each fonmtt must be kept iii mind when applying the guidance infona-
tion described here. Not all of the guidance infonnation will apply to each type of forat. The
attempt has been nade to point out applicatios to ditferent forats, as appropriate.

AD of hte fomaits do share a contmon structure, in tat they are all hierardiical in nature. This
means that there are levels of infonnation, with the highest levels in the hiewrchy consisting of
the largest chunks or number of individual elmienits (swe Figure 4-3). Fach chun': is comprvMi ot
snmatler chunks until tw lowt levels, the itduividual elements, are reached. In the case of the
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Lateral Relations

Margin Landing
Plan View Profile View Identification Minimums Airport Section
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Figure 4-3. Hierarchy.

NOS chats, the highest level is defined by the five major sections of the chart. Each level com-
prises chunks or infom-ation elements that share some conceptual property. This shared prop-
erty is a relationship. For example, the plan view contahs all of the information that relates to
geographical orientation, including runway location and important waypoints that can be used
for determining one's own path and orientaion relative to the runway. Other types of relation-
ships that might be used include.

* Equaity of importati. A hierarchy could be constructed on the basis of importance, for
example, as related to safety, with the more important infom'iation being positioned
higher up in the kierarchy.

SPmse of flight. Each phase of the flight involving the use of ,n IAP chart could have its
own section of the chart. All of the information relevant to large-scale navigation
involved in getting to the runway could be in one location (e.g. plan view) while the
details of transitioning down to the runway (e.g. profile view) would be elsewhere.

* Sane type of infomzation. For example, waypoints might be differentiated from other
types of navigation information bi order to allow the chrt user to visually move from
one waypoint to anothae.
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Frequency of information access. Some information elements may be frequently accessed
by the chart user while other elements are rarely used. Information elements could be
hierarchically organized on the basis of access frequency

The relationships used to group information elements are determined by the organizational logic
of the chart. It is likely that the hierarchy will be based upon more than one type of relationship.
In the NOS charts, for example, all of these relationships can be found in various parts of the
chart. Keeping them sorted out then becomes an important goal of chart design. Regardless of
the type(s) of relationship used, the goal is to emphasize the sharing of a common property.
Design tools can then be used to show that the individual elements "belong together" (in a
conceptual sense, not necesarily a physical sense) so as to support movement of the eye from
one element belonging to a group to another.

Showing group membership of chart elements is important but must not be done at the expense
of inhibiting detection of individual information parts or elements. Individual elements must be
clearly distinctive so as to enable rapid discrimination between them. It is likely that the chart
user will ultimately be interested in one waypoint at a time. Emphasizing the shared group
membership of all waypoints is important but must not reduce the user's ability to utilize the
available information about the target waypoint once it has been found. Tradeoffs between
discriminability and commonality will have to be made.

The remairing two section-- of this chapter describe the design tools that can be used in support-
ing discriminability of parts and relationships between those parts. It is important that these tools
be used after t' e organizational logic of the chart has been specified. This organization will
detemilne how the information should be laid out on the clart and influence how the design
tools should be used. Consequently, the fixst tool for design, then, is of a conceptual nature.

Before beginning the design process, prepare a hierarchical organization that
specifies the categories of information that will be used and the elements that
belong to each category. Define the categories on the basis of the types of
relationships to be emphasized in the design.

4.3 SPECIFYING PARTS

In kevping with the hierarchical nature of the organ !ational logic, an IA1P chAt possesses mul-
tiple levels of pails, the highiest level being the major sections of the chart, the lowest level being
the individual information elements. This chapter provides guidance on how to design an IAP
chart that enables the user to quickly identify that part of the chart most likely to contain the
target information. The emplasis, therefore, is on how to visually differentiate the larger parts of
the chart. Guidance on differentiating individual information elements is described in Chapter 6.
It should be noted that the same basic visual proceses are used to differenitiate parts or elements
at all levels of the organizational hierarchy. The decision to address part differentiation and
element differentiation in two separate cl'pters is based upon the assumption that the guidance
infonmation can best be explained if it is oriented specifically towards a given infornational level.
The principles of part differentiation are, in many respects simpler at the higher levels. Differenti-
atbig imlividual elements is greatly influenced by the type of element being considered, for
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example, alphanumeric characters versus symbols. Chapter 4 presents broad principles that
underlie the more specific guidance provided in Chapter 6. Familiarity with these broad prin-
ciples should help to make the more specific principles described in Chapter 6 easier to under-
stand.

In considering how to differentiate the major sections of the chart, the concept of a frame is useful
(see Figure 4-4). "Framing is the imposition of a structure that makes image areas distinct it
causes the eye to pause in its travels through space. It initiates a transition from the random
texture of the environment to a specific point, or points of focus" (Cavalier, 1988, p. 305). A !rame
defines a part of the chart as a self-contained section comprised of individual elements that are
both spatially and conceptually related to each other. Framing thus defines the limits of a particu-
lar conceptual space, specifying both the limits of where a body of conceptual information e.ids
and serving to define visual boundaries that can help to prevent the eye from unintentionally
wandering into other frames.

0 lPart

U Frame

Figure 4-4. Frames.

A frame can be defined in two ways. If the chart section posstsses a strong, coherent visual shape
or pattern, the overall figure defined by that section will enable the section to "hmg together"
visually. This zpproach is effective if the ihdividual parts of the section are able to, together,
comprise a uniform region of connected parts (Rock & Pahtner, 1990). A second approach is to
dearly define the boundaries of ie section by means of boxu, lines, or white space.

Ideally, both methods should be us Wd redundantly in order to provide the strongest differentia-
thon of individual frames. However, each chart section contains a number of information ele-
ments whose location on the chart is defi di by factors outside the control of the chart designer,
in particular, those elements which represent geographical locations. Consequently, the designer

may have little influence over the overall figure comprised by the individual parts of a section.
However, figural definition can take place ii a slightly different way, that of ensuring that each
Sd-t section has its own distinctive appearance.

Given these dual methods of specifying frames, the primary design tools available for differenti-
ating chart setions are:

* Distixtive visual appearance
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* Standard location

4.3.1 Distinctive Visual Appearance

Although it is not always possible to define individual chart sections by means of a strong visual
form, ensuring that each major section of the chart has its own unique visual appearance does
contribute towards supporting the ability of each chart section to define itself through its own
form. Use of this tool is made possible by the variety of types of information that need to be
included on a chart Section 42 described several graphic formats that are used to present chart
information. The plan view and both airport views use a topographical layout, in contrast to the
tables used to present landing minimums and the diagram used for the profile view. Also, each
section differs radically from each other in size, basic shape, and location on the page. These
unique section appearances help the user to quickly confirm that the desired part of the chart has
been reached. Consequently, it is important to preserve these distinctive appearances by, for
example, avoiding the use of multiple tabies for presenting very different types of Information,
unless these tables are visually distinctive (e.g. very different sizes). Similarly, these tools imply
the need to avoid using long lists of information items or large amounts of running text.

Preserve the unique appearance of each major section of the chart.

4.3.2 Standard Location

A tielorvi; hunian factors principle for laying out Information is to assign categories of
infoatmaon to standard locations. A standard location allows the user to develop expectations as
to where categories of information can always be found. This allows the eye to automatically
move to that part of the chart without having to scan the entire chart. Use of standard locatons
can occur at all levels within the hierarchy. For example, on the NOS charts, the profile view
section of the chart Is always located near the lower lefthand corner of the cht Within this
section of the chat, the moissed approach istructions can be found In either of two locations,
depending upon the direction of the runway approach. Dy sing standard locations at multiple
levels within the organizational hierarchy, both the orienting and search processes (described in
Chapter 3) are supported, enabling more rapid acs not only to a section of the diart but also to
the specii target infomution.

I whenever possible, design the chart to have standard ocations for categories
of information and, when possible, for Individual information elements.

4.33 Methods for DellnIng Boundaries

Once the correct part of the chart has been reached, it is Important to specify the boundavies of
dhot section. In searching for the desird target inforniation, the eye can accditaIy move into
another section, thus needL-sy expanding the amount of chart space that must be seatched.
Boundaries avoid this problem by providing vist limits that keep the eye withi the appropri-
ate chad section Several types of bounding tools ame avawble Boundary boxes ar airrently
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used on NOS charts (see Figure 4-5). The lines of the box dearly distinguish the borders of each
section. A second type of boundary is that of a line. Lines are frequently used to define the
columns, rows, and cells of a table. They also can be used to separate higher-level -nformation
chunks in place of a complete box.

Boxes and lines offer distinctive ways of separating one space from another. They can, however,
help to dutter the chart, especially if the section being bounded already possesses a substantial
number of line elements. In this case, a more effective tool might be the use of white space as a
boundary. 'The eye tends to ignore white space in favor of more informative elements such as
lines. in effect, white space encourages the eye to "stop." Consequently, white space can offer a
"cleaner" method for defining section boundaries in comparison to boxes or lines. White space
can also be used to represent hierarchical differences by varying the amount of space used to
separate elements at various levels in the hierarchy. To separate information chunks at the
highest levels in the hierarchy, large amounts of white space should be used. Progressively
smaller amounts to separate elements at lower hierarchical levels help to maintain hierarchical
level distinctions.

Use a bounding tool to define parts of a chart. Boxes provide the strongest
method for visually bounding a space. Lines are a more subtle method that is
especially useful for defining lower-level boundaries such as between elements
In a table. To avoid further cluttering a chart that already possesses a large
number of line elements, white space can be used.

4.4 SPECIFYING RELATIONSHIPS

Section 4.3 described some tools that can be used to differentiate sections and individual infor-
niation elements. This section looks at how relationships between items can be embodied in the
chart. The design goal of relationships is to visually emphasize conimonalities between hidi-
vidual pleces or types of infornation. The goal is to provide a "path" for the eye to follow from
one related element to another. Thee paths, together, comprise a visual pattern that can be
detected while at the same time preservhg the distinctivene-s of the individual infonnation
pieces. Paems thus become an important mems for conveying the visual str .cture of the
display.

Cavalier (1988) describes the types of relationships that need to be visualized for a hierarchical
organization. "To create hierarchy is to initiate a transitio from one state, where individual
elements function at the same level of value to another state, where hidiviAual elements are
given greater or lesser importance, Hierarchy is a condition which structures sequential opera-
tions between diverse components. It regulates the procLs of transition so that it occurs between
functions which are arranged and lhiked in order of importance" (p. 319). Implied in Iis descrip-
tion are two basic types of relationships that must be considered (see Figure 4-1). Verticl relations
refer to rela-.ons between items across multiple hierarchical levels. In a sense, vertical relations
exemplify the concept of a hiracIy: Multiple sets of itifoniation are nested within a higher
level representing some property shared by the letniation sets. For example, the specific
landing tniiilnuwn values for ead aircraft category vertically relate to the higher-level cat.gory,
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"landing minimums." Lateral relations reflect a ":ommon property shared by all of the information
elements within a given level Effective chart design must support beth types of relations.

The concept of a frame was introduced in Section 4-3 to refer to a group of items belonging to the
same hierarchical level. This concept was introduced in the previous section in reference to the
majorsections of the chart. For example, the chart designer might wish to emphasize the distinc-
tiveness of intersections as a class, perhaps by usin, an intersection symbol such as a triangle.
VORTACs, because they belong to a different class of objects, would have a different symbol All
of the intersections are thus treated as belonging to one frame while the VORTACs belong to a
different frame. Since both intersections and VOR fACs are likely to be found in the same section
of the chart, the chart designer might wish to layer the frames, allowing them to be located near
each other but keeping them visually and conceptually separate (see Figure 4-6). A series of
frames can be layered on top of each other to support vertical relations in that both intexsections
and VORTACs share membership in the higher hierarchical level of geographical information.

Figure 4-6. Layering.

The concept of layering derives from our experience of objects in a tlree-dimensional space:
"'lhrve.dimensional space has an almost infinite potential of visual plarws, reeding from the eye,
which can contain the objects of the external world" (Wood, 1968, p. 58). There are a number of
fonrts of visual infomiation tluat enable us io differentiate near objt-s from those located farther
away. These fontis of information can be applied to flstinguishing itifoination elements whtich
are assigned to different irfoanation tayers (Dent, 197; Wood, 1968).

Attempting to embody both lateral and vertical relatlons can quickly become complicated.
However, each approach has its own set of design tools. Tte choice of thes tools is deternlind
by two factom

* The type of hWerarchical relation being embodied (lateral or vertical);

* hle location of the relatxi itemns, tlhat is, whether the related eleants are iocated close
to each other or are separated on the chait.

Combining the two dinensions of type of hierarnhical relation (Lateral or vertical) and lvzation
(close or separate) produces a two-by-two matrix compris-d of four cells:

* Items belonging to the same hierarchical level and located next to each other.
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* Items belonging to the same hierarchical level and not located next to each other.

* Items belonging to different hierarchical levels but located next to each other (or, in
many cases, on top of each other).

* Items belonging to different hierarchical levels and not located near each other.

Table 4-1 shows the categories of tools available for specifying each of the four types of relations.
These tools are described in the remainder of this Section.

Hierarchical Level

Same (Lateral) Different (Vertical)

Same Proximity Contrast
(Near) Bounding Interposition

Location

Different Similarity Similarity
(Separate) "Pointing"

"Leading"

Table 4-1. Types of Hierarchical Relations

4.4.1 Same Hierarchical Level, Same Location

The hierarchical nature of clart infomation organization suggests that disthngu' 1'  major
parts of a chart is, in some resp"ts, the same concept as showing relationships between parts. It
all depends upon what level in the hiiearchy one is talking about. For example, at the highest
Level of the hierarchy, a part is a .mjor section of the chat. However, those elements that are
nested within the highest level (i.e. the next level down in the hierarchy) belong to that level
because of sone shared property. When the intention is to show mmberaep in a category, the
simplest zethod is to locate them in th sme setin of the chart.

4.4.1.1 Iotuw

The pr, ciple of proxinity refers 'o the "'assumption" nade by the visual system that items
which are located close to each other are somehow related. Noximity develops the expectation
that what we see occuming in a particular frame fons a particular system. To create proximity is
to interrupt a random pattern by grouping elements into sets. It is a transition from a state of
forial independence (patterning) to an interdependence (bridging) between individual ele-
ments as they app ar and how they operate as a group. Thie space between individual elements
tullte3 them in the formation of an apparent system" (Cavalier, 1988, p. 314). Proximilty, for
example, is a key tool for labeling symboLs. That label which is closest to the symbol is assm
to belong to it. Pxwmity also reuAs the fndividual elements of a table.
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I Proximity provides a strong visual cue for shared category membership.

4.4.12 BouwI

Proximity relations are most effective if they are supported by an obvious visual frame. The
fiame, in effect, defines the limits on which information elements are defined as proximally
related. Tables offer a good example of combining proximity with the use of bounding tools.
Tabular information Is presented in a series of cells created through the coming together of rows
and columns. Rows and columns are created through sequences of information elements that are
oriented both vertically and horizontally. When space is not a constraint, variations in spacing
between elements at different levels in the hierarchy offer an effective tool for representing the
hierrcical nature of the table. Table 4-1 shows how this principle works. The greatest amount
of white space defines the boundaries of the table itself. Smaller amounts of white space separate
the individual cells within the table while the smallest space separates the words within the same
cell. If there is not enough space available to maintain an appropriate ratio of space between cells
versus space between the table and non-table information, the use of lines is required. These lines
can then serve as boundaries which define the spatial liits of the table. This is the approach
used in NOS charts (see Figure 4-7)

CAT;j..L8 A I I c T P
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Figure 4-7. The use of bounding lines on NOS charts.

Use of the bounding tools (boxes, lines, white space) should be considered when using pdoximity
as a tool for definng shared category menibeshil.

Tol suha stanadlcanad bundaries cnbe usdtipcf eae
Information if the Information etoments that possess the shared pexry can be

4.42 Same HtlerarcMcal Level, Different Location

The effective use of proximity requires that menirber infomation elements be clustered together
into a conurion space. When the distances between individual items becomes too great, the
proximity relation breaks down. Items then appear to be randomly organized. This Is often the
case for infomiation presented using a topograplia fom-t The example of the intersection and
VORTAC symbols exemplfies the problem The chart d"gr may wish to emphasize member-
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ship in the same category for items located through the topographical layout to enable the eye to
quickly move from one category member to another. Since these items must be positioned in
their correct geographical locations, the proximity tool cannot be used.

Three methods can be used for specifying relatedness between items that are not closely located
to each other Similarity, "pointing;" and 'leading."

4.4.2.1 SuuLAnY

Our visual system tends to assume that items which look the same are similar in other respects as
well. Similarity allows the visual grouping of individual elements. Also, the visual system can be
"set" to look only for similar items while ignoring dissimilar items. Consequently, the eye can
move quickly from one related item to another.

Types of similarity to which our visual system is nnsitive include:

* Color

" Texture

" Shape

* Size

Some types of similarity, however, are more effective than others. Relative effectiveness of the
similarity methods are discussed in Section 6.3 of Chapter 6.

The information elements that need to be grouped are detemined by the organizational logic of
the chart. Chice this has ben detemdned, it is then Ixssible to define appropriate visual patterns
for each group. The abn is to have a consistent visual pattern in a grouping aid the dear differ-
eatiation of patterns across groupings.

Coticeptual grouping of information elements can be encouraged by assgniln
a cornmon visual property (color. texture, shape, size) to members of that
group.

4.4.2.2 Pownuwo

A second approach is to use oite symbol element to "point to" another. This can be done in
several ways. A common method is to use an arrow to move the eye from one element to an-
other, for example, from a label to its syniboi. In this case, the distance between the two elements
is compensited for, to sonie extent, by the length of the arrow. A more subtle approadi is used to
cross L.rger distances between elements. An arrow can be used to pohiL in the gener dired ion of
the related eement, Ior example, on NOS charts, a dotted arrow is placed at the end of the
runway to show the path to be followed in the early stage of the missed approach procedure (see
Figure 4-8). The holding pattern location may be sonte distance away on the chart. Rather than
use a liie to specify the eudre path, the arrow points in the general dircction of where the hold-
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ing pattern is located. The eye derives its initial directional guidance from the arrow, then contin-
ues to move In that direction until the waypoint specilying the holding pattern location is found.
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The method of "pointing" offers a useful tool for guiding the eye from one related
Item to another while avoiding the clutter that can occur from the use of lines
and other direct connecting methods. If pointing is used, make sure that the
path specified by the originating element will move the eye to the Intended
target element. Also, make sure that unintended pointing Is avoided.

4.4.2.3 "LEmiNG"

The least subtle method for grouping widely spread information elements is to actually connect
the elements to each other by means of lines. In effect, the line 'leads" the eye from one point to
another. The most obvious use of this method is found on the plan view to describe the approach
path to the runway. While following this path, the eye will also find other, related information
elements, such as the symbols for outer and middle markers.

The advantage of this approach is that it dearly defines a critical path that the eye can follow.
Because the eye is drawn along this path, it will necessarily find those information elen ients that
should be seen. This method should be used sparingly, however, because it can contribute to
chart clutter. Consequently, for situations involving less critical information, ether methods such
as simi arity and pointing should be used.

I"Leading" the eye from one information element to another by means of lines or
arrows provides the strongest means for relating similar elements. It should be
used sparingly, however, to avoid clutter.

4.4.3 DIfferent Levels, Same Location

In some ca., it is necessary to deal with items that belong to different infonmation categonm
but must be located niar or even on 'op of each other. Tihis situation often arises because ' space
constraints. For examy ' , in attempting to show a marker beacon wlich is located along a body
of water, the size of the symbo may result in part of the symbol h ving to be positiont on top
of the symbol signifying the body of water. A geographical location that is covered by the nrker
beacon way also need to be sp.'ifi., resultig in there being a label or line symbol behg, placed
on top of the marker beacon. The end r sult can be three or more symbols which all need to be
positiored in the sanw locatim , on U',z clhat.

This type of situation empha sizes the value of the layering concept. Each category ot symbol can
be txeated as belonging to its own chiart layer. For example, the first layer is that of die ground. It
is, in effect, the white page ifore any other marks ae applixl to it. The neAt layer might be
terrain marks, such as these specifying ldies of x% ater. Upon this layer might be placed location
symbols, sucl, is LOMs or nrker beacons. Label information might then comprise the top-nst
layer. The ef&.-dive use of layering depends, of coutse, on there being a niear.gful organiza-
tional logic that is used to assign elements to sp,.ffith layers. Unce thde organizational logic of the
layers has bee- developed, two types of design tools can be used to support perception of
nmulliple layers, relative contast and interposition.



4.4.3.1 COmIRAS

Ile concept of layering was derived from our experience with objects in three-diensional
space, This has led to the application of three-dimensiona depth cues in support of layer differ-
entiation on the two-dimensional surface of a page or screen. All of the techrnques, described
under the heading of "4Contrast," are based upon the perceptual phenomenon of aerial perspective
(Dent, 1972). Aerial perspective refers to variations in distinctiveness and color of objects as a
function (if thecir ciirance from the obsErver. For example, when viewing mountains at varying
distances, the far-her mountains appear to be faded and less distinct, in contrast to the brighter
colois and crisper shapes of nearer objects. These differences are due to light refraction through
the atmosphere and also occur in achromadc situations. Distant objects viewed on a foggy night
appear grayer with softer edges in contrast t3 closer objects (Dent, 1972).

Variations in relative contrast can be used to specify relative layer "distance"' in several ways
(Den' , 1972). One approach is to manipulate the contrast between the edges of information
eOements, locatnd on different layers (see Figure 4-9). Objects at progressively higher levels
(moving from the "ground" layer up) should have progressively sharper edges. Thle sharper the
edge, the more likely it will be that the element defined by that edge will stand out against
ealernents with softer edges.

, X

n. .1

Nlure 4-9. Specdfyi .W*,o layers through variptons Wn edge conttast

A second approach is to %rary bitightnts onfirW~s. For inonoch olwatfc patterns, the brightness of
ani element is deerined by the ink-to-paper ratio. 11ie higher tie ik-to-paper ratio, the brightler
the elinent iappeas- The objwctve is to have the brightest elemnent appma to be closest to thte
readen therefore, elenieuslocated on tigher layers should -Ave a ier ink-topWpe tatio than
elnunts positioned on lower surfacts (see Figwe 4-10).

'h1s varation allows die, chaot user to Immecdiately sethat multiple elements from different
layeis are postioned on top of or close toeaclh other. An examiple of this approach is isMd on the
Abpo-rt Diagi-am section of NOS charts (see Figure 4-11). The ratuways are In black while build-
ing and taxiways, are L-. gray. B~oth types of hiforniation are available to die chast use but the
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runway shapes, assumed to be more important, act as the highest layer and visually dominate
the section. Based upon experimental research, Dent recommends that the texture and brightnei
differences must be 5.0 lines per inch and ten percent respectively when the dot sizes are similar.

In terms of color, a study by Johns and Sumner (1948, cited by Wood, 1968) showed that bright
colors (whilL and yellow) were seen as nearer than neutral gray while darker colors (green, blue
and black ) appeared farther away than neutral gray. These results led Wood to conclude that the
richest colors should be used on the highest layers, reserving paler colors for lower levels.

Variation In brightness contrast is a useful tool for differentiating between Items
from different layers. For monochromatic charts, Information elements on the
higher levels should be darker than elements on the lower layers. If color is
used, brighter colors should be used for the higher layers.

The chart designer can also vary coarseness of texture while keeping brightness constant (Dent,
1972). Dent's svkjects were more likely to perceive the coarser-textured, larger-dot pattern as
figure rather than finer-textured, smaller-dot patterns. This is not surprising because a finer
texture al&i tends to have a less distinct edge. Based upon experimental evaluation, Dent recom-
mends that a texture difference of at least 10.0 lines per inch be used to ensure maximum dis-
criminability.

If multiple patterns that are equally bright but vary in coarseness of texture an
size of dot are superimposed on each other, the coarser texture should be
positioned on the highest layer.

A final contrast manipulat )n that can be used is articulation (Dent, 1985; Wood, 1968). Articula-
tion refers to the amount of detail used on a symbol. More detailed elements tend to stand out as
figure in contras ,o less detailed elements, which is consistent with our experience that the
farther objects are away from us, the less able we are to see detailed features of those objects. This
design tool is constrained, however, by requirements for ens' iring that the user can clearly see
what the oymbol is and distinguish it from all other symbols.

The amount of detail provided on a symbol can be used to vary contrast.
Detailed symbols tend to stand out as figure against less detailed symbols.

Line elements can also be manipulated using the principles of contrast to convey relative signifi-
cance. Variations in edge contrast are one example of using line contrast to differentiate element
layers. Lines which comprise their own figures, such as arrows and radius lines, can also vary in
line weight (see Figure 4-12).

Dent (1972) argues against differentiating visual layers by varying line weight. His concern is
that edge sharpness cannot be easily controlled, thus possibly reducing line contrast to levels
insufficient for adequate legibility. In addition, increasing the line weight can also result in an
undesirable increase in the brightnrcss of the line when used on electronic displays. However, if
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Figure 4-12. Variations in line weight.

carefully used, line weight does offer a viable approach if all variations are well above minimum
contrast levels.

Varying line weight is an effective tool for signifying variations In layers if care Is
taken to ensure that the lightest weight provides sufficient visual contrast to be
lepible.

In place of manipulating line weight, Dent argues for the use of variations in line "character."
Examples of such variations are shown in Figure 4-13. Several line variations are used on existing
NOS charts. For example, a solid circle is used to specify the outer limits of that part of the plan
view that is set to scale. Dashed circles, in contrast, denote facilities that would not appear on the
chart if they were charted to scale. Another unique line character, the dashed line, is used to
specify missed approach procedures on the plan and profile views.

* I I1
* U

* I I

* UI

• II

Figure 4-13. Variations in line character.

Although variations in line character offer a lot of flexibility in distinguishing types of informa-
tion, the designer must ensure thu.t each line variation used possesses suffi&cnt contrast to be
legible and is readily distinguishable from all other line variations.
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Variations in line character can be useful for differentiating element layers using I
lines used to construct theii- own figus.

The variety of methods available for manipulating contrast offer the opportunity to clearly
specify individual chart layers. In his study of subject preferences for certain map designs,
Saunders (1961-62) concluded that "the three most favourea maps all created the impression of
different visual planes, which clearly indicate the appeal of the effect and its significance for
cartographic procedure" (cited by Wood, 1968, p. 59). That layering is a useful tool appears to be
beyond dispute. However, for purposes of visual simplicity and ease of use, the number of layers
that are used should be kept to an absolute minimum. A large number of layers means that the
number of variations in texture, line weight, line character, and other aspects will quickly grow
large, and will likely tax the cognitive abilities of the user in attempting to keep straight the
various meanings of each element. In addition, superimposing multiple layers increases the
difficulty of enrburing that all information elements are clearly legible. For these reasons, the
following rule should be resl I :

I Use discretion in the number of layers, texture patterns, line weights, and line
characters that are used. T" many may be worse than too few.

4.4.3.2 ImmPosmoN

A familiar cue for determining which of two objects is closest to us is provided when one object
hides part of another object (see Figure 4-8). It is possible to specify that one information element
is at a higher level than another by simply having the top object mask part of ,he lower object.
"The contour which continues past the point of intersection in C'e expected direction will be seen
as belonging to the covering object" (Ittelson, cited by Dent, 1972, pp. 84-85). This method is
commonly used, for example, when labels are placed over lines such as the holding pattern and
runway approach.

Figure 4-14. Varying multiple layers through Interposition.
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This method must be carefully used to ensure that the user can still easily identify the partially-
covered element. The visual system tends to predict the hidden part of the shape on the basis of
parts that can be seen. A line is assumed to continue as a line "underneath" a label. The elements
hidden behind the visible square in Figure 4-14 are assumed to be squares because squares are
familia shapes and the visible parts of the elements suggests a square. If an unfamiliar or com-
plex shape is used, care should be taken to ensure that the chart user is not seriously misled as to
the shape of the parts hidden by a higher-level element.

Interposition provides a strong cue that one element is located in a layer that is
different fr,,. another element. Care should be taken in using this tool to ensure
that the puLrli-ily hidden element is still recognizable and the shape of Its hidden
parts predictable.

4.4.4 DIfferent Levels, Different Locations

The need for a chart designer to relate information elements that do not share a common hierar-
chical level or location may not be immediately obvious. Its value arises, however, when the
concept of "not related" is reconsidered. A hidden assumption in all of the chart examples used
to this point is that relatedness is based on a conceptual property other than simply importance.
Common relations used in these examples have been geographic location relatedness, phase of
flight relatedness, and so on. Relatedness due to importance has not been considered.

Many cartographers, however, argue for the need to take into account relative importance of
information elements in designing a chart: "Assign visual importance and distinction commen-
surate with the intellectual significance of the ideas being presented. Such components as the
legend box, title, and graphic scale, are not always of equal importance to the particular map or
among similar types of maps" (Robinson, 1952, pp. 65-66). In the case of IAP charts, "intellectual
significance" translates into operational or safety-related importance, which emphasizes the
relevance of Robinson's argument for the need to introduce a pattern into the chart where varia-
tions in text, symbols, and lines occur on the basis of their relative importance.

In effect, the principle of similarity, or more correctly, dissimilarity in size is used. Larger items
are more likely to be seen before smaller items. Consequently, relative importance can be con-
veyed through relative size. Also, using information elements that all share the same size in-
creases the risk of introducing "confusion and monotony" into the chart (Robinson, 1952, p. 66).

As Robinson points out, however, there are serious limits as to the extent to which this principle
can and should be applied. An information element may be the most important one but that
does not mean it should be the largest. In choosing a size, tradeoffs must be made because of
space considerations. An important element that need not take up much space can take away
from other elements that inherently require a lot of space to be legible. Also, relative importance
is likely to vary as a function of the user's immediate need. Although electronic media offer the
potential for allowing changes in element size to occur in response to user input or phase of
flight, this capability may not be available for first-generation electronic charts and certainly is
not possible for the paper medium.
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Variations in relative size can be made to ensure that Important elements are
more likely to be seen. This should not be done at the expense of decreasing
the legibilty of less Important items.

4.5 SUMMARY

The discussion of tools that can be used to visually structure the overall layout of the chart has
been presented in an attempt to respond to the need on the part of the pilot to make sense out of
what he/she sees. Whenever we look at something, we unconsciously try to determine its
structure. What are the major parts and how are the parts related to each other, what is impor-
tant to look at, and what meaning does it have for us. The lAP chart user will find some type of
structure in the chart. Ideally, this structure will correspond to the organizational logic intended
by the chart designer. T.e information presented in this chapter is intended to help bridge the
potential gap in understanding between chart designer and chart user.

Awareness of how the application of a design tool is likely to be seen by the user is an important
first step towards this goal. The ideal, of course, is to be able to specifically define how each tool
should be used: What textures are appropriate, what types of lines are best used to represent a
given information element, and so on. We cannot, however, begin to even approach this ideal.
Nonetheless, thoughtful design can, to a large extent, compensate for our lack of specific knowl-
edge about how chart design should be accomplished. The ability to predict how each tool is
likely to affect the user can help the designer judge whether and how a tool should be used, and
what unintended side-effects can cause problems.

This chapter has focused on the chart as a whole. Little has been said about the individual
information elements themselves and how they should be visually embodied to support the
user's ability to find a desired element. This topic is the subject of the next chapter.
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5. SEARCH AND LEGIBILITY

5.1 OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER 5

Narrowing the search domain to a specific part of the chart, through the guidance provided by a
coherent visual structure, aids the search process by reducing the amount of map space that
must be scanned. Tools for supporting this orienting process were described in the previous
chapter. Once the eye has moved to the desired section of the chart, search effectiveness is
determined by a combination of the pilot's familiarity with IAP charts and the visual characteris-
tics of the information elements located there. Chapters 5 and 6 describe some of the design tools
that can be used to manipulate the visual characteristics of information elements so as to help the
chart user find the desired information.

Chapter 5 begins by briefly reviewing how the eye is controlled during the search process. The
mutual roles of two aspects of vision, foveal vision and peripheral vision, in guiding eye move-
ments during the search process are described. The remainder of this chapter addresses how IAP
charts can be designed to support search by capitalizing on the chaacteristics of foveal vision.
The fundamental means for improving foveal vision is by making the target information more
distinctive. In the sense being used here, distinctiveness is ,. kind of legibility, where legibility
means that each information element can be readily distinguished from all other elements.
Design tools for improving information element legibility fall into two categories:

* Font Characteristic Tools, which support more elficient search and recognition of alpha-
numeric information. Examples of such tools are type size, type weight, leading, and
character spacing.

* Symbol Characteristic Tools, which comprise methods for improving the recognition and
discriminability of symbols. These tools include global symbol shape and symbol
figure/ground.

Information search is also aided by peripheral vision. Aiding peripheral vision involves using
techniques that serve either or both of two objectives: (1) Reducing the number of eye fixations
that must be made by enabling discrimination between target and non-target information using
peripheral vision: (2) Reducing visual interference from neighboring ifformation elements that
might otherwise attract the eye and slow the search process. Design tools for supporting periph-
cal vision are described in Chapter Z
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5.2 CONTROL OF EYE MOVEMENTS DURING SEARCH

The human eye is able to perceive detailed information only when the fovea is directed towards
(fixated on) that information. This fact suggests that the eye works as a kine of spotlight, fixating
the fovea on one spot and then moving, by means of a very rap't eye movement called a sac-
cade, to another spot when sufficient processing has taken place. When reading a line of text, for
example, the eye fixates several times, with each saccade covering approximately five characters
at a time (Morrison & Rayner, 1981), the number of characters depending upon the cognitive
complexity of the information. Section 3.2, however, pointed out that when scanning a visual
display such as a map, the eye tends to move from one high information density location to
another rather than following a fixed scan path. The obvious question, then, is how can the eye
'know" where these locations are if It does not fixate on each part of the display?

Research on eye movements has shown that peripheral vision, which is sensitive only to gross
visual detail, provides this capability. Castner and Eastman (1985) suggest that peripheral vision
is sensitive to certain types of information and can recognize these information types without
having to rely on foveal vision. If peripheral vision alone is not able to recognize the information,
the eye will move so as to allow foveal vision to take over and bring to bear those cognitive
resources required to recognize the information. The combination of fovea! and peripheral vision
enables the eye to skip over less informative information, enabling more efficient search.

These results led Castner and Eastman to suggest that the "attractiveness" of a piece of informa-
tion to tho eye may be related to the ability of peripheral vision to identify that information.
Infomation becnivs atractive when peripheral vision isn't sufficient to identify it.

This conclusion, however, Is not the end of the story. Camtner and Eastman go on to suggest that
this stimulus-based control can be overridden by the cognitive system when the map reader is
instructed to perform a specific task. Task-oriented performance tends to result in the eye mov-
ing towards those parts of the map containing information that is relevant to the task, even if this
Means Jgnoring information possessing high visual attractiveness. Under task-oriented instruc-
tions, "prominent lines, unusual or novel elements, element complexity, the presewe of ancillary
information, or the size and position of individual elements exerted less influence on the atten-
tion allocation of the eyes" (p. 111). Dobson (1977) emphasizes the importance of the task as a
driver for how the eye moves through a map. Random map reading, without specific task
instructions, results in very different pattents of eye movements than eye movements performed
under task-oriented instructions.

This latter finding does not diminish the role of peripheral vision in controlling eye movements,
however. Instead, peripheral vision is used, to the extent possible, to discri hiate those areas
with high relevance to the task from those of less relevance.

Given this general understanding of how eye movements are controlled, the obvious question is
how it can be applied to IAP chart design. The : eseardi on eye mcvements suggests that search
efficien y is improved most by reducing the number and duration of fixations required to locate
target information (arZ 1970a Phillips, Noyes & Audley, 1978; Stehlke, 1980). At a simplistic
level, this mens:

Supporting the fovea in detecting detailed information (e.g. individual symbols,
a characters, words), for example, by means of good visual contrast;
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e Supporting peripheral vision by enabling this system to move the fovea more effi-
ciently to those areas on the chart most likely to contain the target information.

Tools that may be useful in improving foveal vision performance will now be described.

5.3 FONT CHARACTERISTIC TOOLS

A large proportion of the information on an IAP chart is embodied through alphanumeric
characters. Consequently, an important goal of the design process should be to develop a chart
that supports efficient search for this type of information. Interest in improving the legibility of
printed material dates back almost to the discovery of mechanical type (Spencer, 1969). Not
surprisingly, there is a substantial body of research and accepted practice that addresses legibility
issues. Much of this research has specifically concerned the question of how best to design
printed materials comprised primarily of running text, such as books and magazines.

The term, "legibility," has been defined in a number of ways, and its specific meaning in a given
context is often determined by the type of printed material under consideration (e.g. legibility of
individual letters on license plates versus legibility of individual words in running, iext) and the
empirical methods used for assessing it (Bartz, 1970a). This relationship between definition, type
of material to which the concept is intended to apply, and the manner in which It is measured is
obvious in Tinker's (1963) definition of legibility, which is generally characteristic of such defini-
tions:

Legibility, then, is concerned with perceiving letters and words, and with the
reading of continuous textual material. The shapes of letters must be d.1scrin-iated,
the characteristic word forms perceived, and wntinuous text read accurately,
rapidly, easily, and with understandhig. In the final analysis, one wants to know
what typographical factors foster me and speed of rnading. Optiral legibility of
print, therefore, is achieved by a typograiphical armngement in which shape of
letters and other symbols, daracteristic word fomts, and all other typographical
factors such as type size, line width, leading, etc., are coordinated to produce
comfortable vision and easy anud rapid rading with comprehension. h other
words, legibility deals with the coordination of those typographical factos-
hdherent in letters and other symbols, words, and connected textual material
which affect am ad spad of reading (pp. 7-8; italics added).

As this definition clearly shows, the phenomenon referred to by the concept of legibility is
framed on one hand by the type of printed material to wlich it is applied (ruuting text) and on
the other hand by how it is measwed (speed of reading).

To date, very little research .has directly investigated issues of legibility in maps, and even fewer
studies have used UP c arts as their focus. Consequently., research results in other domains
supply, in many cases, the only experimental data available. These results must be interpreted
with great care In that charts are visually unique from other forms of printed matter, and require
the user to interact with them in very different ways that car, seriously impact the relevance of
data from non-map domains (Bartz, 1969,197ua; Taylor & Hopku, 1975). [See Bartz, 1970a, for a
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thorough look at constraints that limit the applicability of -he typographic legibility literature to
the map domain.]

Many of the studies in non-map domains used experime, tal tasks and me- ' ring techniques
(see Table 5-1) that possess questionable or unknown vali. ity to the map search task (see Tinker,
19,3, for additional information about these tasks). Because so little is known about the percep-
tual processes underlying IA chart use, evaluation of the applicability of these m-thods can be
based only upon face validity. Consequently, the risk is there that application of thE e findings to
the map search situation may be Inappropriate. Speed of reading, a particularly common legibil-
ity measure, does not posess much face validity in map reading because reading a map involves
finding the information before it can be read, a process that is clearly less important in reading
nunning text Data based upon eye movement measures, also accepted as an especially useful
legibility measure, is problematic, not because of the measures themselves, but because the eye
movements involved in scanning a line of text are clearly different from those used in search
tasks. That there are frequently conflicting results depending upon the experimental method
used (Tinker, 1963) is an important reminder that each measure may reflect a different aspect of
legibility that may or may not be important for a specific type of printed matter, such as IAP
charts.

With respect to the human factors literature, once again a number of legibility principles have
been identified but these principles are specific to the unique requirements of the application for
which they were developed, such as signrage, fomis, or tables. Once again, differences in the
nature of the verbal material used (e.g. individual, isolated words or pieces of text which are
positioned in predictable locations) and the task (reading material at a distance or scanning a
form with a predictable structure) constrain the applicability of these results to the map reading
task. Taylor and Hopkin (1975) suggest that the inherent complexity of maps (specifirally, large-
scale topographical maps) may mean that standard human factors principles are not valid for
them

Keeping these concerns in mind, tools that may pi. ove useful for improving alphanumeric
legibility awr -iow presented. These tools aie likely to contribute to more efficient search perfor-
mance by increasing the dlLstinctiveness of the words conveyed. This distinctiveness has value in
two ways: First, it can support peripheral vision by aliowiig the alphanumeric infomation to
stand out from potentially cluttered backgrounds; second, it may reduce the fixation tioe re-
quired for foveal "Ision to recognize what the alplwauerlc information is.

5.3.1 Typeface

.An obvious chlacierisfic uf type that might Influence detc.,on of alphanumeric informadon is
the typeface used. The issue of whether typeface style influences performance has bmk argued
for nany years and a substantial proportion of typographic legibility studies, using the paper
medium, have investigated this issue. The results of these studies vary, dependi t g upon the
perfonnance neasure ad prAnted matter used.

Tinker has peforted a number of studies investigating typeface differences using the speed-of-
reading method (e.g. Paterson & Tinker, 1932) and eye movement niesures (e.g. Tinker &
PatersoiA 1941). In genera, his studies show that comparisots between typefaces fail to pcoduce
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Method Description Map Reading Validity

Speed-of-Reading Within a given time limit, UmittaV validity because
determine the amount of lAP charts do not contain
text read or measure the substantial amounts of running
time required to read a tex
fixed amount of text

Visibility Measure the threshold Results are usually comparable
visibility of printed ,o acuity data (Tinker, 1963).
material Unclear as to how well this data

applies to reading charts

Distance Measure the distance Similar to the visibility method
from the eyes at which (Tinker, 1963). Potentially useful
printed symbols can be for lAP chart applications
accurately recognized

Shot-Exposure Measure quickness and Questionable validity since this
accuracy of perceiving method 3llows only one fixation,
alphanumeric characters a constrlnt that is not reason-
presented very briefly able under real-world conditions
(1/10 second)

Focal Variatof Measure the amount of Unknown
blur that still allows correct
recognition

Eye Movements Measure the sequence and Method Is sound but results are
duration of eye fixations heavily influenced by the type
and saccados of reading, matter used

Peripheral Vision Measure greatest distance May be useful In assessing
from fixation point at which legibility of low Information
information cani still be density parts of the chart In
accurately recognized support of efficient search

Search Measure time required to Possesses obvious relevance
find names ona map to the lAP chart lsk

Table 5-1. Common methods for assessing legiblity.



statistically ignlficant perfornancp effects, .!xept when unfmiliar typekces (such as Cloister
Black, an Old English typefae) are used.

Diffemces between typefaces have been found using measures that seem to reflect the percepti-
bility of individual lette. For example, Webster and Tinker (1935) showed that typefaces such as
American Typewriter, Cheltenham, and Antique were superior to others, including Kabel Lite
and Bodoni, when the distance method was used. Tinker (1944) compared the results obtained
r-rith several measures and concluded that visibility and perceptibility measures failed to show
much agreement with speed-of-reading scores. Consequently, the impact of typeface depends
upon how legibilityis assessed.

Of particular itnterest in these studies are comparisons between serif and sans serif typefaces
Arguments for and against serifs have been grounded on a number of issues (Robinson, Abba-
monte & Evans, 1971). The advantage of serif typefaces, it is argued, is that the serifs support the
horizontal movement of the eyes along a line of text. In addition, serifs are believed to contribute
to a mo.re distinctive shape, thus presumably supporting easier recognition of the character or
'Word.

This mgument k been countered by the view that serif typefaces typically possess variations in
line weight. The serif typeface, Bodoni, shown in Figure 5-1, is a drmmatic example of how severe
the variations in stroke width can be. Horizontal strokes are hairline thin while vertical strokes
have a iauch heavier weight. hi contrast, the sms serif typeiace, Helvetica, uses a more consistent
stroke width. The variations h stroke width found in most serif typefhces raise the possibility
that those parts of the character with a light line weight might "disappe-a" umizr low lighting
conditions or on poorly printed pages. Sants serif typefaces, in contrast, we more likely to use a
common line weight for all pa& of the diiwucter, althe~ga there are notable exceptions (eg.
Optima). hi spite of the arguments both for aa-td against the use of serifs, most studies have faud
to show that sans serif typefaces are read wore slowly than serif typefaces. Studies that have
fImd dlffmnces have typicaly used a visibility perfortance measure which has questionable
appication to the 1AP chart situation. In addition, most of these studies were perfonmed some 40
years ago when &ans serif typefaces were not cownioily used. Cons.quently, lack of faxillaity
with &ins swif typefaces could :aplia any pertomnance dilf ereimes (Wag,~ 19M0.

Helvetira
Bodoni

Figure 5-1. Varions in stroke wdth.
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Based upon these results, a number of legibility experts (e.g. Tinker, 1963; Pyke, 1926; Paterson &
Tinker, 1940; Spencer, 1969) have concluded that "typeaces in common use are equally legible
under conditions of ordinary reading" (Paterson & Tinker, 1940). Un.fortunately, it is difficult to
say which line of experimental rcsults should be followed, the visibility/perceptibility or the
speed-of-readig data. Fortunately, there is some research on typefaces that used scarch for map
names as the task. A study by Phillips, Noyes, and Audley (1977) found no significant difference
in search times for names set in Times (a serif typeface) versus names set in Univers (a sar:.: serif
typeface).

Studies addressing the issue of typeface, using the electronic medium, have focused on develop-
ing a typeface specifically for electronic displays that supports maximum legibility. These type-
faces were developed as a means of compensating for the low resolution of electronic systems
available at the time the studies were performed. Electronic displays likely to be used for present-
ing 1AP charts can be expected to possess sufficient resolution to support a range of typefaces
beyond the very simpic ones originally inteided for low-resolution systems. Consequently, it
wod appear that the safest course for both paper and electronic media is as follows.

Use a familiar typeface that is clean and simple, avoiding unnecussary
flourishes. Use of sans serif typefaces may be more appropriate than serif
typefaces due to potentially poor lighting conditions in the cockpit and to avoid
pxobtems in printing or displaying typefaces with hnirline stroke widths.

Although there is little evidence to suggest that typeface Wius a significant impact on performance,
it is quite possible dut the studies performl simply were insensitive to hdividual factors of
typeface design that, together, ndght contribute to more legible IAP ch-rts. These factors, which
are addressed under the topics of "Type Proportirns" and "Individual Character Confusions,"
have not been direttly maapulated in the studies rmviewed here. Consequently, although their
value reain s unproven, it is probably useful to conider their pottial impact when choosing a
typeface for use on 1A dtizies

5.32 Font Size

Approach charts have been criticized fora variety of reasons (Cox & Connor, 1987) but a com-
mon concern is the inability of pilots to easly read the information presented. A study by Welsh,
Wughan, and Rasitmussen (1976) suggests that this concern is, in fact, real. 11ey looked at the
accuracy with which presbyopic subjects were able to read nwuer-L of the same sizes (ranging
from 1.2 nun to 2.3 nm) and typeface used on actual IAP charts. Funt s:zes used on NOS charts
are shown in Figure 5-2- The subjects' task was to read numerals, cut from actual NOS and
Jeppesen approach chrts, that were presented by meaus of a retathig druni. Two lighting
conditions were used, low lunilance (1.0 ft. U and high lumtinance (00 ft. L). Three levels of
acuity were tested, using corrective lenses to compen&sate for the existing presbyopic condition.
Corrective lenses were usod to allow perfornmae nwiasur under 20/20,20/40, and 20/60
visual conditions.

Although a number of important results were obtained, of greatest interest is the finding that
subjxts with 20/40 and 20/60 correction had great difficulty reading the numerals, especially a.,
the size of the font decreased ani undr the low lunance condition. "ITe auua-rs concluded
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that "numerals on NOS and Jeppesen approach charts are inadequate for effective utilization by
individuals with 20/60 near visual acuity. Individuals with 20/40 near visual acuity would also
experience reading difficulty, especially under dim luminance conditions" (p. 1031). With less
than 20/20 correction, luminance level and symbol size clearly Lmpacted performance, to the
point where under dim luminance and 20/60 correction, numerals were not readable. If this
study were replicated under actual flight conditions involving vibration and extreme lighting
conditions (producing washout or glare), it is quite possible that performance decrements would
appear under the 20/20 conditions as well

This study suggests that the issue of font size needs to be addressed. Unfortunately, it does not
conclusively demonstrate the range of type sizes that should be used on LAP charvs. Two linita-
tions with this study restrict the types of conclusions that can be drawn. First, the task involved
simply reading the numbers. Search was not required. In addition, this study did not assess the
influence of vibration and other cockpit conditions on performance, although luminance level
was a variable.

The obvious solution to improving the pilot's ability to find and read alphanumeric information
is to simply increase the size of the type. However, this solution may be inappropriate for two
reasons. First, serious space limitations on the chart mean that larger type sizes would have to be
accommodated by reducing the amount of information that can be presented. For paper charts
this could mean adding more pages md increasing the overall bulk of the charts that would have
to be carried in the aircraft and the nwni ir of pages the pilot would have to access for a given
approach.

Also, the eye is constrained by the size of type that can be efficiently read. Large type can reduce
the ability of the eye to quickly recognize individual words. For example, Rehe (1974) argues that
larger type sizes (defined as 14 point or above) allow fewer words to appear in the horizontal
dimension, which inhibits effective use of peripheral vision in reading. Peripheral vision serves
the role of preparing the cognitive system for the next set of words to be fixated, and this is
thought to support efficient reading. Also, more fixations are required because, as type size
increases, the number of words that fall into roveal view at any one time decreases, and, under
some conditions, individual words may be read in sections thus disrupting the word recognition
process (Tinker, 1946). Tinker and Rehe, however,are concerned with legibility of running text. It
is not clear if there are similar negative effects of large priint size when dhi e involves searding
for names on a map.

The legibility literature includes a number of studies on font size. Application of the result" of
the-se studies is complicated by several factors, some of which have been mentioned before. An
important complication of some studies is the failure to adequately define the actual size of the
type being evaluated. Typefaces are usually deflned in temns of a given poit size, such as eight,
ten, or 12 points, where a point is approximately 1/72 inch. However, point size is a remnant of
the way type was measured when it was constructed as metal blocks (see Figure 5-3). The point
size reflects the size of the metal block not the character presented on that bock. Since the
typeface character may not span the entire length of this nmetal block, the actual size of the
character itself can be smaller than its assigned point size. A typeface that fills the length of the
block will have an actual size that is larger tha'i a typeface that does not fil the length of the
block, even though beth are defined as having the same point size (Relie, 1974). Although type-
faces used today are no longer vngraved on netal blocks, their dimenwsions have been pres-rved
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in electronic form. Figure 5-4 demonstrates that typefaces with the same point size can radically
differ In actual size.

A 12 Point

Figure 5-3. Measuring point size.

ThIS is 12-point Bodoni, Even though it has de same point size as de
Trump example below, it is actually smaller. Point size, alone, is not a
good measure of type size.

This is 12-point Trump Mediaeval. Even though it has the same
point size as the Bodoni example above, it is actually larger.
Point size, alone, is not a good measure of type size.

Figure 5-4. Variations In actual size for typefaces having the same point size.

Rehe also emphasizes the importance of evaluating type sLze as a funcion of each typeface's x-
height. The x-height of a typeface is the height of the body of a lower-case letter (see Figure 5-5).
It ig usually measured on the basis of the height of a lower-case x. Typefaces vary in the relative
size of the body of the letter as compared to the ascenders. Figure 5-6 presents two conmmon sans
serif typefaces that differ in their x-height. In the Futura typeface, the lower-case letter bodies are
approximately half the height of the uppercase letters, in contrast to the Helvetica typeface,
where the lower-case letters are much higher. Typefaces with relatively large acentders as
compared to the body of the letter will be visually smaller thati typefaces with letters that have
relatively small ascenders and large bodies. To demonstrate that thesw differences are not always
trivial, Poulton (1955)controlled for differences in x-height by optically reducing or enlarging
different typefaces in order to produce the same x-height (1.6 millinieteis). To accomplish this,
Univers was reduced to 9.5 pohit size while Bembo was enlargfd to 12 point. This nmans that
when the x-heLights are natcled, the typefaces actually differed from each by 2.5 points. As Rehe
(1974) points out, "some 8 point typefaces may appear as large as a 10 point size of a different
type d&sign, while some 10 ,oint type sizes may coisist of a relatively saull type design, giving



it the appearance of a smaller size" (p. 27). Together, these factors complicate the comparison of
user performance with different type sizes unless they are explicitly pointed out in the study.

Serif Ascender Counter

X-Height

Baseline T- or Body

Descender

Figure 5-5. Some typographic terms.

This is 12-point Futura. Even though it has the same point size as the
Helvetica example below, it appears smaller, in part, because of its
lower x-height.

This is 12-point Helvetica. Even though it has the same point size
as the Futura example above, it appears larger, In part, beause ol
its larger x-height.

Figure 5-6. Perceived size due to x-height.

Reconundations for type sizes for general reading matter prewented on paper usually include a
mnge of from 9 to 12 pohits (e.g. Relic, 1974; Tinker, 1963; Stencer, 1969). ehe cluAlftes his
reconmendation by taking into accowit x-height. Fora typeface with a smial x-helght 11 or 12
point sizes should be used; for large x-height typefaces, a 9 or 10 poit size is pbably the best
choice. These recomnunAdations are interestng but their value to IA cha une is uxilear

Recommendations have also b.ni provided for type sizes to be used for textual material pre,
sented on electronic displays (e.g. Deutsche lnstitut fur Nomiungen, 1982 Amefican National
histitute for Standards, 1988; Snyder & Maddox, 1978; Shurtleff, 1980). Recommended miniu
character heights range from 12 to 16 minutes of anc for visual angle, while prtferred sizes (or
sizes for critical Information) vary from 18 to 22 minutes. -h!ew rcommen dtions are idteke
for th office envirotnmnet and tlir applicability to lAP charts 6 questionable.

Several studies have been conducted to ass;ess the eff.ct of type size o search fi a map apphica-
lion. Phillips, Noyes, and Audley (1977) looked at how a number of tytpe characteri-sl&c includ-
ing type size, affected searching for rnus on naps. 11ey foul that search was mor efficient
with 8 pouin type than 6 poiN , and coiuded that, "if type is important, large pot sizes are
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justified, even though the) may slightly reduce the legibility of other features on the map" (p.
680). They also found that type size requirements were influenced by the complexity of the map:
Performance for 6 point type on easy maps was generally comparable to performance with 8
point type on difficult maps.

The Phillips et al. results are interesting but must be applied to the IAP chart situation with
caution. First, the type of map used was not an IAP chart In addition, the study employed an
experimental environment that is not comparable to the widely varying luminance and vibration
conditions of the cockpit. Finally, these results do not suggest an upper limit on type size.

Taylor (1975, cited by Taylor & Hopkin, 1975) investigated the legibility requirements of low
altitude, high speed flight using charts presented on displays from film strips. He recommended
that at a viewing distance of 19 inches, 8 point type (0.07 inch upper-case height) was the mini-
mum character size for non-critical, familiar information. Critical information should be dis-
played using at least 12 point type (.11 inch). For a display distance of 19 inches, .11 inch charac-
ters translate into a size of approximately 20 minutes, which is consistent with the recommended
character sizes described earlier.

Multer, Warner, Disaro, and Huntley (1991) measured search performance for te inbound
heading on NOS-based, fictitious IAP charts as a function of type size (9 point or 12 point).
Search was significantly faster with the 12 point type. It is ittportant to note that their studycoinpared search times for headings in eithier 9 or 12 point type on charts where all other type

was 9 point or smaller. Consequently, search may have been aided by type size coding. [The
utilty of type size coding is addressed in Section 73, Infomnation Coding Tools&"]

.The studes using search for inform~ation presented on maps dearly show that performance
dWpes upon the font size used. Although the reading studies conclude that a range of sizes can
be usk fbi" reak!' i running text, die Multer et al. study suggests that important infomntation
should be presented using a font size at the high end of the range. That these sizes way be on the

conservati sideespecially with respect to l ectronic displays, is suggested by the type sizes to
be us Won U-7/7displays. Bloeing is d6slgning their displays using three type sizes: 110, 167, and
224 mils (Weldenum, 1992). These type sizes, when converted to minutes of visual angle,
translake ilo 20.4, 30.69, and 41.34 minutes at a viewing distance of 29 inches, when the follow-
ing equati is usd

d-tracter height
visal azigLe4=438 X viewin distance

The smallest type size bs used for fanmlaro unchanging information but there have been com-
plaints ftom pilots evaluating the displays that this size s too siuall This means that the 20
ininutes visual, angle proposed by Taylor (1975, cited by Taylor & Hopkin, 1975) is comparable to
the smal st size used by Boing. It should be noted that these character sizes are intended to
supiort all of the displays to be used on the B-777. Consequently, the largest size may exceed
what is required for LAP chai displays. Unfortunately, it is still not clear what text sizes are
sufficient for the chating situation.

lhese WdiP sugg the fowing condusion
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Increasing the size of type improves search performance for critical information
at least up to the level of 12 point type or approximately 20 minutes of visual
angle. It is not yet known whether increasing type size beyond this level will
improve performance but there Is some evidence to suggest that this Is the
smallest size that should be used for changing but non-critical information.
Critical information should probably be presented using a larger type size, such
as 14 point on paper or 30 minutes for electronic displays.

Although increasing the size of the type seems the most obvious approach to addressing the
problem of pilots not being able to read an IAP chart, it is, in fact, only one tool that is available to
the chart designer. Issues of typeface space efficiency, typeface weight, x-height, and other issues
are equally important. These issues are addressed below.

5.3.3 Typeface Space Economy

Typefaces differ in how much horizontal space they require. Figure 5-7 presents the upper- and
lowercase alphabets for two sans serif typeface , Helvetica and Futura. Futura clearly requires
less space to convey the same number of characters. Because of the tight space constraints of lAP
charts, one criterion for choosing a typeface is space economy. Greater space economy can be
achieved by using a smaller type size but West (1990) argues that, in order to achieve greater
legibility, "When space is at a premium it is better to choose a space-efficient typeface than to
choose a snller point size of a typeface that fits fewer characters on a le,"

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (Helvetica)

ABCDEFGHUKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ (Future)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz (Helvetica)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz (Futura)

Figure 5-7. Differences in typeface space economy.

IWhen choosing between typefaces. select tho typeface that allows more
characters pot line.

In following this principle, it is important to cowsider xtenftial conflicts with other typeface
attributes, such as x-height (see Se:tion 63.4.4). Typically, typefaces which are space efficient also
possess relatively low x-heights. In this case, the requirement for high x-height should take
precxle-e over space effidei:y because of the ctitical requiremenwt for legibility.
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5.3.4 Type Proportions

Although studies have failed to demonstrate the superiority of one typeface over another, there
are several aspects of typeface design that should be considered when selecting a typeface. Type
proportions are a potentially important consideration, which are determined by four main
factors (Carter, Day, & Meggs, 1985):

" Character stroke-to-height ratio

* Variation in stroke width

" Stroke width

" Ratio of x-height to overall letter height

5.3A.1 CAAcTr, Smo-To-Hwow RATiO.

The character stroke-to-height ratio refers to the ratio of the stroke width to capital letter height.
This ratio affects the relative darkness of a typeface: A higher ratio means that the typeface will
be darker in comparison to a typeface witi a lower ratio. Most common typefaces used for
printed materials have a ratio of approximately 1:10 (West, 1990). Since this ratio is the one with
which we are most familiar, it Is probably best to stay with this standard, especially in light of the
lack of research on this issue.

Taylor (1975, cited by Taylor & Hopkin, 1975) looked at the legibility requirements for low
altitude, high speed flight charts that were presented on displays by weans of film strips. For a
viewing distance of 19 inches, he reconmmended a 1:6 ratio for 8 point type (0.07 inch upper-case
height and a stroke width of.012 hich) and a 5.5:1 ratio for 12 point type (11 inch upper-case
height and stroke width of .02 ich). The re onunendations are compaw ble to the 1:6 to 1 :8
range suggested for electronic displays to be usW hi the office enviroimnent (e.g. American
Nalimial Institute for Standards, 1988; Snyder & Maddo,, 1978; Shurtleff, 190).

For electronic media, stroke widths of bahveen 1:6 and 1:8 are recommended.

53.42 Vuum eT d StRoE Wbm

In the discussion on serif versus sans serif typefaces (Section 53.1), reference was made to the
issue of variation in stroke width, that is, the variation between the thickest and thinnest strokes
of the letterform (see Figure 5-1). Many serif typefaces use hairline strokes as the thiuunst stroke
on the typeface. Tlere is no evidence to suggest that large variations between thick and thin
strokts contributes to legibility. However, hairline stroke widths can be difficult to see under low
lighting condit ons aid when poor printing techniques are used. For Iis reason, it is best to use a
tyeace which has strke widths of a sinilr wid 1.

L mm m =, m m =. m • = m m m = 4=md,



Avoid using a typeface that has Large variations in stroke width.

5.3.4.3 Smia Wmi CA TYPEFACE WEGHT.

Typeface weight refers to the relative darkness of a typeface, and can range from light type to
black (see Figure 5-8). Type weight can be used as a tool in two ways. First, an appropriate
weight can help to support sufficient contrast between print and background. In addition,
variations in typeface weight can be used as a means of highlighting information. Only the first
use is addressed here. See Section 7.2 for guidance on the use of typeface weight for Information
coding.

Heivelica Condensed offers four typ mights. This is Helvelica Condensd Lighi. Rt has a slightly finer stroke tha the other
three osions of Helveliia Con~nse

Helvetica Condensed offers four type weights. This is Helvetica Condensed Regular. It has a slightly heavier
stroke than Helvetica Condensed LighL

Helvelica Condensed affets four type weights. Uhs Is Helvetica Condensed Bold. This weight Is typically
used to highlgt celtala wowts or goes.

Helvetica Condensed off ers four type weights. This Is Helvellea Condensed Black. This MelveICa
Condensed Wa a massve stroke and Is used for les,, haeWS and OUte tetonatatn
In? mitlon.

Figure 5-8. Four diftarertweighls for the same typeface, Helvetica Condensed.

Severa studies love addressd the Issue of what typeface weight is denirable. Although reaers
prefer a typeface that is ahiot bold in weight (Pa terson & Tinker, 1940) and several autho rs have
recomwMeed the use of a senii-bold typeface (iRoethlein, 19M2 Luckdesh & Moss, 1940), these
studies have (agled to W.n a difference in perfon'nane (Paterson & Tinker, 1940). However, tOe
results of studies perfonned under normal reading conditioits may not apply to the unique
conditoms of the cockpit e ivirmnent. Cotseuently, it is not possible to cormlude whether a
seni-Wol typef ac shmWl be uised. At besL it is possible to say that

1Ue type weight used should support contrast between type and Its background
tOa is suffickien to allow aocwuae and efficient recognition of the intamiation.

5.4.4 RAmi oF Ex4*xw -to vEPALL LmrE maiw.

Thediscusin on font size showed that typefaces of the same point size can differ radica~1y in
their x-height, the height of the body of a character ( Section 5.3.2 and Figure 5-6). Although
io studie have been found "htaddress the effect of x-lgh on pertomnr, uzmny graphic:
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designers (e.g. Collier & Cotton, 1989; West, 1990) recommend using typefaces with high x-
heights as a means of improving legibility. Typefaces with high x-heights appear to be larger
than typefaces with lower x-heights, thus making them easier to read. Until evidence to the
contrary appears, the appropriate recommendation is

When choosing between typefaces, use the typeface with the higher x-height.

It should be mentioned, however, that this recommendation may conflict with the earlier recom-
mendation to select the typeface that allows the greatest number of characters per line. Futura is
preferred to Helvetica when the criterion is space economy while Helvetica is preferred to Futura
in terms of x-height. Attempts to optimize on these conflicting criteria may mean that compro-
mise is required on both. However, for reasons of legibility, the requirements of greater x-height
must take precedence over space economy.

A possible solution to this conflict might be to use the condensed version of a typeface with a
high x-height. Figure 5-9 shows the Helvetica typeface in condensed mid regular versions. The
condensed version is, in effect, a compression of the original typeface so as to make it more space
economic. Although this would appear to offer a means for resolving the tradeoff between space
economy and x-height, condensing the typeface can introduce distortion that makes the typeface
more difficult to read. In addition, the individual characters may become more similar, making
efficient discrimirtability more difficult. For these reasons, West (1990) recommends using a
typeface that is lWh,.rently space econiomic rather than a condensed version of a typeface.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ (Helvetica Condensed)

ASCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ (Helvetica Regular)

abcdefghlijklmnopqrstuvwxyz (Helvetica Condensed)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz (Helvetica Regular)

Figure 5-9. Condensed versus regular Helvetica.

53.5 Individual Character Contusons

A fial concern in choosing a typeface is the discrinabiuty of individual characters. Although
this is technically not a tool, it is a concern of sufficient importance that should serve as an
evaluation criterion when cho osing a typeface. The ability to easily discriminate individual
letters and numbers is crucial to accurate and efficient reading of IAP chats. Chacters that
have been found to be easily confused are shown in Table 5-2.

The extent to which individual characters are confused depends, in many cases, on the typeface.
l;or owamp, Thdkr 0 928) conluded that character legbi ty is rWuced when vey thin, harline
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Confusable Letters Source

f ij It Cattell, 1885; Sanford,
1888; Vernon, 1931

Lowercase letter I,
numeral 1, uppercase I

a e Vernon, 1931

o e Vernon, 1931

B R Tinker, 1928

GCO Tinker, 1928

00 Tinker, 1928

M W Tinker, 1928

F P Spencer, 1969

H B Spencer. 1969

V Y Spencer, 1969

38 Spencer. 1969

T Y Cakir, NAl. & Stowalt

,ss 5 Cakir, Hai. & Stewart
(1o8o)

I L Cakir, Hail & Stewart

(1980)
K for X Cakir, Han.& Stewai't

B for D Cakir, Hart. & Stewart
(1980)

MNforH Cakir, Hat & Stewait
(1980)

Table 5-2. Confusable characters (coirtinued next page).
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Confusable Letters Source

J T for I Cakir, Hart. & Stewart
(1980)

R for K Caklr, Hart & Stewart
(1980)

Z for 2 Caklr, Hart, & Stewart
(1980)

RS8forB Cakr, Hart. & &,wiat
(1980)

00 Cakir, Hart & Stewart
(1980)

Table 5-2. Confusable characters, cont.

strokes are used in a typeface or when long or heavy serifs are used, Discrinmhability is ini.
proved when a character possesses distinctive ascenders or descenders, ard when a large coun-
ter (the white space within a kter, sud as e or p) is used (se Figure 5-5).

In addition, the indvidual characters of certain modem sans serif typefaces, such as Futura,
Tempo, md Vogue, are constructed using a conion set of modular elenwns ThsM nans that
individual daracters may differ from ech other on the basL of one or a few parts or nuioules.
The resut is a greater likelihood of confusion betwoen chazrcters (lX.ganit 1991).

Ovink (1933, cited by Spencer, 1969) provides some suggestons for improving the dscwnimjabl-
ily of certain charxers. ie E glish alphabet itrJudLs two characters that can appear in either of
two very different fomis: a or o and g or g. U,;ug a tadistoscope, Oviuk showed that "a" was
P oiedisrininatge tm' a," but either g" or "*0 was legible, so long as the flag on the g
versico was suficntly large. Ovibk also concluded that the dot on the letter i should be large
and dearly separte from the stem, but its shape was not inporfa.L Fitally. the hook oa tl e
kiter *Y was found to be Uinporn for easy dlsam nab iity.

Other confusoi s between kU are possible depuing upon Owc typeface in question. Con.
queawy it is impxtan to

Ensure that all typeface characters are easiy discrinnabe.j

Avoid usin , g a typeface t Includes unusual letter shapes]
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53.6 Type Case

Words set in all-caps ae commonly used for headlines and other attention-attracting print
situations. The quEsion arises as to whether all-caps are, in fact, more legible than words set in
lowercase letters with the fist letter capitalized. One reason why all-kaps could be more legible is
their greater size relative to lower-case letters. Consequently, meaningful comparisons between
uppemase and uppivy-/oarcase letters can only be made if the letters are the same height (see
Figure5-10).

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Figure 5-10. Upper- versus lowercase letter discrimrlnmlty.

In arguing for the gm.ater readability of upper/lw~ase letters, Spmcer (1969) concluded that
'Alkapital printing retards speed of reading to a greater extent than any other single typo--

graphic factor" (p. 30), This conclusion was basM upon the results of studies by Dreland and
Breland (1944), Paterson atid Tinker (1940; Tinker & Paterson, 1928), ad Stairch (1914). In each.
sludy, uppercase text was consiWtently read more slowly, r ued udig eadiig spiexed anywhere
from 9.5 to 19% for five and ten m nuvte te-t period to 13.0% for 20 nmite test periods.

Use of all uppercase letters also has the disadvantage that 40 to 50% more spawe is rquired than
wl..i,n uppvr/towexs hetters are used (Spencer, 1969) and additional lines are likely to be
requined to handle the same amunt of text, lit addition, eye movement studies have shown iat
uppemze text imases both die duration of fixatios and the number of fxations made, the
latter due to the larger amoint of space that must be scanned (Spencer, 1969). Many of these
finidings may very well be due to our unfaniliarity with upi.tams letters. Rarely do we read
m•terial that has mow than a few words in all upjercase.

Several authors have also argued that lowercase letters possess more dtircti ve shapes tun do
uppermse letters. Uppercase leters tend to wrsemble each other b.ecause they are based upon a
more constraiied ranrge of shapes than lowercase letters. In contrast to the variety of shapes of
words presented in lowercase letters, words in all-caps have a commnon boxlike appearance,
which is likely to inhibit the speed witlh which words are recognizod. T"his observation a be
questiona however, on the basis of sludies which have shwn that wilen very sm Ull lttering,
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approaching the threshold of legibility, is required, uppercase letters are more easily discrimi-
nated (Poulton, 1964; Hailstone & Foster, 1967, cited by Spencer, 1969).

Although there is substantial data to suggest that upper/lowercase letters should be used, the
fact that space is at a premium means that the greater discriminability of uppercase letters when
very smah "type sizes are used must be considered. Fortunately, a study by Phillips, Noyes, and
Audley (1977), which required subjects to search for names on a map, provides some clarification
of these conflicting conclusions. They found that lower case names set with an initial capital were
found 10 percent faster than names set in all caps.

Available research data suggests that upper/lowercase letter combinations are
read more quickly and support more efficient sp'rch for names on a map than
upper-case letters used without lower-case lei is.

5.3.7 Inter-Character Spacing

Proper spacing between characters contributes to the speed with which textual materials are
read. Inter-character spacing must be considered with respect to the spacing between clharacters
within a word, and the spacing between words. Studies on reading suggest that experienced
readers recognize entire words rather than using the individual characters to identify each word
(e.g. Tinker, 1947; Underwood, 1985). The spacing between individual characters influences our
ability to recognize the overall shape of the word comprised by those characters.

Figure 5-11 presents three sentences that vary in the spacing between characters. Tight spacing
between characters results in the characters almost touching. In extreme cases, the characters
actually do touch. Tight spacing makes the words look cramped, and makes them somewhat
difficult to read. At the other extreme, videly spaced type hinders the reader's ability to differen-
tiate the boundaries between words. Extra effort must be made to read the sentences.

This is an exane of dosely spaced tye.

This Is an example of the default spacing used a Macintosh page layout
software package.

This Is an example of widely spaced type.

Figure 5-11, Variations in spacing between letters.

Determtninp the correct spacing between individual chanacters can be difficult, in part because of
variation ha the appropriate spacing for certain character combinations. For example, the spac-
ing used betveen AV must be different than that used between BL because of the unique quail-
ties of the character shapes. The ANSI Humn Factors Standard (198) recomunends that the
spacing between characters be at least 10% of character height wl hle the German Standard
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(Deutsche Institut fur Normungen, 1982) suggests 15%. One possible reason for this discrepancy
is that German words tend to have more characters (Osborne, personal communication, 1992).

Spacing will also be influenced by the typeface used. For example, West (1990) suggests that sans
serif typefaces can be spaced mom closely together than serif typefaces. Also, spacing depends
upon the "openness" of the typeface. Openness is best judged by the roundness of the outside
part of the "0." Open typefaces cannot be spaced as tightly as less open typefaces (West, 1990).
Ultimately, however, character spacing will have to be assessed visually to ensure that the
spacing looks consistent (West, 1990).

Spacing between characters within a word should be at least 10 to 15% but
should be assessed visually to ensure that the spacing looks consistent for all
combinations of word characters.

Spacing between words is also critical. Large gaps between words make it difficult for the eye to
move smoothly from one word to the next. Tight spacing between lines of text, combined with
loose spacing betweer words, can cause the eye to unintentionally skip from one line to the next.
Tight spacing between words, on the other hand, obscures the boundaries between words.
Typically, one character space is recommended for separating words (American National Insti-
tute for &andards, 1988).

1 Use one character space to separate words.

5.3.8 Leading

Although IAP charts do not contain large amounts of text, there are places where spacing be-
tween lines must be addressed, for example, for missed approach instructions. Leading refers to
the spacing between lines of text. The term, leading, arose fom the use of stips of lead to pro-
duce the selected spacing between lines of metal character blocks. Leading is important because
it influences the ability of the eye to move smoothly along a line of tex. If the spacing is too tight,
the eye may accidentally shift from one line to another.

Ihe amowut of lezding that should be used depends upon a number of factors, including t,,
length of the text line and the character spacing used. Tight spacing between characters, together
with short line lengths, requires the use of a tighter spacing between lines (West, 1990). The ANSI
Human Factors Standard recommends that either a minhinum of two stroke widths be used or
15% of the character height, whichever is greater. Thiis space does not include the space required
for lower case character descenders. Using the 15% of the character height as a starting point
provides good spacing for the short lines of text u.*,d to display missed approach instructions.
Once again, however, spacing shoul be checked visually to enstre that it looks consistent
especially when ascenders and descenders occur (West, 1990).

The spacing between bottom of descenders on one line and the top of ]
ascenders on the next line should be approximately 15% of character height.
The spacing should be visually assessed to ensure that it looks consistent.
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5.3.9 Rotated Type

Most LAP charts align type in accordance with the direction of the symbols (e.g. radii) to which
they are atached. Because we are not accustomed to reading words that deviate substantially
from the horizontal, our ability to find and recognize words displayed in rotated type may be
hindered. This view was substantiated Li a study by Foster and Kirkland (1971, cited by Phillips
& Noyes, 1977), which compared search times for names printed either as curved or straight
print on two versions of a monochrome map. Not surprisingly, search for names printed in a
horizontal orientation was significantly faster. The extent to which this affects performance in
searching for names on LAP charts Is not known. Consequently, It may be premature to conclude
that text should never be rotated.

Whenever possible, avoid pretentng text In a non-horizontal orientation.

5.3.10 Type/Background Contrast

In some cass, it may be necessary to apply type to a patterned background, for example, when a
symbol label must be placed upon the dot-patterned symbol representing a body of water (see
Figure 5-12). When this occurs, a loss of contrast between the type and the background pattern is
inevitable. Consequently, It is important to ensure that sufficient contrast remains to support
legibility. Unfortunately, data specifying the mniininum contrast levels for this problem were not
found In the literature.

An alternative is to present the label in a box against a plain background. There is some support
for this apprmach. Shortridge (1979) looked at the differences in type size required to ensure that
type size coding differences were consistently detected. As a part of this study, she Investigated
the effect of background on type size detection. She found that small differences in type size were
harder to see when one or both of the labels were presented on a patterned background. Locat-
ing the labels within white boxes appeared to solve the problem. This conclusion is also sup-
ported in two studies on aviation charts, one study by Spiker, Rogers, and Cidnelli (1986), which
looked at color coding on compnter-generated topographic maps, and a Second study by Taylor
(1975, cited by Taylor & Hopkin, 1975) which investigated legibility on charts used for low
alftiude, high speed flight

I Dscrimnability of alphanumeric symbols which must be located onapatterned
background may be Improved by ptesenting that Information In a box which has
a non-pattemed background.

5.4 SY BOL CHARACTERISTICS TOOLS

Synmbols are an important tool for embodying information on AP charts. The term, "symbol," is
u. A here to itfer to visual elements other than alphanumeric characters. One advantage of using
symbols is their greater compactness, in comparison to textual labels (Koles, 1%9; Zwaga &
Docwenma 1983). A well-designied symbo is able to convey a lot of infomiation in a relatively
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small space. In addition, sybols may be perceived more rapidly than reading text (Dewar, Mll
& Mundy, 1976; Mll & Dewar, 1979; Walker Nicolay & Stens, 1%65).

Symbol effectiveness depends upon a number of factor, including the chart users ability to
detect the symbol against a possibly cluttered background, disciminate it from all other sym-
bols, and understand what it means. Ensuring that the symbols which are used are meanu ful is
a complex task that involves manipulating the visual elements of the symbol (shape, texture,
size, etc.) so as to best support user understanding of the information to be conveyed by that
symbol. Although this aspect of symbol design is critical to symbol effectiveness, It involves
Issues of a cognitive nature which fall outside the scope of this Handbook Tools for making
symbols easier to locate and discriindate from bacround visual elments and other symbols
are addressed in the remainder of this chapter.

Designing effective symbols Is not an easy task, nor Is there much guidance available in the
1iterture. There have even been claims that general principles for symbol design are not feasible:
'Some researchers have attempted to provide guidelines for the use of certain symbol attri-
butes...; others have focused on the development of perfonnance-based criteria.... These ap-
proaches allow candidate symbol sets to be evaluated along predetermined dimensions. How-
ever, such genoul prcpks are often overridden by situationally specific factom It seems more
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fruitful to search for display principles that pertain to a restricted class of displays that will be
used under s 'lar circumstances" (Remington & Williams, 1986, p. 407).

Although this position is largely correct, it is still possible to provide some very general guidance
on how to design discriminable symbols. This guidance, Lowever, is intended for use after
symbols that are thought to be meaningful and useful for LAP charts have been designed and
evaluated for their ability to convey Information. The information provided in this section will
not compensate for symbols which lack basic meaningfulness.

Also, It is important to remember that discriminability is a relative concept (Easterby, 1970). It
nakes no sense to talk about the discrminability of a sip gle symbol. A given symbol is discrim-
inable only with respect to all other symbols likely to be used in the same context.

Three common types of symbols are used on IAP charts (Potash, 1977; see Figure 5-13):

" Point symbols, which specify a geographical location (e.g. waypoints and obstacles).

SLine symbols, which typically specify the direction of movement (e.g. the missed
approach path symbol located at the end of the runway). Line symbols are also used
guide the eye frn one location to another (see Chapter 5).

" Area symbols, which specify area in two dimensions (e.g. bodies of water).

Section 52 described two forms of control over eye movements made when searching for infor-
maion on a chart. Symbols must be designed to support these control mechanisms in order to
contribute to efficimnt symbol search Tis means that each symbol must:

" Be esily recgniabke in foveal vision. Its overall shape must be sufficiently simple and
"clean" to allow rapid discrimination of the symbol from its background and neigh-
boing vmW eleuunts.

" Support proosing by peripheral vision. The efficiency of the search process is related to
the extent to whIch peripheral vision can discriminate potential target elements from
non-target elenents, Although peripheral vision is not sensitive to detailed informa-
tion, it can discrimibate, with varyhig success, on the basis of color, size, shape and
other visual dimensions. Symbols should be deslgned to support discrnindatioa by
periphemal vision, to the extent possible.

This section focuses primarily on how to design symbols which support efficient pro sing by
foveal vision Sections 7.2, Iormation Highlighting," and 7.3, 'hWonation Codin;" suest
how symbls can be desJ gwd to support peripheral vision.

5.4.1 Symbol Shape

Easily discintinable symbol take advantage of certain "preferences" possessed by the visual
system Four types of prderences that will be looked at with resp , to symbol shape are.

SSimplicity of shape

S iveglot shape

I ! .. .[ I [ I I I= 1= II I I I I I I I II [ I i
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Simple, famfatr symbol shapes should be used whenever possible.

Shinple geomebt icshapes may also be combined to form more complex symbols. Regardless of
whether geometric shapes are used alone or in cot nbination, each shape should be designed to
support maximum discarimnab~ity from all other shapes. Some guidance on how to do this is
provided by CAspenon (1950), who conducted a shape discriminability study to identify the
parametes that conttibute to more effective discrirniuation between simple geometric shapes.
He found that each shape has its own dimension that best differentiates it. Shapes that were
evahwt together wittl "-defining dimensions, are shown in Table 5-3.

Elipses 4rid triangles Area

Rectan&s and diamonds Maximum dimension

Stars and oosses Perimeter

Table 5-3. Optmal dimension for ensuring maximum discrimlnablity of
.limple geometric shapes.

E sur tatechgemerc shap4 is maximally distincive by utilizing that

5A1.2 DamimvE G a w S e

In her reviw of icon design for user-computer Interfaces, Rogers (1989) argues that the overall
global shape of the symbol appears to pliy the greatest role in symbol recognition and discrimi-
nation: "One way in which the shape of the icon [symbol] can facilitate easy discilnhtation
among altenatives is to mnahn&- the diference between the outline shape of the Icons within a
set. Henc. varyi*g the global strncture oteach of the Icons should make it easier to locate and
ien iy an individual i-on (symboll' (p. 144).

Her conch~don Is b" on a study by Arend, Muthig, avd Wandmacher (1987; also see Pomer-
anilz 1983) whdih suggested that subects can respond to the global features of an icon (e.g,
shape, size, color) vnuc ; more rapidly than the local features (the lines, elements, and structures
within the figure) of an icon. If thi. is the case, ic.:s which differ with respect to global features
.-ai be wAnhad Il Identified faster than iconS with simdlar global shapes but different local
tatures. This hypodesis was confinued by their results. The global shape of a symbol is an

impxrtant tool for supporting both search and discriminability of symbols from each other and
frm hb Und elements.

Clearly, there Is a good deal of evideoce to suggest that disthictiveness of the overall shape of the
symbol is one of the most dominant fac-toms hat contribute to symbol search and recognition.
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Symbols should be designed to have distinctive global shapesI

Distinctiveness also needs to be considered with respect to background information elements or
symbols that may be positioned near to, or on top of, each other. Chapter 5 discussed various
ways in which contrast between elements can be used to embody the visual structure of the
chart. Contrast variations are made by varying the "weight" of the symbol (Henderson, 1976),
that is, the extent to which a symbol stands out in comparison to other elements. Although the
size or the line weight of the symbol can be varied, Henderson suggests that using variations in
the ink ratio used to define a symbol is a more effective approach. A higher ink ratio will cause a
symbol to appear to be brighter and, therefore, more important.

Regardless of the weight used, each symbol must support easy differentiation from neighboring
and background information elements. This means that each symbol should possess a strong,
outline contour that clearly defines the outline form of the symbol (Easterby, 1970).

Use a strong outine contour to define each symbol in accordance with its
relaUve position within the visual structure of the chart,

5.4.1.3 Suwu LocA. FrTmEs

Although there appears to be strong agreement as to the importance of the global shape of a
symbol, treatment of local features appears to be less clear-cut. For example, Rogers (1989) argues
that distinctive local features are helpful as well: "The optimal solution, therefore, is to be able to
design an icon set in which all the icons have different outline shapes but also contain sufficient
local feature information for them to have a direct mapping to the underlying referents" (Rogers,
1989, p. 145). Clearly, Rogers is arguing for the importance of local detail as a means of conveying
the meaning of a symboL Other researchers, however, suggest that distinctive local features can
reduce the discriminability of symbols and, in fact, Rogers seems to take this position as well
when she suggests that the compact nature of symbols means that they should be as simple as
possible: '[Fline detail makes no contribution k- iambiguous and rapid interpretation of
pictorial information. Simple outline drawings of objects should be used in preference to draw-
Ings using 4W!%" (Rogers, 1989, p. 145).

Some evidence which supports the view that local features of a symbol should not be empha-
sized is provided by Taylor (1975, cited by Taylor & Hopkin 1975). In evaluating a set of sym-
bols to be used on charts for low altitude, high speed flight, he found that all of the symbols were
more effective than text labels, with one exception. The exception was a symbol for water towers
which was "a detaild fne line drawing ' (Taylor & Hopkin, 1975, p. 201). The ineffectiveness of
this symbol led Taylor and Hopkin to recomend that symbols should be bold and simple in
form, avoiding the use of fine detal especiaiy if discziiinabllty between sym6oLs must take
place by means of that detA

Avoid using detailed focal structure to define symbols. Instead, symbols shod
be discrininable on the basis of their global shape. I
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Avoidance of detailed local structure is also suggested by the recommendation by many re-
searchers (Dudish & Goehler, 1988; Easterby, 1970; Forrest & Castner, 1985) that symbols should
be filled rather than open. For example, Forrest and Castner found that "darker, more solid
symbols" were found faster, and also were preferred by their subjects.

Use filed symbols rather than open symbols.

5.4.1.4 Smo o FuGouw RaAoNsSH

Symbol discndmibility depends upon a strong figure/ground relationship that enables the
symbol to stand out against a potentially cluttered background. Figure/ground relationships are
deternined by a number of factors, such as the simplicity and regularity of the item, and its
relative brightness as compared to the background.

With respect to symbols, some tools for supporting figure/ground include:

" Size: smaller elements are more likely to appear as figures against larger elements.

" Simplicity orfamiliar4ty of shape: Simple or familiar shapes are more likely to be seen as
figures.

" Brightness: Brighter elements (either through color or through a high ink-to-paper ratio
will tend to be seen as figures.

* Continuous contour. Closed shapes which are formed by a continuous line are likely to
be seen as figures.

SStrong contour:. A shape that is defined by a strong contoured line will tend to appear
asa figu.

interposition: An element which has at least one surface that can be seen in its entirety
will appear as being located "in front of" an element which has no surfaces that can be
completely seen.

* Symmdrical s/a/e Elements that are synnetrical. especially around the left/right axis,
tend to be seen as fgures.

Enuethat each symbol stands out as a strong figure against all bcgon
patterns and elements.

5A.2 SYMo size

Unlike alphanumeric chrcters, there are no standard recommendations for symbol sizes.
Probably the main reason for this is that minimum symbol size is going to depend upon the type
of symbol being used. For example, an important location could be marked by using a simple
dark square or by means of a pictograph that describes something about that location. Robinson
and Sale (1969) ra wtx end that symbolsshould have a minimum size of two minutes. Given
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that the recommended sizes for alphanumeric characters range from 16 to 22 minutes, Robinson
and Sale are probably referring to minimum size for a very simple symbol such as a square.
Ultimately, symbol size must be determined by the size of the smallest component of a symbol
that must be detected and recognized (Taylor & Hopkin, 1975).

There are other factors that must be considered as well. If colors are applied to the symbol or its
background, legibility of the symbol may be reduced and must be compensated for by using a
larger symbol (Dent, 1985). In addition, decisions about symbol size must take into account the
desired size of a symbol Certain shapes appear visually larger than other shapes, for example,
round shapes seem larger than squares (Robinson, 1952). Also, a symbol that is located away
from all other visual elements may appear larger than the same symbol located in a cluster of
information elements (Potash, 1977). Each symbol should have a visual size that is appropriate
relative to its role and position with-in the visual structure of the chart.

Finally, symbol size will be impacted by the realities of the chart. In some cases, a smaller size
will have to be used in order to fit all the relevant information into the appropriate location
(Potash, 1977). Clearly, selecting sizes for all symbols is not a simple task.

When making decisions about symbol size, consider all of the factors that
impact symbol effectiveness, including legibility requirements, role and position
of each symbol within the visual structure of the chart, apparent visual size, and
space constraints,

5.43 Symbols and Color

With respect to symbols, color can be used in two basic ways. First, it can be used to add addi-
tional realism to a symbol. A second approach is to use it in accordance with a color coding
scheme. The first use of color is addressed here. Color coding of symbols is dismcd in Section
7.,

Most users of electronic displays like color. For this reason, the temptation is to apply color to
symbols to make them more realistic or attractive. The impact of color for added realism or
attractiveness does not appear to have been studied. Conrteluently, the issue can only be ad-
dre-sed in terms of how performace might be affected. There are two obvious ways in which
color might be expected to affect performance in finding and recognizig symbols. First, color
might affect the legibility of the symboll. It is possible that the application of color might reduce
the visibility of the borders of the symbol, nuking It more difficult to differentiate it from its
background. The extent to which this is likely to be a problem is prolxbly depeinjent upon the
colors used for the symbol itself, ,my iwighborin infonnation elements, and the backgroutd
against which the symbol appears.

A second way in which color might make a difference is as a potential source of distraction.
Rogers (1989) argues againt the use of color for addexi realism because the addition of color
could slow the search process. This might occur not only because of reducted legibility but also
bme.ause the eye may be attracted to certabi colors, thus hlimlering its ability to move quickly from
one etmient to anuAher.
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Of course, color could potentially compensate for reduced legibiliy in that, if the chart user knew
the symbol's color, recognition could take place by means of color rather than shape (Easterby &
HakiL cited by Collins, 1982). This use of color is addressed in Section 7.3 of the Handbo k.

Color, used solely as a means of adding realism or attractiveness to ;ymbols,
should be avoided.

5AA Achieving "ymbol LegiblIlty

Although symbols are used in a variety of everyday situations, we still don't know much about
how to design them effectively. It remains fo- the chart designer to ensure that symbols are
designed effectively so as to support efficient detection and discrimination of all symbols, regard-
less of how they may be positioned within a chart. Ultimately, good symbol design comes down
to providing sufficient contrast between each symbol and its surroundings (Henderson, 1976).
And there are no hard and fast rules on how to determine if sufficient contrast has been
achieve&

Symbol legibility is also greatly impacted by tie medium on which it is displayed. Consequently,
care must be taken when transferring a symbol from the paper medium to electronic displays.

I if a symbol that has been used on paper charts is to be transferred to the
electronic medium, be sure to determine if sufficient resolution is available to
support the symbol. Otherwise the symbol may have to be modified to take Into
account the reduced resolution of the electronic display,.

Finally, all of this guidance on how to design legible symbols must be balanced by the ne.d to
proide itimningful symbols. A symbol that is easy to fuid and recognize must also effectively
:onvey the infornion it is inteided to represent.

5.5 SUMMARY

This chapter has addressed tie Lssue of how to present alphanumeric and symbolic infomation
so as to support the chart user's ability to quickly find and rncognize those pieces of infonmation
of imtediate interest. The focus has been on descdbing tools that can support rapid informnation
access by enabling toveal vision to quickly discrintate the contours and details of the infom-
tion from background cluttem. In this way, the duration of each fixation can be reduced, resulting
in faster search pedomance. As Section 5.2 pointed out, however, search performance can also
be improvod by utilizing the capabilities of peripheral vision hi guiding the eye to those locatiWnS
most likely to contain the information of interest. Tools for supporting peripheral vision are
describd in the nwxi chapter.
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6. SEARCH AND PERIPHERAL VISION

6.1 OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER 6

A major part of lAP chart use involves looking for specific types of information when they are
needed. This process involves discriminating between the target information and all other
information presented on the chart. Improving the ability of the chart user to distinguish target
from non-target Information would appear to contribute greatly to search efficiency.

This chapter reviews three types of design tools that may support this process:

" Information Highlighting Tools, which enable visual discrimination between important
and less important types of information. Highlighting tools include bolding and
reverse type.

" Informalion Coding Tools, which provide visual methods for categorizing information.
These tools, which include type size coding and color coding, support perceptual
rather than cognitive discimination, thus potentially improving the search process.

Information Bounding Tools, which can be used to visually separate chart elements by
encouraging the eye to stay within these boudaies. Boxes anJ white spaces are
examples of infomiation bounding tools,

The first two types of tools are intended to help visual search by supporting peripheral vision
Highlighting and coding both endy infonmation using visual tools that can be disriminated
on the basis of peripheral vision. Consequently, the peripheral vision system can determine
whether or not an Information element is likely to be the target information on the basis of
perceptual variables. If an element bidongs to the same category (one category being impor-
tam), 'oveal vision can then be appl,d to analyze dtail idomatlon to determne if the element
is, in f"th target W.M.

Thew is no hard and fast rule for disacinnating between information higilighting and infoima-
tion coding. Highlighting is used here to differentiate with respect to the dimension of impor-
tance. Coding is intended for use in differentiating category membership. However, many of the
same visual tcAis can be used for eitherpwpose and importance is, obviously, one form of
category -m bei*p. However, the distinction seems substantial enough and the linilalims of
one form vesus anotr sfficiently clear to treat theim as two sepaate phenowa

Information bounding tools work in a slightly different way. Rather than dsgi on the basis
of category membership, bounding tools help to prevent interference from neighboring items.
foveal vision tends to automatically process whatever information It finds, and has great diffi-
culty ignoring information, even if it is irrelevant. If LU cre are infonitation items close to the item
being Axaed o, the visual sysem will auent to proces tose items as wel. This hefeece
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from neighboring but irrelevant items slows down the processing of the fixated item. Conse-
quently, one way of improving search perfonnance is to provide sufficient separation between
elements.

6.2 INFORMATION HIGHLIGHTING TOOLS

Information highlighting can be used in two ways. The educational community has investigated
the value of highlighting as a tool for differentiating important information (general principles,
major conclusions, etc.) from less important information (e.g. specific examples). Highlighting, in
this case, is intended to help the reader focus on the important information so as to aid retention
and support understanding of the material presented. This use of highlighting will not be ad-
dressed here. The other use of highlighting is to help the chart user find important Information
by manipulating the visual appearance of an item so as to attract the eye more rapidly. This
approach would appear to be of benefit to the lAP chart situation. This section reviews the
effectiveness of six methods of highlighting: brightness, bolding, reverse video, blinking, under-
linin and boxing.

6.2.1 HNghlighting through Brightness

One method for highlighting information on electronic displays is to make the important infor-
mation brighter than less important infoimation. Galitz (1989) feels tlat brightness coding has
both a good attention-getting capability and is least disturbing to the user, as compared to other
methods such as reverse video and blilning. For the IAP chart setting, its biggest limitation is
that the user may not be able to detect the a Iditional brightness uder high levels of ambient
illumination. In addition, when brightness variations are used under potentilly poor viewing
conditions, only two levels of brightness can be used (Van Cott & Kinkade, 1972). Similarly,
brightsess variations may not be diwtniinable on screens that lack sufficent contrasL

Brightness variations also suffer from the seriom linitation that they may be more difficult to
dettct when applied to snmall izfomiation elenients that may bedistributed throughout the
Screen (Potash, 19M, as is thecase with infoniation elements on the plan view of the chart. One
possible approach for solving this problem is to aciivnte a double stroke or incase the line
width when thwt element is highlighted (Weideniannt 1992). Also, brightnmss coding is most
effective when infomation elements are located near each other, ma"ig cayarsons of relative
baightss easir to perfom.

Under good viewing conditions, highlighting through brightness is both effective
and not annoying to the user. However. its etfoctiveness is rcduced under high
ambient iumination levels. on low contrast displays, and when the highlighted
elements are small.

6.2.2 Highlighting Through BoldIng

Highlighting through bolding is, in a sense, the paper medium counterpart of highlighting
t(luugh brigghln& Like bighlunss highligh:ut onlY two levels (bolded and nonbod) can
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be used. Also, this method is not annoying to the user. Unfortunately, three different studies
using bolding of names on charts (Bartz, 1970b; Muller et al., 1991; Phillips, Noyes & Audley,
1977) failed to show that it is effective as a means for emphasizing important alphanumeric
information during visual search. In each case, it was concluded that bolding did not support
more efficient search but did contribute to chart clutter.

SBolding of important names does not appear to improve performance andi
should be avoided as It may contribute to chart clutter.

6.2.3 flghlighting Through Reverse Video

Reverse video is a common method of highlighting information on personal computers (Tullis,
1988). However, there is some evidence to suggest that reverse video may, in fact, hinder the
search process. Galitz (1989) warns that overuse of reverse video can cause a c.'ossword-puzzle
effect, with 'the haphazard arrangement of fields on the screen creating an image that somewhat
resembles a typical crossword puzzle. An arrangement of elements might be created that tries to
lead the eye in directions that the designer has not intendea" (p. 95). Because reverse video
stands out so radically, great care should be used in deciding what elements to portray in reverse
video. Patterns are very apparent with this approach and if reverse video is applied to items
from different categories, the user may infer unintended conmmonality between them.

Also, reverse video may reduce legibility of the information being highlighted. Gomberg (1985;
cited by Fisler & Tan, 1989) found thit search for information in reverse video was slower than
search for non-highlightte infornvition, a rsult that was confinnitd by Fisher and Tan (1989).
Because reverse video has good attention-getting calxibility (C4t1, 1989), reverse video may
distract the eye when searche g for infornation that is nwt highlighted but is prisellicd on a
screen where reverse video is uM.,

)ne study that did fiul improved pvrefon"a'ce using revese video involved the use of search
ponance on lAP charts. Muller, Warner, Misario, and Huntley (1991) measurexi the time
takent to ientify the hilmund heading on fictional lAP clrts. Presenting the heading number in
Wvcve video shortelmled th. time requiredi to identify the heading as com red to headings that
were presented in bold or nit tiWghighled, Although this study suggc.sts that reverse video may
be an effective tool for use in IAP charts, aonie of the sub ji% (who were pilots) exprtesd con
cern dta the attention getting properties that made reverse vidoo effective in this situation might
provedistracting when seanching for aiteite that is stut highlighted. Also, soene subjwts felt that
the heading was haider to read.

U1 reverse, video is used, it is important to leave a nargin around the highlighted information ill
oTrder to avoki d bWaded legibility of c aci t ers Ilocated at the edge of the reve me video field
(alitz, 1989). hi addition, legibility will e improved ifa larger types ze ist ,,u.d, coubh with
a ans serif typface tial has a heavier weight.

Reverse video is an effective means of attracting the uset's attention but it can
reduce the legibility of highlighted information. In addition, it may distract the eye
when the target information is not highlighted.



6.24 Highlighting Through Blinking

Probably the most effective method for attracting the user's attention is bnildng (Galitz, 1989).
This effectiveness, however, Is accompanied by a strong tendency for blinking to be distracting. It
is very difficult for the eye to look at anything other than the blinking information. Blinking also
can reduce legibility, for the simple reason that the highlighted information is displayed only
momentarily before it disappears. Focusing on the blinking infl 'ma tion 'an be difficult, espe-
daly for older eyes.

Fuing the blinking information may also be delayed, depending upon the length of the off
cycle (Fisher & Tan, 1989). Extending the duration of the "on" cycle and reducing the "off' cycle
can help with this problem. Reduced legibility can also be avoided by us;-g a method other than
completely turning the message on and off. Two such methods are alternating between high and
low brightness, and alternating between normal and reverse video (Tullis, 1988). Another ap-
proach is to use a separate blinking symbol that is located next to the message information which
dues not blink (Smith & Goodwin, 1972).
Of all the highlighting methods, blinking is the most annoying for the user if it is not used
corrrstly (Tullis, 1988). Its use should be limited to situations where the highlighted information
reflects a critical situation that der , rods an immediate response from the user (Galitz, 1989;
Smith & Mosier, 1986). Also, only one blinking rate should be used (Poole, 1966, cited by Smith &
Goodwin, 1971), and it is critical that the user be able to turn it off.

Highlighting through blinking should only be used to inform the user of a critical
situation. For this rer.sor, its use on lAP charts is probably not appropriate.

... hlightlng Through Underlining

Underlilng Is a common method of Nghlighting when running text is used, Its ability to attract
the eye, however, is limited and it ma3 redi ;cn legibility if the underline Is positioned too do,,ly
to the underlined information (Galitz, 19839). Underlining may be effective as a means of high-
lighting a small amount of information relative to other information in a very confined section,
although this is only speculation and has riot been experimentally evaluated. If underlining is
used, make sure that sufficient space separates the underline from the information being under-
fined.

Underlining Is not a strong attention-getter but It may have limited utility as a
way of highlighting a small amount of Information that Is located with other
information in a restricted spacu.

6,2.6 HNghlighting Through Boxing

Highlighting through boxing means placing important information within a box. In effect, this
becomes a form of shape coding in that the eye can differentiate important from less important
informatlon un the basis of the box shape. Boxing might be expected to be a less effective form of
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highlighting for two reasons. First, studies on shape coding (e.g. Williams, 1967) have shown that
peripheral vision is less effective at differentiating items on the basis of shape than other visual
manipulations, such as color and size. Also, the use of a box might hinder the ability of the eye to
use the overall shape of the words or numerals enclosed in the box, thus slowing the recognition
process. This does in fact happen, the severity depending upon the relative size of the letters
within the box (Bridgeman & Wade, 1956). As the size of the letters within the box increased,
letter recognition perfom'ance decreased.

One study that did investigate the effectiveness of boxing as a tool for highlighting did, in fact,
show that performance with this method was worse than no highlighting at all (Gomberg, cited
by Fisher & Tan, 1989). However, a study by Multer, Warner, Disario, and Huntley (1991)
contradicts this sult. They measured the time taken by pilots to find the inbound heading on an
lAP chart. In one of their conditions, the heading number was placed within a box. Their results
showed that performance in the boxing condition was superior to both bolding and no highlight-
ing, and similar to everse video. An explanation for these discrepant results is not obvious.

The relative benefits of highlighting through boxing are not clear. If boxing is
used, be sure to use a box that is sufficiently large to support legibility of the
Information located within th9 box.

This form of boxing needs to be distinguished from other uses of boxes. Section 6.4 describes the
value of boxing as a means of specifying spatial layout of chunks of information. This is a very
different use of boxing which has proved to be very effective as a means of defining information
spaces.

6.2.7 Umltatlons of Highlighting

Highlighting offers the advantage of enabling the chart user to quickly access information that
has been defined as important. Certain forms of highlighting increase the rate at which high-
lighted information will be found. The disadvantage is that it can hinder the ability of the user to
find information that is not highlighted (Fisher, Coury, Tengs & Duffy, 1989). This is a very real
problem because the hifonnaton needed by the user will vary depending upon the phase of
fligIt, the user's persond Information needs, and other factors.

Also, highlighting quite simply does not always work, a phenomenon Fisher and Tan (1989)
refer to as the "highlighting paradox." They suggest that highlighting works only when uers
notice the time benefits of attending to the highlighted information. Otherwise, they may simply
ignore the highlighting. In addition, they argue that the best method for highlighting is to use
color, a method that will be discussed in Section 63. Based upon these fiuings they offer the
following guidance on when to use highlighthig.

"As long as the level of highlightitg validity [the extet.t to which highlighting is
predictive] Is greater than or equal to 50% (that is, at least half the thue the target
information Is highlighted], and as long as only one option is highlighted, perfonmance
when color is used as the highlighting attribute should be at least as good as perfor-
mance when none of the optiins is highlighted" (p. 28).
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* "When the level of highlighting validity decreases below 50% or when the number of
highlighted options is greater than one, highlighting may well be worse than no
highlighting in... displays that make it possible for subjects to process more than one
option in a single fixation" (p. 28). It is not clear whether highlighting is better than no
highlighting in these cases.

For these resons, highlighting should not be used casually. Highlighting will probably prove to
be more effective when applied to electronic media that possess the capability to vary the form of
infomiation presentation in response to user control. If the display "knows" what information is
important to the user, on the basis of user input, highlighting may provide an effective tool for
improving search efficiency. For paper charts and electronic displays that do not allow user
control over what information is presented, highlighting is probably not a good choice.

Although highlighting can improve search efficiency for highlighted Information,
It rnay reduce efficiency for non-highlighted information, When deciding whether
to use highlighting, strong consideration must be given to possible negative
consequences that can arise through the use of highlighting.

If higliighting is used, it must be used conservatively in order to be effective (Tullis, 1988). Also,
sitce its p&irpose is to emphasize hnportant infonmation, care must be taken in choosing those
infoination elements that will be highlighted since non-highlighted information will be more
diftx-ut to find.

if the decislon is mada to use highlighting, It should be used conservatively and
aropately± In keeping with the information needs of the user.

63 INFORMAM1ON CODING TOOLS

Highlighting methods are intended to suppo efficient search by ushig visual tools that attract
the eye to infonnation tdiought to k. important, An alternotive approach is to roduce dhe number
of items that must be fixatxd before the target elenent iLs found by enabling peripheral vision to
differentiate items that belong to the same category as the target infomiation fbom iters belong-
ing to other categories. Fcveal vision can th e be applied to those elements poS sing te target
visual cue until the target element k; located, 1 "is approaclk hw theadditional advantage itat
patters of relt ionships betwetn individuil eIemn ts wain be dvt v. ted as well. In this way, the
visu sbm ctur of the chart can be e.iif ied Ithugh judicious use of coding te chniques

Becouse infoimatlon coding adhveves its advantage from the use of peripheral vision, coding
nAhod.s must be a..-"d on viual cues to which peripheral vision is sensliive. Candidate codes
are clo4 size, atW shape. fadi of txese coding niethods is desrL. below.

63.1 Color Coding

The eFecdivC.Mn,:,., o coi 1r codiIg has bee. inve.-(tigated iII a variely of experiniental siIuatiosi
(see Ch iW 1975, and MvioI 9i .S, for reviews). Although its posiUve iupact on perfor~ance
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has been dearly demonstrated In a number of situations, there is still some question as to the
conditions under which color coding is effective. Color coding can be used in a variety of ways.
Of interest are three purposes for which color coding might be used in the IAP chart setting:

* Color coding and display segmentation;

* Color coding to support search,

" Color coding to specify land surface heights.

6.3.1.1 Cou.m Comm Am Diss y SEGuTATnON

A number of cartographers (e.g. Robinson & Sales, 1969; Taylor & Hopkin, 1975) have argued for
the value of color coding as a tool for coping with the clutter problem on charts. For example,
Taylor and Hopkin (1975) suggest that the solution to the clutter problem "must largely depend
on judicious use of coding to reduce visual clutter and the apparent density of information, with
emphasis on features according to their inter-relatedness and operational importance" (p. 203). In
effect, it is argued that color can be used to segment information elements in accordance with
shared category membership within the organizational logic of the chart.

Segmentation refers to the process, by the visual system, of determining what objects are pre-
sented, including the kinds of objects they are, and where they are located. The process of seg-
mentation does not include identifying the segmented components. The value of color coding as a
tool for display segmentation depends upon whether the segmentation that results corresponds
to the segmentaton required to perform the task. Luder and Barber (1984) suggest that display
segmentation based on color can, under some conditions, be performed by the visual system by
means of parallel processing. In effect, the visual system is able to quickly differentiate the
various elements all at once, rather than having to look at each element in isolation.

Color segmentation happens before processing of other visual variables, such as shape, takes
place. If the segmentation based on color does not correspond to the segmentation required by
the task, color will serve as a distraction and df-grade performance. It appears that the visua
system is unable to inhibit unwanted processing of color attributes even; if appropriate.

An example of this phenomenon is provided in a study by Macdonald and Cole (1988). Subjects
were shown slides of horizontal situation indicators. On one task, the color, cyan, was applied to
database waypoints, untuned navaids, and aTurts. The waypoints comprised 70% of the cyan.
colored items. The subjects' task was to count the number of waypoints to determine if the
number presented on the display corresponded to the number they were told to expect. In this
situation, color alone was not enough to perform the task accurately shce shape had to be used
to distinguish waypotnts hom the untuned navaids and airports.

Perfomance on the colored display was not superior to perfonmance without the use of color. In
fact, when complex displays were used, where complexity was determined by the number of
different tyes of infornation presetv on the display, perfomiance in the color condition was
significantly worse. Subjects apparently had difficulty ignoring the color dimension and focusing
only on shape. This study confirms Davldoffs (1988) conclusion that color is effective for display
segmentation unless color cause an i wccrect segnuntation, in which case it may actually
degrade peforman
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This conclusion has also been confirmed in the case of information presented in tables. Arbitrary
coloring of the rows or columns of a table is distracting and inhibits performance (Wright & Fox,
1970; Foster & Bruce, 1982), a result which can be expected since arbitrary use of color can attract
the eye to non-target Items (Davidoff, 1988).

eUse color only If the display segmentation required by each task corresponds to

the segmentation encouraged by the application of color.

6.3.1.2 CoLoR CoMD AD VISUAL SEARCH

Color coding to support faster search is probably the most established advantage of color coding.
In his extensive review of the literature on color coding, Christ (1975) concludes that "[R]edun-
dant colors can decrease search time for symbolic displays if the subject knows the color of the
targets. This advantage of redundant colors increases as the density of the symbols in the display
increases" (p. 561). A number of studies have shown that color coding helps to reduce the time
needed to find a target item (e.g. Bundesen & Pedersen, 1983; Eriksen, 1952,1953; Hit, 1961).
Color coding effectiveness in search tasks has also been demonstrated using maps (Christner &
Ray, 1961; Shontz, Trumm & Williams, 1971). For the IAP chart situation, color coding used
redundantly with shape coding may provide a way of improving search performance for types
of information, such as waypoints and navaids, presented on the plan section of the chart.

Color coding, used redundantly with another form of coding such as shape,
Improves performance when the task requires search. Its use may Improve the
performance of users searching for Information elements ocated In the plan
section of the chart.

Color coding is assumed to 'work in two ways in search tasks. First, it allows peripheral vision to
differentiate same-category from different-category items. In addition, under some conditions,
such as if the colors used are sufficiently distinguishable, parallel processing of color can occur
(Carter, 1.079). This result Is suggested by the finding that increasing the number of items dis-
played from 30 to 60 increased search time on monochromatic displays by 108%, but only 17%
for color displays, Parallel processing is less likely to occur as the similarity of the colors used
increases, making them harder to discriminate (Carter, 1982; Farmer & Taylor, 1980). Color
differences must be much larger than threshold in order to support parallel processing (Nagy &
Sanchez 1990; Nagy, Sanchez & Hughes, 1990).

Use of colors that are easily disinguishable can support nearly parallel
processing of color. I

Several studies have suggested that search time for color coded items is a function of the number
of same-color items presented (Green & Anderson, 1956; Cahill & Carter, 1976; Smith, 1962). This
conclusion is based on the finding of a linear increase in time as a function of the number of items
sharing the target color. Variations in the number of items in non-target colors has much less
effect on search pedonancae, the effect ranging from small to none at all (Carter, 1979; Carter &
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Cahill, 1979; Luder & Barber, 1984). Davidoff (1988) concludes that the impact of items in non-
target colors depends upon whether targets have to be identified rather than simply detecting
their presence.

The Improvement in performance due to the use of color coding decreases as
the number of Items that share the same, target color increases. Performance Is

~less affected by variations in the number of items with non-target colors.

An analysis of eye movements reinforces the view that the eye is able to ignore items having
non-target colom. Williams (1967) looked at patterns of fixation during search for target two-digit
numbers. He found that when target color was precued, fixations tended to be located on items
sharing the target color. There was no tendency to look at any other specific color, suggesting
that subjects were able to use color effectively. He also found that search time was substantially
f aster for color than for size alone, shape alone, or number alone

Visual search time is also affected by the number of colors used on a display, with search times
increasing as the number of colors displayed increases (Bundesen & Pederse ,, 1983; Smith, 1962;
Chill & Carter, 1976). This reduaLon in performance appears to be smaller than that which
occurs because of increases in number of same-color items. Consequently, it may be the case that
it is better to use more colors for fewer items than fewer colors for more items. This conclusion
needs to be tested, however.

Visua search times Increase as the number of colors used IncreasesJ

In a study aimed at identifying the number of colors that should be used, Luria, Ner, and
Jacobsei (1986) had subjects match a colored stimulus to one of a set of colors displayed on a
CRT. They found that reaction time increased linearly as the number of colors used increased, up
to a set size of five or six. As set size increased beyond this size, reaction times continued to
Increase linearly but less rapidly. Error rates, however, were found to inaez sharply with set
sizes of eight to ten colors. Cahill and Carter (1976) concluded that six is the maximum number
of colors that should be used. Other researchers have argued that much larger numbers of colors
can be used if the colors are sufficiently separated in color space (Smalhman & Boynton, 1990).
Potash recomm eds that eight or nine maximally saturated colors be the maximum number
ued if It Is assumed that the chart user must remember what the colors mean. If the task is
purely perceptual discrmination, a much larger number of colors can be ,sed. It is unlikely that
more than eight or nine calos will be needed on AP charts If an intelligent color codIng method

Restrict the number of coLors used to less than eight or nine I the user mustI remember what the colors mean.

The effectiveness of color is dependent on users knowing the target color. If they do not know it,
performance Is worse than when no color is used (Chris, 1975).
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I f the color is known In advance, performance will Improve with the use of color.
If the color Is not known, performance Is worse than with no color. J

Color also degrades perfonnance when search is for a non-colored item on a display that in-
dudes color. This is one more piece of evidence suggesting that the visual system is unable to
avoid processing color even if it hinders performance.

If search for non-colored Items Is required on a display where color Is used,
performance will be reduced.I

Color is also effective when the target item has its own unique color. Macdonald and Cole (1988)
found that searching for, and identifying, the active waypoint on a horizontal situation indicator
was faster when the waypoint was colored magenta than when no color was used. This result is
consistent with Christ's conclusion that "the most clear-cut finding is that if the color of a target is
unique for that target, and if that color is known in advance, color aids both identification and
marching" (pp. 106.107).

,Color coding of fa single Item reduces the time needed to locate that Item.

Color coding has also proved to be effective when searching for names on a map. Foster and
Kirkland (1971, cited by Phillips, Noyes & Audley, 1977) used a map where land names were in
black and water names in blue. When subjects knew the color of the name, search times were
faster than in a map where all the names were printed in black, but when they did not know the
color, the single color map was faster.

Color coding can improve search times for names presented on maps It the
user knows the color to look for. I ...

Color coding may not be effective when the task involves Identification but not search Identifica-
tion tasks require the subject to identify an item, its condition, or value. This item is always
located in the same place, which means that no search is required. Luder and Barber's (1984)
subjects were asked specific questions about the status of a system based upon displayed infor-
mation (e.g. "Valves 2 md 6 are dosed" ). They found that performance was worse when status
was color coded (e.g. green for "open, blue for "closed," red for "emergency") than when no color
was used, Shape coding was more effective than reduidant color coding.

Coior coing maynot be effectve andcan degrade performance i th =task
requires Identification but no search.

Even when perforrnce is not improved by the use of color, there is a consistent finding that
users prefer displays that use color (Christ, 1975; Tulis, 1981; Luder & Barber, 1984). This prefer-
ence may even affect the subject's confidence when time-sharing between two tasks. Luder and
Barber (1984) found that subjects perfomdng a tracking task amd a secondary task (either seach
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or identification) were superior on the tracking task when the secondary task used a color coded
display. "Evidently, simple awareness that essential displays are redundantly color coded is
sufficient to make more processing resources available to the flying task, even at times when the
operator's attention Is not diverted away to other displays" (p. 29).

Users like color and it may improve their performance In dual-task situations.

6.3.1.3 CoLon 0 4 L*w SURwACE HEIGwrs

One of the concerns often expressed about IAP charts is their failure to adequately provide
information about terrain heights (Cox & Conner, 1987; Friend, 1988). Whether lAP charts should
provide terrain height information is outside the scope of this document. However, it may be
appropriate to briefly review some studies which have looked at how best to portray land
surface information.

Color Is an effective tool for supporting figure/ground discrimination (Poulton & Edwards,
1977). In addition, it is able to specify commonality between areas located in diverse parts of a
display. For these reasons, color Is a potentially useful means of specifying terrain heights,

The most common method for conveying land surface heights on topographical maps is by
means of height contour lines (Eley, 1987). Contour lines are sometimes supplemented by color-
layering which involves shading areas of a particular height interval with a color or tint (Eley,
1987). Colur-layering is assumed to support more effective visualization of surface heights.
Several stu1ies have been performed by Phillips and his colleagues to assess this assumption.

Phillips, DeLucia, and Skelton (1975) had 16- to 18-year-old subjects perform two different types
of tasks using a variety of types of contour maps. The tasks varied in two respects: whether
relative or absolute height was required, and the degree to which landscape visualization was
required. Landscape visibility was assumed to be required in order to differntiate "areas of high
ground; determine visibility of specified features from a given viewpoint; locate areas of steepest
slope; match cross-section profiles; match map portions to relief models" (Eley, 1987, p. 655).
Types of maps that were used included: plain contour maps, hill-shaded contour maps, color-
layered contour maps, and digital spot-height maps. When relative height was sufficient and
visualization was required, performance on the color-layered maps was superior to the other
types of maps (also see rey, 1987). However, judgments of absolute height using color-layered
maps were not as good, which the authors suggested might be due to difficulty in matching the
tins to thekey.

Two important, general conclusions appear in this study. First, the best method for specifying
terrain heights is dearly dependent upon the nature of the task. It is not possible to say that one
method is always best. Second, the differences in performance across the different maps is
substantial "On many of the questions the difference between the lowest and highest scores
exceeds fifty percent. In real life this means that a map reader with an appropriate map (appro-
priate for the specific task] may be fifty percent faster or fifty percent more accurate than some-
one with an inappropriate map" (Phillips, DeLucia & Skelton, 1975, p. 45).
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The superiority of contour maps over spot heights for tasks requiring only relative height judg-
ments was supported in a study by Kuchar and Hansman (1991). Pilots flew instrument ap-
proaches in a flight simulator using an approach plate presented on an electronic display. During
the approach, ATC issued a clearance that included a vector into low terrain. Recognition of the
terrain hazard occurred more frequently with the contour maps (78%) than with spot elevation
maps (50%). In a survey conducted after the approaches, pilots unanimously preferred the
contour maps.

Phillips (1982) compared the performance of 13- to 15-year-old subjects on two types of color-
layered maps, one type which was monochromatic and used different tints, the second which
used different colors. For relative height judgments, monochromatic layering was slightly
superior to the color maps.

Color Is an effective tool for supporting map users' abilities to judge relative

heights and visualize the terrain. Monochromatic coding methods, however,
may be just as effective.

Together, these studies suggest that color-layering improves the readability of contour maps.
However, the types of tasks evaluated do not necessarily reflect the types of uses a contour map
is put to by an AP chart user. Eley (1987) suggpsts that a fundamental task involved in using a
contour map is comparing the map to the viewed land surface. This task is obviously critical to
the IAP chart situation. A better understanding of the types of information needed by the LAP
chart user should be obtained before deciding how to embody land surface height information.

A better understanding of the iAP chart user's needs should be obtained beforeIchoosing a method for embodying land surface height Information.

6.3.1A LTAIrmO ON CoLoN CooN

In deciding whether to use color, several factors should be considered. Frst is the problem of
color blidness. Also, the lighting conditions in aircraft at night can affect the displayed color as
will the use of red lighting (Potash, 1977). Very low levels of illumination can wash out certain
hues while red lighting can cause some colors to disappear or make them appear to be gray.
Finally, the colors that actually appear on the display can be greatly affected by the method used
to generate those colors (Taylor, 1975, cited by Dudish & Goehler, 1988).

If the decision is made to use color, many of these problems can be handled through careful
selection of colors and by always using color redundantly with other coding schemes, such as
shape. The next section talks briefly about criteria for color selection.

If color is used, take into consideration these Problems of color use when
selecting colors and always use color redundantly with other coding schemes,
such as shape.



6.3.1.5 CoLoRs TO UsE

Currently, there is no standardization of color meanings in the cartographic environment. In fact,
there is very little agreement as to which colors to use as Table 6-1 demonstrates. This table lists
two sets of recommended color assignments. The first column presents the standardized colors
to be used on military topographic maps, as specified by the Army Field Manual 21-31 (cited by
Potash, 1977). The second column lists the colors detennined by Spiker, Rogers, and Cicinelli
(1986) to be most appropriate for computer-generated topographic maps intended for low level
and nap-of-theearth flight. Clearly, there is little consistency between them.

Although specific color recommendations cannot be made, it is possible to provide some guid-
ance on color selection. Because color selection is a very complicated process, only the more
important factors will be P-1dressed.

Army Spiker et al.

Black Cultural or manmade Contour lines
elements

Blue Water Open water

Green Vegetation Railway lines, obstacles

Brown Relief features such as
contours

Red Roads, built up areas, and Enemy point symbols and
special features. tactical overlay

White Friendly point symbols and
tactical overlay

Yelow Cultural features, bridges

Magenta Cities, aeronautical data

Pink Roads

Cyan Streams

Aqua Forested terrain

Grey Non-forested terrain

Table 6-1. two examples of recommended colors for topographio maps.
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Color blindness in males Is a serious concern that must be considered in selecting colors. Table 6-
2 lists nine colors that Van Cott and Kinkade (1972) suggest can be recognized by both color-
sighted and color-blind people.

Red Gray
Orange Buff
Yellow White
Blue Black
Purple

Table 6-2. Colors that can be used by color-blind users
(from Van Cott & Kinkade, 1972).

The issue of red light In the cockpit is a second important concern. Its impact on color selection in
the past is described by Taylor and Hopkin (1975). "Map colors have been restricted to the short
wavelengths (purples, blues and greens) and to colors with large grey/black components. These
do not disappear against white backgrounds under red light, as do reds, oranges and yellows,
but appear as shades of grey as the map assumes a monochromatic appearance" (p. 202). Clearly,
color selection Is heavily restricted by the need to consider red light use. Taylor and Hopkin
argue, however, that red light use is rapidly dininishing and should not influence color selection
for charts.

Color selection is also hindered by interactions between colors. Perceived color is affected by
brightness: a gray area positioned on a dark background appears lighter than the same gray area
on a light background (Potash, 1977). Complementary or near complementary colors located
near each other enhance the perceived intensity of both colors. Very small areas of color suffer a
loss of brightness and saturation while opposite effects occur with large areas. For example,
colors with a similar hue, such as blue and green, may be indistinguishable (Wood, 1968). This
can also occur under high ambient light levels (ARP 4032).

Overlaying colors may alter the hue of the orighal colors. For example, using layer tints on top of
shaded relief can cause both colors to appear darker than if ead color were preswted against a
white gound (Potash, 1977).

Finally, It is important to consider possible differences in apparent line width and brightness that
can occur when color is applkei. Adjustments may have to be made to compensate for certain
cols appearing brighter or produchig a wider lUe.

I When selectng colors, take Into account the range of ambient Illumination
levels that will occur, the Urmliations of the system used to generate the colors,
the sizes of the areas to which the colors will be applied, and unexpectet#
effects due to presenting combinations of colors.
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Several studies have evaluated the effect of color on legibility of text. Table 6-3 shows the color
combinations recommended by Bruce and Foster (1982). The first column lists the color used for
presenting the text. The second and third columns list background colors that can be used with
the text color listed in the first cohmn or should be avoided as a background color. Colors in
parentheses are less desirable choices. Pastoor (1990) takes a very different approach. He con-
dudes that "any desaturated color combination appears to be satisfactory for text presentation"
(p. 157). Travis, Bowles, Seton, and Peppe (1990) concur with Pastoor, adding the caveat that the
color combination must maintain a luminance contrast modulation of 50%.

Character Color Colors to Avoid Colors to Use

Whb Yellow Magenta, red, green, blue

Yellow White, cyan Blue, (red), (magenta)

Cyan Green, yellow Blue, (white), red

Green Cyan, blue Yellow, white, (red), (magenta)

Magenta Red Blue, white, (cyan), (green)

Red Magenta White, yellow, cyan. green

Blue White, (yellow), (cyan), (green)

Table 6-3. Bruce and Foster's (1982) recommendations on textibackground
color combinations.

Colored text legibility can also be improved through the use of a method called haloing (Weide-
mann, 1992). Outlining colored text with black helps the text to better stand out and improve
readabdity.

ARP 4032 recommends six colors for use in the cockpit environment: white, red, green, yeUow
(or amber), magenta (or purple), and cyan (or aqua). Black, gray, brown, and blue are recom-
mended as background colo. Also reconm-Luended is the use of red and yellow (or amber) only
as waming or cautio signals.

Choice of a Lolor coding scheme should also take into account the color schemes used by other
displays in advanced automation cockpits, such as the horizontal situation indicator. Table 64
lists two color oding schemes recommended in Advisory Circular 25-11. These color recontmen-
dations ae based upon two coding methods currently usLA in airline displays. The advantage of
following one of tiese methods is twofold: Consistency will help the user learn and remember
t-esche., and wil help to prevent confus4on when comparing information across displays.
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Warnings Red
Flight envelope and system limits Red
Cautions, abnormal sources Amber/Yellow
Earth Tan/Brown
Scales and associated figures White
Engaged modes Green
Sky Cyan/Blue
ILS deviation pointer Magenta
Flight director bar Magenta/Green

Color Set I Color Set 2

Fixed reference symbols White Yellow*
Current data, values White Green
Armed modes White Cyan
Selected data, values Green Cyan
Selected heading Magenta" Cyan
Active route/flight plan Magenta White

• The extensive use of the color yellow for other than caution/abnormal Information Is
dliscouraged" (AC 25-11, 1987, p. 11).
"6n color set 1, magenta is intended to be associated with those analog parameters that
constitute ',ly to' or 'Ueep centered' type of Information (AC 25-11, 1987, p. 11).

Prectation and tubulence color codes:

Pnr itIm 0-1 mm/hr Black
1 - 4 mm/hr Green
4 - 12 mm/hr Amber/Yellow
12 - 50 mmhr Red.
Above 50 mm/hr Magenta
Tubul rw White or Magenta

Background color Background color may be used to enhance disp
(gray or other shade) presentation

Table 64. AdvLoy Circular 25-11 color coding schmes. .

Any coorcocding sdi shoW be evaluated to assess the potential forconfuslen ort mls-er-
sLandin due to icorsistency with exdsing color coding schenus

jUse a color coding scheme that is consistent with other displays In the cOL
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.32 Size Coding

A second approach for coding category membership is by means of size. Using a search task,
Williams (1%7) varied the size of symbols from approximately 0.8 degrees to 2.8 degrees in
visual extent. Size was more effective than shape but less effective than color. He also found that
size coding was most effective for the largest targets. Eye movement patterns showed that there
was a tendency to look at targets that were similar to the target size, suggesting that peripheral
vision was able to discriminate on the basis of size, at least to some extent.

Size coding has been shown to be especially effective as a tool for coding hierarchical differences
In names. Bartz (1970) found that search was faster when the subject knew - e of the target
on maps using a number of sizes. If the size of the target was not known, the single size map
produced faster performance. Shortridge (1979) investigated differences in letter sizes that
should be used to ensure that the user can easily distinguish size categories. She found that a size
difference of 34% or greater between two letter sizes resulted in at least 85% correct performance.
Ten point type is approximately 34% larger than 7.5 point type. Size differences of 17 to 22
percent are only partially discrininable while size differences of less than 15% (e.g. 7.5 point
versus 8,5 point) were not distinguishable. She concluded that "The cartographer may safely use
any combination of sizes that represents a 2 to 2.5 point size difference or approximately a .020
inch increment when working within the range of sizes used in this experiment (5.5 point to 15
point lettering or .041 to .131 inch in capital letter height). The larger differences are especially
important when names are placed over textured backgrounds (e.g. the dot patterns representing
bodies of water)" (. 20).

33 Stape oding

When compared with color and size coding, shape coding is the least effecti,e (e.g. Williams,
1967). However, in the lAP chart situation, shape coding is still necessary and should always be
used redurdanlv if other coding methods are employed.

Skip Is a necossary coding method In the iAP chart situation and should
always be used redundantly it other coding methods are employed.

This pun Ae applies even though there is conflicting evidence as to the value of redundant
coding. Some researchers (e.g. Eriksen, 1953; De Bralies, cited by Forrest & Castner, 1985) have
found that redundant coding improves searh perforuance. Based upon these studies, Robinson
and Sales (1969) conclude that "The visual variables are additive in that if two marks are varied
in two ways (e.g., in boh shape and size), the contrast between them will be greater than if only
one variable had been modulated. Variation of oily one variable may be suffient to achieve the
needed contrast if the mark is simple, but the more complex the mark, the larger the number of
elenbas that us be varied to obtain conlrae' (Robinson & Sales, 1969, p. 285).

Other researchers, however, conclude that the user will attend to only one dimnsion. 'When
multiple infomiation about a target is known, one stimulus dimension is generally used, with the
remaining infonnation being discarded during acquisition" (Williams, 1971, p. 33). The relative
merits of redundancy remains an open Issue, the exceptio being that shape coding should

wahys Whewd in icoabina1ion with color coding.
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6A INFORMATION BOUNDING TOOLS

Information highlighting and information coding share the objective of reducing the number of
Items that must be fixated before the target information is located. Information bounding tools
offer a different approach to supporting peripheral vision by using graphic tools to guide the
eye's movement through space. These tools can be used in an almost infinite number of ways.
This section looks at methods relating to three objectives:

" Reducing the amount of space to be searched;

" Information bounding and the use of columns;

" Reducing inter-Item interference.

6.4.1 Reducing the Amount of Space To Be Searched

Finding a specific Information element, such as a name, can be a time-consuming process.
Phillips, Noyes, and Audley (1978; also see Phillips & Noyes, 197/) suggest that one way of
reducing search time for names is to restrict the amount of space that must be searched. For
example, the size of he grid system used on street maps is a critical factor in that the larger the
section, the greater the candidate space in which a street name is located. Search can be greatly
improved by providing a system that allows the chart user to quickly find the target space,
which should be sufficiently small to require search of only a few potential targets.

It is not the amount of space that must be searched which slows the process, but, rather, the
number of Items that could potentially be the target (e.g. Lloyd, 1988). "First, the dominant effect
on search time is the number of elements to be searched. It matters relatively little if the elements
are closely spaced, requiring little scanning, or are widely dispersed. The increased scanning that
is required with wide dispersal does increase search time slightly. However, the high density of
nontarget elements when the items are closely spaced also has a small retarding influence on
search. Thus the two factors, scanning and visual clutter, essentially trade off with each other as
target dispersion is varied" (Wickens, 1984, cited by Lloyd, 1988, pp. 370,372).

The user needs support in identifying that part of the chart likely to contain the target item,
especally if the user is dealing with an unfamiliar geographical location. A simple organizational
structure that helps the user to orient and develop expectations as to where chart information
elements are located in actual geographical space could contribute considerabiy to improving the
search process. This structure must then be complemented by controlling the density of symbols
in any one part of the chart (Phillips & Noyes, 1982).

Providing an organizational structure to help the chart user orient, combined
with control over the density of symbols in any one part of the chart, will 
contribute to efficient visual search.
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6.4.2 Information Bounding and the Use of Columns

A large proportion of the guidance information in this Handbook has addressed the question of
how to support visual search through the plan section of the chart. The topographic format is
only one of a variety of formats used on a chart (see Section 5.2). Search for alphanumeric infor-
mation in non-topographical layouts is just as common.

Searching for one particular text element positioned within a duster of elements an be a time-
consuming process which is also prone to erTor. A number of studies have been performed using
the types of screens likely to be found in the office environment (see Tullis, 1988, for a review).
The outcome of many of these studies suggests that columns are a very effective too' for reduc-
ing screen complexity and clutter. This section describes the application of columns to LAP~charts.

Pulat and Nwankwo (1987) investigated the complexity of screens for displaying database
records. They found that the time required by subjects to copy a database record from the screen
onto a piece of paper, not surprisingly, depended upon the complexity of the record layout. Of
interest, though, was their finding that complexity was a function of the extent to which the
layout deviated from a column arrangement. Tullis (1981) also showed that the column arrange-
ment improved performance, as measured by rate of data entry.

The benefits of columns arise from their simplicity and the predictability of space layout they
offer. This benefit apparently is greatest for vertical formats. Parkinson, Sisson, and Snowberry
(1985) fond that search times were fastest for words arranged in columns rather than rows,-
even though adjacent columns had rore space between them than the rows, Apparently, the eye
Is better able to scan vertically than laterally.

ISearch perforrmance appears to be faster for Items arranged In columns rather
[~~than rows,....

These findlas are consistent with the result% of a study 1,y Multer, Warner, Disario, and Huntley
(1991) which looked at search times for radio frequencies. Three layouts that were used re-
sembled charts produced by NOAA, Jeppesen Sanderson, Inc., and the Canadian Department of
Energy, Mines and Resources. The fourth layout presented the radio frequendes in a two-
colurnmt layout. Parts of these layouts are shown in Figure 6-1. The two-co!unm layout produced
faster searches than the NOS and Jeppes - charts but comparable performance to the Canadian
byout. Especially interesting is the supeflority of the colunui forniat over the Jeppesen layout.
The only difference between the two is the strong vertical boundary provided by placing the
radio fquencies in their own colun-. Apparently, the eye is able to use the boundary provided
by cons stent left justification of the frequencies to great effext, even hough the distance between
the radio frequocy nama the freque-y itself has ncreased.

There is also evidence to suggest that the size of the ealumns used affcts search performance.
Tullis (1984, cited by Tullis, 1988) found that the tOe nedex to ftid a target item was deter-
mined by two factors, the number of groups of claracters that had to be sarched and the size of
the group. Search time increased as the number of groups increased and also as the number of
It emsper group hi:reased. In addition, the optimal size of the group appears to be no larger than
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ISLIP APP CON ISLIP APP CON 120.5 367.2
120.5 367.2 ISLIPTOWER 119.3 233.2
1SLIP TOWER GND CON 121.7
119.3 233.2 CLNC DEL 121.85
GND CON ATIS 128.45
121.7 RADIO 122.6
CLNC DEL CTAF 119.3
121.85
ATIS
128.45
RADIO
122.6
CTAF
119.3

(a) NOS layout. (b) Jeppesen layout.

IISLIP APP CON ISLIP TOWER GND CON CLNC DEL ATIS RADIO CTAF
120.5 367.2 119.3 233.2 121.7 121.85 128.45 122.6 119,3

(C) Canadi .a Department of Energy, Mines and Resources layout.

ISLIP APP CON 120.5 367.2
ISLIPTOWER 119.3 233.2
GND CON 121.7
CLNC DEL 121.85
ATIS 128.45
RADIO 122.6
CTAF 119,3

(di) Mufter, Warner, Disao and Huntley layout.

Fgwo 6-1. Four altelative radio frequency layouts (from Multer et at, 1991).
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five degrees. "These results indicate that some aspect of the user's processing of the screen
changes when the average size of the groups gets larger than 5 degrees. It appears that a screen
with groups no larger than 5 degrees can be scanned more efficiently than one with larger
groups" (Tullis, 1988, p. 389). The five-degree figure appears to define the size of a group that can
be fixated as a whole, without the need for scanning. Once the group size surpasses the five-
degree figure, multiple fixations are required, and visual search time increases accordingly.

' Column sizes of flive degrees or less appear to support the most effective
search.

The Multer et al. (1991) study is interesting in that it demonstrated similar search performance
when information was presented in columns as in separate boxes. It would appear that the use of
white space to clearly separate individual information elements or element clusters Is the com-
mon factor. This hypothesis is supported by studies which have shown that the use of graphic
lines for defining information spaces does not impact performance. For example, Thacker and
Babu (1988) compared search times for items located in tables that differed only as to whether
graphic lines separated the rows. No difference in performance occurred. Whether this finding
holds up when the table is positioned within a very dense background, such as on an lAP chart,
is unknown. Consequently, it seems premature to discard the graphic lines.

Graphic boundaries don't appear to affect performance either positively orI negatively. It may be premature to discard the graphic lines, however.

A familiar form of a column arrangement is the table. Tables are used on current NOS charts and
the question arises as to how information bounding tools might be used to support more efficient
access to the information stored in a table. Emurian and Seborg (1990) measured the time taken
for subjects to detect a target located within a table. Six types of tables were used. Two of the
tables varied the spacing between the columns, two varied the spacing between rows, and the
final two looked at spacing variaions for diagonal tables. Their results dearly showed that tight
spacing produced the best performance, except for the diagonal tbles. This result is interesting
because it contradicts the asswnptlon that tightly packed tables might suffer from interference
due to neighboring items.

It would appear that search for information stored in tables Is not aided byI
Increasing the spacing between table elements.

643 Reducing Inter-Rem Interference

One of the more important uses of white space is as a means of reducing interference be' ween
neighboring information elements. When fixating an item, the visual system will automatically
pross neighboring information as well. This process has two consequences. Fust, studies have
shown that heavy processing demands in the foveal part of the visual field reduce the extent of
periphaal vision available (ErIcson, 1964; Mackworth, 1965; Williams, 190. This means that
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peripheral vision will play less of a role in helping to guide foveal vision and search will be less
guided, leading potentially to unnecessary fixations.

In addition, automatic processing of neighboring items slows the processing of the target item.
Dobson (1980a, b) performed two studies which showed that information that is visually similar
to the target information, even though it is known to be irrelevant to the task, impacts the speed
and accuracy of performance, when It is located either vertically or horizontally with respect to
the target information. A number of other studies (e.g. Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974; Harms & Bun-
desen, 1983) provided similar results. Eriksen and Hoffman (1972) argue that increased proxim-
ity of irrelevant information to target information requires more precise focusin& thus increasing
the effort that must be expended by the visual system. The severity of the performance degrada-
tion appears to decrease as the distance between target and neighboring items increases (Kahne-
man & Chajczyk, 1983).

A study of label search on maps, by Noyes (1980), confirms these results. Irrelevant names,
located either vertically or horizontally dose to the target name, inhibited search performance.
This was especially the case when the target name was horizontally located but dose to a vertical
name sharing the same first letter.

Place names in an open area, away from all other names. This Is especiallyI important when the names share the same first letter.

Interference can also occur between the label and its symbol. Phillips, Noyes, and Audley (1978)
found that aligning the label either horizontally or vertically reduced the label's legibility. These
results suggest that labels should be positioned slightly above or below, or to the left or right of,
thesymbol rather than along the same horizontal or vertical axis.

SPositgon labels either slightly above or slightly below, or to the left or right of,
their corresponding symbols so as to avoid placing the label along the same
ho io t lor v ri a axsas It ym bol. . ............ .......

Also, make sure that the amount of spacing is appropriate for the size of the label and symbol,
_ncduding ascenders and descenders if a vertical orientation is used.

The amount of space btween the symbol and the label depends upon to....
-- I sizes of the typ and symbl . The larger Die type and symbol, the greater t

~~~~~~~i stance.that should be used between.them .... .. ............ ...

64.5 knfonmatlon Density Meases

Woimation bounding tools are intended to help reduce the density of infomiation presented in a
given location. Tullis (1983; also we Sarin & Ram, 1988) argues that two types of density must be
considered: Overall density, which measures the percentage of character spaces used on a
screen. and local density, the number of character spaces filled near each character. A variety of
--=econmendafions as to upper limits on oveall inlormation density have been suggested, rang-
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ing from 15% to as high as 60% (Tullis, 1988). The value of these estimates is not dear. For ex-
ample, In a study of screen density for instructional software, Morrison et al (1989) found that
subjects preferred high density screens because these screens provided the information necessary
to understand the ideas being presented. It Is very likely that a similar phenomenon will be
found with IAP charts In that users may prefer to cope with one very dense page or screen,
rather than multiple pages or screens. Consequently, the value of information density measures
must be questioned, at least until they are able to take into account such factors as coherence of
information presented.

Local density measures have suffered from their own set of problems. The study by Emurlan
and Seborg (1990), which demonstrated that search was faster for the denser tables contradicts
what might be expected based upon local density measures. In fact, there is some evidence that
local density may follow a U-shaped function (Tullis, 1983), but it remains for these functions to
be dearly specified. Until a better understanding of user performance is obtained, density mea-
sures are likely to be of little use. It may be more effective to rely on such qualitative characteris-
tics as grouping (the use of well-defined perceptual/conceptual groups) and layout complexity
(the use of predictable visual structures) (Tullis, 1983).

6.5 SUMMARY

Chapter 5 ptovided guidance on how to ensure that each information element presented on a
chart was sufficiently legible. In effect, the main objective was to emphasize the distinctiveness
and disclrminabillty of each element. The current chapter suggested methods for emphasizing
rTationships between elements, by means of such processes as similarity and grouping. Together,
these chapters describe how to achieve the joint goals of element separability and interrelated-
ness that were initially described in Chapter 5.

Chapters 5 through 7 provide enough infonmation to develop a complete IAP chart. Chapter 8
offers some tools for evalating the overall effectiveness of the resulting chart. Once the indi-
vidual elements have been designed and positioned, a final look at the chart will ensure that all
of the eknwas work together to provide a coherent, integrated charL
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7. EVALUATING THE USE
OF THE DESIGN TOOLS

7.1 OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER 7

Chapters 4 through 6 reviewed a variety of tools that may be of value in designing IAP charts.
The review began by looking at tools for organizing the overall visual structure of the chart Two
chapters then followed that addressed the specifics of designing individual information ele-
ments, such as alphanumeric characters and symbols. This chapter, in a sense, completes the
circle by returning to the chart as a whole. The tools described in this chapter are being treated in
a slightly different way, however.

The principles that have been described in the previous chapters reflect a combinatiua of re-
seanch-based recommendations and good graphic design practice. Ushig these principles to their
best advantage should result in a chart that is, at the very least, usable (and hopefully more than
that). There are, however, obvious limitations as to how much flexibility is available to the chart
designer in utilizing these recommendations. IAP charts are subject to a number of constraints,
including limitations of space and requirements for accurate portrayal of geographic informa-

This chapter reviews several important design objectives that pertain to all types of designed
material. However, these objectives are treated here in a slightly different manner. Because the
chart designer has so many objectives to consider, suggesting additional ones only serves to
complIcAte matters. Consequently, the recommendations presented in this chapter are suggested
as evaluative principles that should be used for final "tinkering" with the design rather than as
initial desig obcvs

These evaluative principles ,effect "equirements for the appearance of the chart as a whole, the
need to present a chart with all of the information elements working together to provide a
coherent structure reflective of the organizational logic of the chart. This need for unity between
elements L complicated by the basic difficulty that, although each information element is de-
signed Individually, its impact is a function of how it influences, and Is influenced by, all of the
other inornation elements (Robinson, 1952). It is crucial that the elements work together as a
systemntic and integrated ,.. hole. Even if careful attention has been paid to how each information
element las been embodied, there Is still a m.ad to look at the comple.chawt. The deign tools in
this chapter will ad in this process.

One gewoal comment shouM! be made about the tools described in this chapter. The guidance
infonnation presented to this point concerning the various design tools has been based upon a

-combination of experimental data and accepted design practice. In niny respects, the guidance
in this chapter is even more "squishy" than what has been presented to this point. The informa-
tloain, i abstrac at beL dificult to dcribe,, not yet experietally evaluated, but
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must be addressed because of its intuitive importance. Robinson (1952) describes the value of
these principles when he writes that the overall visual structure of a chart "is a complicated
combination of the application of the principles of overall shape, balance, proportion, and unity.
These general principles, difficult to define and poorly understood scientifically, enter into every
visual combination. ... Many of the principles have been derived by empirical [Le. experiential]
methods through many centuries of work by artists and designers. So far as is known the prin-
ciples have not been tested in specific application except insofar as their persistence against
competition may be considered testing. Until such time as logic and objective research concern-
ing the relative efficiency of the various possibilities is undertaken, the cartographer can but rely
on the experience and direction of the artist" (p. 70). Although written some 40 years ago,
Robinson's observations remain true today as an important assessment of these abstract but
important principles&

To aid in the final look at the overall appearance of a chart, three evaluative tools are described in
this chapter.

e Visual balance

* Information density

e Figure/ground and contrast

7.2 VISUAL BALANCE

Visual balance refers to the layout of information elements and their contribution to the overall
equilibrium of the chart. "Every layout requires stable equilibrium or balance. The masses must
be so weighed against one another that they appear to have settled in the positions they occupy-
to belong there in other words. No unit of design should convey to the eye of the reader the idea
that it is struggling to go somewhere else in the layout, nor should the layout look as if it were
tipping over ' (De Lopatecki, cited by Robison, 1952, p. 71). A well-balanced map helps the map
reader to attend to the important parts of the map and does not encourage the eye to focus on
any one part to the exclusion of other, equally Inportant parts. An unbalan ced map, in contrast,
can cause the eye to focus repeatedly on one part, nmking it difficult for the eye to move flexibly
through the chdt

Balance is achieved when elements are appropriately placed with respect to the visual center of
the chart. Elements must be positioned so as to be visually symmetrcal along the left-right and
top-bottom axes. This syunmetry is achieved by ensuring that the visual elements along each axis
match in terms of tlher visual w4eight. The metaphor of a teetca-totter is typically used to explain
te concept of balance (see Figure 7-1). If the total visual weight on one side of the page is greater

than the o hwrslde, the chart will be wim WlW.

The visual focal point of a page is approximately 5% above its actual center. Around this visual
center are placed the individual infom-ation elements of the chart. Although balance is an
Important objective of graphic design, there are no simple rules for achieving it. Visual weight is
nuot a function of element size alone. Instead, it is hifluenced by a variety of factors, including an
elemenWs location, value, brilliance, and contast (sw Table 7.1). llecause so many factors are
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Figure 7-1. The "teeter-totter" -metaphor of visual balance.

involved, balance must be achieved on the basis of the designer's own judgment, which Is
complicated by the constraints of imited chart space and the need for geographical accuracy

Blocsof tex iust also beassed astohow theyaffect theoveallbalance of the chart. The
amount of spacing between characters, words, and lines contributes to the overall "color" of the

t (West, 1990). Increased spacing produces a lighter text color. Consequently, it is possible to
use subtle variations in spacing to achieve the desired text "color" which will contribute to the
overall balance of the chart

The chart should be balanced along both the vertical and horizontal axes.

73 INFORMA7_ON DENS17Y

One of the biggest concerns of the chart designer is the problem of information density and the
accompanying issue of clutter. Since the amount of information that must be presented on a chat
is no under the desgners control, thw only solution Is to find ways of presenting that informia-
tion in"th most mranageable way possible. Chapters 5 and.7 reviewed a nuniber of methods for
helping the dhat user to visually orgamlze the chart.

In a sense, Infonwiton density and clutter are Wsues relating to the "horizontal" layout of the
chart, t ability of the user to Identify th vaiusw pieces that comprise the chart as a whole. This
view Is compatible, with Cashnerand Eastman's (1985; also see Bastmn, I98a, b) approach to
the issue of compleidty. F~or thetn, complexity relates to the ability of the chart user to construct a
'cognitive model"w~ raeof. ft chait that adequately reflects the samctuare of the chart and its
elem

MudF of the guidance information provided in Chapters 4 and 6 attempts to dealwith the
pmla of inyteon denity and clutter. At this ta e in the desm process it remains for the
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Effect of location:

m Elements near the center have less weight than those farther away from the center.

" Objects In the upper part are heavier than objects In the lower part.

* Objects on the right appear heavier than objects on the left.

- Isolated objects appear heavier than surrounded objects.

" A visually heavy shape near the fulcm Is balanced by a visually lighter but larger body
farther from the balance point

Effect of size:

I Large objects appear heavier than small.

Color and Brightness:

" Red objects appear heavier than blue objects.

• Bright objects appear heavier than dark objects.

* White objects appear heavier than black objects.

" Objects that attract the eye (due to amount of detail or uniqueness) appear heavier
than non-attracting objects.

Shape:
* Regularly shaped objects appear heavier than irregularly shaped objects.

• Objects of compact shape appear heavier than non-cop objects.

* Squares are heavier than circles.

Table 7-4. Prtndpes of balance (adapted from Arnhehm, 1974).

chart designe to review the design and evaluate the extent to which the chart I laid out in
accordaice with the original organizational logic. In effect, this means checking that appropriate
ele grs Smp with each other, and not with inappropriate elements, and that white spadng
has been used throughout the chart to embody variations in the hierrchical scure to which
the elements belong, Fwally, it means checking the overallcht for areas that appear to be
espedaily dutteied ora"busy.'
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-S charts use a variety of tools for visually structuring information elements into meaningful
dusters or groups (see Figure 7-2). At the highest level, boxes are used as bounding tools, in
combination with a consistent location, to define predictable sections of the chart. Within each
section, grouping tools are used in accordance with the graphic format (topographical layout,
graphic layout, tabular format, textual format) used. For the plan and airport sketch sections,
symbols are used to group information elements of the same type (e.g. obstacles veasus VOR-
TACs). Pointing and "leading" are also used in order to direct the eye towards related informa-
tion elements (the final approach and the various markers). Finally, the requirement for geo-
graphical accuracy serves to determine where landmark information elements are to be placed.

The tabular format in the profile and airport sketches demonstrates the use of lines to bound
information elements. These bounding lines define both the limits of the table and the cells
wthin the table. The hierachical nature of the table supports a visual structure that enables
appropriate grouping of related information elements within the table. To differentiate between
the two sets of landing minimums presented within the table, size coding has been used, with
the more commonly used information presented ushig the large type size.

F"nally, a graphic layout is used to structure the profile view. Each critical segment Is defined
through the use of vertical dashed lines which also aid in relating navigation fixes to the appro-
priate segmnt.

The substantial amount of information presented on an lAP chart requires the strategic use of
those tools which will support perceptual grouping of related infomiation. In evaluating the
success of a chart design, the clarity of the grouping procedures which have been used should be
carefully evaluated.

Ensure that the chart adequately conveys grouping relationships that produce
meaningful clusters of information on the chart. Also make sure that white
spacing is used throughout the chart to appropriately speciy hierarchica
relationships. Fitialty, check for areas that are too cluttered.

7.4 FIGURE/GROUND AND CONTRAST

Figuweground manipulation by means of contrast serves two uses iii chart design. First, it can
be used to emure that important infomution, in effect, pops out from a more neutral back-
ground. In addition, variations ixt the "strength" of figure/grot d relations, by nans of varia-
tious in contrast, can be used to order information elements tut belong to different visual layers
but w be kw"- close to each other on the dart (see .Lhapter 5).

During the final review of the chart design, both aspects of figure/ground must be ass-se.
FisL it is important to ensure that all infonmation elements possess sufficient contrast to be easily
disz risinted from Lhe background and other infonmation elenents.

Ensure that aH information elements possess sufficient contrast to support wzyI

discrlmlnation tom bVckground and neighboring elements.
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Given that all information elements are sufficiently legible. the next step is to check that varia-
tions in contrast between elements (especially those located near, or on top of each other) reflect
the organizational logic used to design the chart. Chapter 5 described the method of layering and
how it can be used to specify variations in hierarchical level corresponding to the chart logic. If
the layering approach has been used, its effectiveness in adequately representing hierarchical
differences visually must bedetermined. It is especially important to make sure that symbols and
letters are the most visually dominant elements on the chart (Dent, 1972).

Ensure that variations In contrast between elements are sufficient to be
detectable and are accurate In reflecting hierarchical differences among those
elements.

The designer should check that each information element has its own continuous contour that
dearly differentiates it from the background and all other elements (Wood, 1968). If two elements
share the same contour, figure/ground instability may occur. Also be sure that, if layers are
superimposed, there are no unexpected masking effects due to sinlarity, proxinity, continuity,
or grouping across layem

Cck, thteeyIfrainlement has Its own continuous contour and thatI
no masking due to similarity, continulry, or grouping has oc ,re d across layers.

Finally, and perhapo most important of all the designer should nmae sure that the various
design tools are used consistently and not at cross-purposes with each other. Otheiwse visual
contradiction can oxu that might cotfuse tie user.

C heckthat the esign toots have bean used consistenty.

7.5 A FINAL WORD ON USING THE TOOL BOX

The copt of a tool box has been dOW as a way ofcompeting for thv- ack of specific
guidelkwes on how to deslgn a pereptually usable 1AP drft, hidwrent in tis appadh is the
objct.ve of identifying the viriety of tools that cA be ud and providing some gudace on
how best to use thent It is then the task of te delgir= to take this infonmation and detemihe
how to aply It to aifian lt

Although the goal of this 1andbook is tu provide eujight,'ivnent and suggestjns for sone
potentiay new ways of designing chants, it is also possible to come away w! a sense of hnstra-
tion at the complexity of the dud design yroces. There may be ,new reassurane in knowing
that this tustration is shared by othems. For example, the respec.Ied ctographer, George lenks
suggests a relmonhip between chart deign aad a w; tin caled Pandora: "..J would remhn
yoij of the myt-dcal woman, Pandora. When we starte on is sea h we thou ght that pieces of
the map reading puzzle might fall into place quile readly. Instead the ills, woes, and troubles of
all of thbnm k ca tography have been hun loose to haun us. Simple dot ua p no longer s.em
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simple. AMiaY information, often placed in the periphery of a map, seems to distract the
reader and apparently distorts the message of the map. Symbolization practices such as the use
of an irnfite number of proportional circles instead of a classed set seem to waste the designer's
Znd reader's time. The location of titles, legends, and map scales no longer seems to be just a
matter of balance but becomes of major importance in directing the map reading task. These are
but a few of the dogmas of thematic map design that seem to be threatened as we continue to
explore the unknown areas of map communication" (Jenks, 1973, cited by Steinke, 1987, p. 57).
What would appear to be simple gows in complexity as awareness of the number and impor-
tar.e of variables grows.

When coping with complex issues, it is not uncommon to assume that all of the problems and
confusions will disappear with additional research. As Jenks' quote suggests, however, the
solution is not thai simple. Although research has provided us with glimpses as to how charts
should be designed, the complaint can be made that we have iot learned very much as a result
of a good deal of time and effort. There are at least three reasons that explain why this is the case.
First, the number of variables that must be tested, both alone and in combination, is enormous.
This chapter began with the observation that each information element impacts, and is impacted
by, every other inforrmtion element. Consequently, small gains in understanding will come
slowly.

In addition, the effects on performance of these variables is likely to be small and we may not
have sufficiently ,nsitive tools for measuring their effect on performance. As a result, we may be
unable to achieve an adequate view of how these variables impact chart use. However, even
though their impact is smal, this does not mean that they can be ignored. Each variable, alone,
may make only a small difference but, together, their effect on performance could be substantial.
Unfortately, we don't know how.

These concerns are not constrained to chart design. Typographers (Macdonald-Ross & Waller,
1975) and instructional software user-interface designers (Grablnger, 1989) have expressed
similar feelings. For example, Grabinger argues that screen design manipulations are relatively
minor, as compared to other aspects of the instructional setting, yet researchers are surprised
when large influences on performance are not found. His conclusion is metaphoric but appropri-
ate: "We have broken the 4:00 minute mile. The improvements now come not in whole seconds,
but in tenths of a second. We must design our research in such a way. We must look for tHe little
things that make a difference in hopes that when we put a lot of little things together we will
bump another tenth of a second off the dock" (p. 182). The same logic appeam to be appropriate
for chart research as well.

Also, It may be necessary to consider alternative ways of doing research Tnadioltally, research-
em look at the effects of one or a few variables on pudormance. Painstaking control of each
variable, it is argued, allows greater understanding of the effect of that variable on perfortnance.
It may be useful, however, ti "omplement this micro approach with a molar approach that
involves developing alternative versions of a chart and evaluating them as a whole. Although
this holistic approach will probably not contribute to the identification of specific guidelines for
designing various types of information elements, it may provide a more efficient way of produc-
ing usable charts.
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Finally, i, is important to remember that chart reading is a cognitive task as well as a perceptual
one. This Handbook has attempted to address the range of perceptual Issues that influence dart
reading. It has not, however, looked at the cognitive aspects. This is a gap that dearly needs to be
addressed. Treating perceptual functioning as separate from cognitive functioning is a question-
able activity in that there is hard no boundary that clearly separates the two activities.

*Take, for example, the process of visual search. A large proportion of the words written in this
Handbook attempt to descibe how AP charts can be designed to better support the search
process. Unfortunately, visual search is heavily influenced by the chart user's expectadons and
familiarity with charts, as well as his/her experience with the geographical location represented
in the chwt It is all well and good to talk about how to support percepaal grouping and dis-
criminability of symbols but to sy something truly meaningful means considering how the user
makes sense of the spatial arrangetnent of symbols and the locational meaning implied in them
(Guelke, 1979). Petchenik (1977) shares the concern that cognitive aspects of chart use must be
considered: "While cartographic rmarachers have concentrated on the perception of individual
map symbols or on limited comparisons among symbols, the problem of map reading extends
far beyond such concerns. But the notion of map reading itself has not yet received as much
attention as It should have. The real problcm is this: How does a map user develop internal,
personal knowledge of relations among things in space ou the basis of viewing a sheet of paper
covered with ink marks? How, in conuon language, does one read a map? (p. 118).

Clearly, it is important to address the "cognitive" issues of chart use, such as how users make
sense of charts, how they match chart infor ration to the information they see outside the cockpit
window, and how the navigation process works. Even a little understanding of how the user
cognitively utilizes a chart is likly to have a substantial inipact on chart design, icluding the so-
_ ced pemeptual aspect.

It is hoped that the design information offered in this landbook will prove to be of value in
improving chart design, even though It certainly will not Le the last word on how to design 1AP
charts. But given the linitlions in our undersunding.of the chart user, one fin reconmenda-
ton should always be kept in mind:

Each chart design urnately should be iuxperimentally tested to detomine its
real effeclveness In supporting perceptual Interaction with it by the user.
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8.THE DESIGN PRINCIPLES

2. I)ISPLAY WMAGE QUAUiTY

2.5 SpaIa Vis-Ion

2M51 RuouMON (POO, CRT, LCD)

Resolution on CRT or LCD screens should be as high as achievable for
electronic media up the standard used for paper. For the unaided observer, the
atical test Is whether the sizes of alphanumeric characters and symbols that
are actually used Is sufficient to compensate for the lower rqsoiutlon level
available for the selected displays. For paper, an effective resolution of 300 dpi
ipuint quality of 600 dpI) has proven to be acceptable.

252 Luviwic (CRT$ LCD)

Manual controls, either In conjunction with or Independent of automatic controls,
should be made available to the user to vary mean screen luminance. The
&4ipropriate soreen luminance range will be dependent upon the contrast ratio
and size of displayed symbology, hence a minimum value cannot be specified.
However, a range of 0.1 to0200-fL has been suggested. For the unaided
observer, the range of available luminance levels should tto sufficient to handle
the range of-ambient Uighting conditions likely to be found In the cockpit
anvironment. Sufficient luminance andfor chromatIc difference should always
be availabe to slwod Odlsri1*aon btenalsymbols, doaacters, and

W lbebmennall

2S.3 UUMweU COORM Ai CO(MwIs 1O (PAWAR CAT. Let)

For CRTts and I~s, a minimum a uminance contrast ratio of 20:1 fob cdrect
viewirg and 10:1 for all other viewing situations is desirable. For segimented

dispaysthecontrast ratio should be 2:1. for activated segments and .1,15:1 for
unactivated segments. For the unaided observer, tho display should bo
evaluated under a range of codot environment conditrto ensue thW
suficent Wmmio zwtast is always posslbe*

Foe paWe dspays, 1AFP cart should be printed with sufficient contrast
between te characters and fnakgron tht they are easily read in all
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2.5.4 Lummc UNIaRum (CRT, LCD)

For the unaided observer, non-uniformities In brightness or color on CRT or
LCD displays shall not be present When varying the luminance of the display
from minimum to maximum, the relative luminance of all characters, symbols,
and backgrounds should be visually constant Employing photometric
techniques, a large area non-uniformity of less than 20% Is acceptable. For
luminance variations within half a degree of arc, 50% or less Is acceptable.

2.5.5 1 C = (PMW, CRT, LCD)

For C¢T and LCD formats, positive polarity Is probably preferred because of
the unique information format requirements of lAP charts.

Contra.t direction, on paper, should be dark symbols on a light background.

2.5.6 CsoNV!oGIC Am Focus (CRT)

For the unaided observer, lines, symbols, and characters should have no tails,
squiggles, skews, gaps or bright spots. Une color should be obvious. Employing
photometric measurements, msconvergence should not be greater than 0.7
ndUiradlan&

2.5.7 Svm Aiwom (CRT, LCD)

To the unaided observer of a CRT or LCD, symbols which should be a gned
either horizontally or vertically should appear so aligned- Employing photometric
techn ques,.symbol algnnt should be within 02 Inches.

2.58 Daws ALs FAw&s(CR1)

Any defects in the display should not be distracting or cause informton
nireadkV. Raw or colum tailue should be inWabie occurrences.

S 2.5.a m SAm GAv (CRT, LCD)

Lines and dharaters presented on CATs or LCDs should appear smoothly
written and contain no unwanted jagged edges. Special attenUon should be
paid to ami~d lines dram on LCOs. whkh are the most d4cW to antlas
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A minimum of 15 gray levels Is likely to be required for near-term LAP chart

electronic displays.

2.5.9 Vwme aw~ m RTs LCD)

Current aerospace recommendations require a viewing angle of 53 degrees In
the left and right direction, 35 degrees above, and 0 degrees below a plane
perpendicular to the screen face. However, display location and additional crew
member viewing may require different specifications. Special attention should
be paid to the viewing angle characteristics of any proposed LCD lAP chart.

2.6 Temporal Vision

2.6.1 Fucm Arm REmS RATE (CRT, LCD)

For the unaided observer of a CRT or LCD, there should be no undesired rapid
temporal variation In display luminance for a symbol or display field. For CRTs,
a refresh rate of 50 - 60 Hz is generally acceptable. For LCDs, a frame rate of
30 Hz may be acetable.

2.6.2 Jnm (CRT, LCD)

For the unaided observer, a static CRT or LCD display should contain no
discernible jitter. Employing photometric t ues, Image jitter should be
wOOl 03 WI= pea-topeak

27 CwAmw Vesou (CRT, LCD)

Any use of color In electronic lAP charts should be adequately tested In flight
situations with a representative sample of pios. As a guldellne for the design of
such devices, ARP 4032 should be consulted.

There should be sufficient chomafic uniformity to ensure adequate
Inlipetation of Wnomation

4. ORIENTING WITHIN THE 1AP CHA T

4.2 Tie Visl ftuclw of an lAP ChWat
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Before beginning the design process, prepare a hierarchical organization that
specifies the categoric of information that will be used and the elements that
belong to each category. Define the categories on the basis of the types of
relationshis to be emphasized in the design.

4.3 Specifying Parts

43.1 Dm--anvs Vwu. APP uicE

Preserve the unique appearance of each major section of the chart.

4.3,2 STAmARD LoCATm

Whenever possible, design the chart to have standard locations for categories
of Iniomiation and, when possible, for Individual Information elements.

4.3 MEmhous FmR Mm.w B=UDAmwE

Use a bounding tool to define parts of a chart. Boxes provide the strongest
method for visually bounding a space. Unes are a more subtle method that Is
especially useful for defining lower-level boundaries such as between elements
In a table. To avoid further cluttering a chart that already possesses a large
number of line o1punents, white space can be used.

4.4 SpecfyIng Retatlonships

4.4.1 SAM HOB RAC LEvE SM LOcAToN

PRoxhilty provides a slrg visual cue for shared category membersh.

Tools such as standard location and boundaries can be used to specify related
information if the information elements that possess the shared property can be
phyel located near each other.

442 S I -MMCAL LEvM, IMM" Loc,

Conceptual grouping of information elements can be encouraged by assigning
a common vLsual property (color, texture, shape, size) to meners of that
group.
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The method of "pointing" offers a useful tool for guiding the eye from one related
item to another while avoiding the clutter that can occur from the use of lines
and other direct connecting methods. If pointing is used, make sure that the
path specified by the originating element will move the eye to the intended
target element Also. make sure that unintended pointing is avoided.

"Leading" fte eye from one information element to another by means of lines or
arrows provides the strongest means for relating similar elements. It should be
used sparingly, however, to avoid clutter.

4.4.3 Dfum= LEvELS, SAE LocATmO

Use variations in the sharpness of edges to define multiple information element
layer&

Variation in brightness contrast is a useful tool for differentiating between items
from different layers. For monochromatic charts, information elements on the
higher levels should be darker than elements on the lower layers. If color is
used, brighter colors should be used for the higher layers.

If multiple patterns that are equally bright but vary In coarseness of texture and
size of dot are superimposed on each other, the coarser texture should be
positio~ d on tMe highest layer.

The amount of detail provided on a symbol can be used to vary contrast.
DiW symbols tend to stand out as figure against less detailed symbols.

Vatng line weight is an effective tool for signifying variations In layers If care is
taken to ensure that the lightest weight provides sufficient visual conrdast to be

VWrations In line character can be useful for cliffeentlating element layers using
brws used to coastruct their own figures.

Use discretion in the number of layers, texture patterns, line weights, and lne
characters at are used Too many may be worse thw too few.
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Interposition trovides a strong cue that one element is located in a layer that is
different from another element. Care should be taken In using this tool to ensure
that the partially hidden element Is still recognizable and the shape of Its hidden
parts predictUab.

4.4A DFFRer LEVE.S, DuFrEmr LocAios

Variations in relative size can be made to ensure that important elements are
more likely to be seen. This should not be done at the expense of decreasing
the legibility of less important ins.

5 SEARCH AND LEGMMLITY

5.3 Font Chamcteftlc Tools

53.1 TYPA

Use a familiar typeface that is clean and smple, avoiding unnecessary
flourishes, Use of sans serif typefaces may be more appropriate than serif
typefaces due to potentially poor lighting conditions In the cockpit and to avoid
problenm In printing or displaying typefaces with hairine stroke wIdths.

532 Fow Stm

Increasing the size of type Improves search performance for critical Information
at least up to the level of 12 point type or approxImately 20 minutes of visual
angle. ft Is not yet known whether Increasing type size beyond this level will
kIprove performance but there Is some evidence to suggest that this Is the
smallest size that should be used for changing but non-critical Information.
C"tc information should probably be presented using a larger type size. such
as 14 pokit on paper or 30 minutes for electrolc dLsoays.

5.3.3 TyOW SPAM EcOu

When choosng between typeaces, select the typefac that almos more
_ I,,aactes per ~e

WA3, T#m PawoPSNOI

he sdarwd sroke4o4ieight ratio for typelaces used with pap Is 1:10.
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For electronic media, stroke widths of between 1S and 1:8 are recommended.

Avoid using a typeface that has large variations in stroke width.

The type weight used should support contrast between type and its background
that is sufficient to allow accurate and efficient recognition of the Information.

When choosing between typefaces, use the typeface with the higher x-height

5.35 bMOjAL CmARm CFu

Ensure that all typeface characters are easily discriminable.

Avoid using a typeface that Includes unusual letter shapes.

S.&65 TM CANE

Available research data suggests that upperilowercase letter combinations are
read more quickly and support more efficient search for names on a map than
upwe-caso letters used without lower-case letters.

W.. 16MM-ClWUCJERSPAM

Spacing between characters within a word should be at least 10 to 15% but
should be assessed visually to ensure OWa Me spacing looks coste for all
omb~naons of word chaactes.

Use one charact pace to separat wonds.

The spacing between bottom of descenders on oe line and the top of
ascenders on the next line should be approximately 15% of character height
The spacag should be visually assessed to ensure that ii looks consitent.
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53.9 RMTA.D TVM

Whenever possible, avoid presenting text In a non-horizontal orientation.

5.3.10 TVPS/BAcAO COR=

Dlscuimlnability of alphanumeric symbols which must be located on a patterned
background may be improved by presenting that Informatlon In a box which has
a non-patterned background.

5A Symbol Chaacteristics Tools

5.4.1 SvYm Su

Simple. familiar symbol shapes should be used whenever possible.

Ensure that each georratric shape Is maximally distinctive by utilizing that
shape's defining dimension.

Symbos should be designed to have dstincve global shapes.

Use a strong outline contour to define each symbol In accordance with Its
relative positio within te visual sOucture of-the chAi

Avoid using detailed local structure to define symbols. Instead, symbols should
be a on the basis of fir gCbJ shape.

Use filed symboZ ratan open symbol..

Ensure that each sytol sla ut as a strong figute against all background
pattens and eleme

5.42 Svim Sm
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When making decisions about symbol size, consider all of the factors that
Impact symbol effectiveness, Including legibility requirements, role and position
of each symbol within the visual structure of the chart, apparent visual size, and
space constraints.

5.4.3 SvwOLS AmV COLOR

Color, used solely as a means of adding realism or attractiveness to symbols,
should be avoided.

5A.4 Acmvso SYm. LEcimnY

if a symbol that has been used on paper charts Is to be transferred to the
electronic medium, be sure to determine if sufficient resolution is available to
support the symbol. Otherwise the symbol may have to be modified to take Into
account the reduced resolution of the electronic display.

6. SEARCH AND PERIPHERAL VISION

6.2 Infomton HMgldighting Toots

62.1 Hwxu mv BwAmss

Under good viewing rmndtions, highlighting through brightness Is both effective
and not annoying to the user. However, its effectiveness Is reduced under high
amblent Illumination levels, on low contrast displays, and when the highlighted
elements are small

6.22 fHaxnan Twomo Bcm

Bolding ot important names does not appear to Improve performnance and
should be avoddl as If may contribute to ca dutter.

6.2.3 MIGa.HUm TO" &I wf V".O0

Reverse video is an eltedve means o attracting the user's attention but It can
redice the egbility of highlighted Information. In addiU. it may dLstract the eye
w-4M the target InlorrimtIon is not hlightecL
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6.2.4 HWjou mo TUMo UN G &uma

Highlighting through blinking should only be used to Inform the user of a critical
situation. For this mason, its use on lAP drs Is probably not appropriate.

6.2. HM~NXWM Tmouws IhWERL#"N

Underlining Is not a strong attention-getter but It may have limited utility as a
way of highlighting a small amount of Information that Is located with other
Infonnation In a restricted space.

62.6 .Lumm Tou BoXIN

The relative benefits of highlighting through boxing are not clear. If boxing Is
used, be sure to use a box that is sufficiently large to support legibility of the
nfonation located within the box.

6.2.7 LMMAIIoN oF Hmaaujihwu

Although highlighting can improve search efficlency for highlighted Information,
it my reduce efficiency for non-hlghlighted Information. When deiding whether
to use highlighting, strong conslderation must be given to possible negative

sequee that can arise through the use of tghifhtg..

If the decision Is made to use highlkjhting, it should be used con rva~veyoand
"Wppdaey, Wn keepV w" the notmatlon needs of th user.

6.3 WorM-ax Coding Tools

6,1 ColO COOM.

Use color cmiy If the display segmentation required by each task corespoids to
O sgmae enomaaed by th apicalkm 4 aoW.

Coko cod4n, used redundantly wth aother form of codng such as sh e,
kimroves pert onance when the task r,qulres search. Its use may Improve the
performance of users seardng for Womaon elemens ocae in the plan
secion of the chat.
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Use of colors that are easily distinguishable can support nearly parallel
processing of color.

'The Improvement In performance due to the use of color coding decreases as
the number of items that share the same, target color Increases. Performance Is
less affected by variations in the number of Items with non-target colors.

Visual searc times Increase as the number of colors used Increases.

Resric the number of colors used to less than eight or nine If the user must
remember what the colors mean.

ff the color Is known in advance. performance will Improve with the use of color.
If the color Is not known. peformance Is wose than with no color.

If search for'non-colored Items is requlrd on a display where color Is used,
rorm c b reduoed.

4W Color co of asN tem red the tme noded to locate tat item.

Color cod4V can Impove searh thies for names p"esented on ma0 if the
us knos Uie color to look for."

Color coi g may not be eacIv and can degrade petooance if the task

Us W~k coo &W At may imgove tM& perfomnc in~ dual-task sltuatins

Color Is an effective tool for supporg map users' abtlaies to fudge relatve
heights and vi,.s ie t n. r cod4O mehods h owever,
may be ust as effecve.

A better uWrsWding of the lAP do'. users needs should be obaned blore
dhoxsO a metbo tor emtody land wime h4h Worixtion.



If color is used, take Into consideration these problems of color use whcn
selecting colors and always use color redundantly with other coding schemes,
such as shape.

When selecting colors, take into account the range of ambient Illumination
levels that will occur, the limitations of the system used to generate the colors,
the sizes of the areas to which the colors will be applied, and unexpected
effects due to presenting combinations of colors.

Use a color coding scheme that is consistent with other displays In the cockpit

63J ,SH CcOM

Shape Is a necessary coding method In the lAP chart situation and should
always be used redundantly if other coding methods are employed.

6.4 Intonuatlon Bounding Toots

6A4.1 Rxxsa Auowmr o Specs To BF. SARCm~D

Providing an organizational structue to help the chart user orient, combined
with centrol over the density of symbols in any one part of th chart. will
oturi.te to efliclant vLSual search.

6A12 liow Boww4 A aa Uss cF Cou.ws

Seatch peonnan appeam to be fastr f tez aranged in cohum rather
iha rows.

Column sizes o five degrees jr less appear to suppot the .-mos effective

Graphc boudaies don't appear to affect perfonnance either postively or
negallvaly. i may be ptemnatue to disctrd the grapt& hnes, however.

it would appear that search for information stored in tables is not aided by
ncreas g the spar between tablo elemenL



L4.3 Rmucu IlmRhu hfewm=

Place names in an open area, away from all other names. This is especially
Important when the names share the same first letter.

Position labels either slightly above or slightly below, or to the left or right of,
their corresponding symbols so as to avoid placing the label along the same
horizontW or vertical axis as its symbol.

The amount of space between the symbol and the label depends upon the
sizes of the type and symbol. The larger the type and symbol, the greater the
distance that should be used between them.

6..5 w*-auAomN DENSIAT S Mus

7. EVALUATING THE USE OF THE DESIGN TOOLS

7,2 Visual Balance

The chart should be balanced along both the vertical and honzontal axes.

7,3 Infogmatlon Density

Ensure that the chart adequately conveys grouping relationships that produce
mea 'ingful clusters of information on the chart. Also make sure that white
spacing is used throughout the chart to appropriately specify hierarchical
relationshlps. Finally, check for areas that are too cluttered.

7A Figie/Ground and Contrast

Ensure that all Information eiemenis possess sufficlent ontrast to support easy
discrlmiraon from background and neighboring elements.

Ensure ft variations In contrast between elements are sufficient to b"
detectable and are acwuate In reflecting hierarchical differences among those
elements.

1J
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Check that every Information element has its own continuous contour and that

no masking due to similary, continuity, or grouping has occurred across layers.

Check that the design tools have been used consistently.

75 A Pial Word on Using the Tool Box

Each chart design ultimately should be experimentally tested to determine its
real effectiveness in supporting perceptual Interaction with it by the user,
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